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THURSDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
LONDON— Chinese authorities have executed more than
500 people this year in the most
severe crackdown on crime
since 1983, Amnesty International said in a report released
today. The London-based human
rights group said some people
were put to death within two
weeks of their- arrest.

STATE
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Responding to rising gasoline
prices, Kentucky Attorney General Fred Cowan has joined
other state attorneys general in
calling for creation of a special
task force to examine the petroleum industry.

SPORTS
PORT CRANE, N.Y. — An
FBI expert testified Wednesday
that authorities found hair they
believe is William Reedy's on
the driver's side windshield of
the pickup truck in which former major league manager Billy
Martin was killed in a Christmas
1989 crash.

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — The
Congressional Budget Office
predicted that 600 to 700 commercial banks will fail over the
next 3i4 years even without a
recession, draining the government's deposit insurance funds
by more than $20 billion.

FORECAST
Tonight: A 40 percent chance
of showers with patchy dense
fog after midnight. Low 65 to
70. Light south wind.
Friday: Partly sunny with
scattered thunderstorms. High
again 80 to 85. Chance of rain
40 percent.
The extended forecast calls
for dry conditions Saturday and
Sunday with a chance of thunderstorms on Monday.
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Local schools to get
more funds from state
Staff Report
Murray Lodger & Times
Calloway County and Murray
Independent schools will receive an
estimated 37 percent and 9 percent
increase respectively in local and
state money for public education
during the current school year
under the Kentucky Education
Reform Act, according to figures
released Wednesday by the State
Board of Education.
Calloway County schools are
expected to receive approximately
$1,137,846 more this year from the
state and about S858,860 more
from local sources as compared to
last year, according to the report.
The Murray school system will
receive about $240,838 more from
the state and around $85,916 more
locally this year.
For Calloway students, the extra
money means a jump of $704 in
per-pupil expenditures by the system raising the total to $3,359.
Murray's per-pupil expenditures

will increase approximately $296
to $3,299.
Under the new reform laws, each
of the state's 175 districts must get
8 to 25 percent more state money
this school year.
A tax rate of 30 cents for every
$100 of assessed valuation was
required by the state in order for
districts to qualify under the state's
new Support Education Excellence
in Kentucky program.
School boards have the option of
increasing taxes to an equivalent of
about 53 cents without a local
referendum under the reform's Tier
1 program.
Calloway's 37 percent increase
over last year is the largest jump
among districts in the Jackson
Purchase, according to the report.
Through the reform measures, all
teachers receive at least a 10 percent salary increase. Calloway
teachers will receive a 13 percent
hike while Murray instructors will
receive a 10.8 percent raise,
according to reports.

Vaughan selected
as semifinalist
in 1991 national
merit program
James "Andy" Vaughan, 16, a
senior at Murray High School, is
one of more than 15,000 semifinalists in the 1991 National Merit
Scholarship Program.
Vaughan, the son of Lt. Col.
James and Joan Vaughan, is
recording secretary on the MHS
Speech Team, a 1990 Governor's
Scholar, a member of the Spanish
Club, Academic Team, Gold 100 at
Murray State University, and Hi-Y,
a young men's association with the
Murray Family YMCA.
Vaughan is one of these academically talented high school seniors
nationwide who represent about
half of one percent of each state's
graduating class. Semifinalists have
an opportunity to continue in the
competition for some 6,000 Merit
Scholarships, worth about $25 million, to be awarded next spring.
In addition, by announcing these
seniors' names, the National Merit
Scholarship Corporation (NMSC)
hopes to broaden the educational
opportunities of these students and
to increase public interest in
academic excellence.
More than one million students
in more than 19,000 U. S. high

Playhouse production

Liz Bussey as Annelle, Carol Bogard as Shelby, Vickie Jones as Clairee
, Tonda Thomas as M'Lynn, and
Faye Austin as Truvy, decorate Troy's beauty shop for Christmas
in
this
scene from "Steel Magnolias,"
which will open the Playhouse in the Park 1990-91 season Friday
night, Sept. 21. (See related story on
page 11).

Several from MSU form environmental group
By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

James "Andy" Vaughan
schools entered the 1991 Merit
Program as juniors by taking the
1989 Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test/National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test (PSAT/
NMSQT), which served as an initial screen of the large volume of
entrants.
Those designated semifinalists
in each state are the top scorers
who must now advance to the
finalist level of the competition in
order to be considered for Merit
Scholarships. To qualify as a finalist, a semifinalist must have an
outstanding academic record, must
be endorsed and recommended by
the school principal, must confirm
PSAT/NNISQT performance on the
(Cont'd on page 2)

Students at Murray State University are determined not to be left
out of a growing movement toward
environmental protection, especially at the local level, and have
spearheaded a movement of their
own.
"We are half of the (Murray)
community," according to associate
professor Dr. Ken Carstens, speaking for the students, faculty and
staff at MSU. "The rest of Murray
is the other half. If the environment
is a concern of the community, we
should be involved."

Carstens is the faculty advisor of
the student group S.A.V.E., Students Aiding the Vanishing Earth,
which was formed last April and
hopes to join forces with other local environmentally:rolleariddorganizations.
S.A.V.E.'s officers, who will
conduct the group's first organizational meeting of the semester on
Sept. 20, said one of their earliest
goals is to organize int&ested students into a platform that can provide assistance to other organizations in their environmental efforts.
"We don't want to be the spearhead," according to S.A.V.E. vice
president Jenna Newton. "We want

By KRIS FAZI
Murray Lodger & Times Staff %Irks(
A new addition to the Kentucky
Auctioneer License Law enacted in
the 1990 General Assembly
requires auction house operators to
have an operator license as of Jan.
1, 1991.
All operators of a fixed-base
auction house, with the exception
of tobacco and fixed-base livestock
markets, will need an Auction
House operator license.
There will be a grandfathering
period until Feb. 1, 1991, in which

to file satisfactory proof with the
Kentucky Board of Auctioneers
that an auction house operator was
engaged as an operator at a fixed
location for a period of at least two
years prior to Jan. 1, 1991, at
which at least 20 auction sales
were conducted during that period.
For those persons who cannot
furnish the above said prod to the
board, an examination will be
administered. The first examination
will be Dec. 13, 1990 at the offices
of the Kentucky Board of Auctioneers, and applicants should contact
the office well in advance of the

How do you view this area's low census figures?

1

Sister Mary Anne Yanz
"The census probably missed
some people who were working
during the day or who were on vacation. Also there were vacant
homes."

to be the student branch of a vital
effort (to save the environment).
This will be the way students can
get involved without having to go
off campus."
Local organizers began environmental efforts earlier this summer
with the formation of the Area
Recycling Committee, a group
which has many of the same goals
as S.A.V.E., according to S.A.V.E.
secretary Julie Ford.
List year's aluminum recycling
program conducted at Woods Hall
netted the group $52 in two weeks,
an effort the group hopes to match
(Cont'd on page 2)

New auctioneer law calls for licenses

In other words...

Glenn Hughes
"It shows that we're doing a
poor job of keeping our young people in Murray and Calloway County. They grow up and move away."

50-CENTS

Wes Shelby
"1 think it's basically a sign of
general apathy by not taking part in
the census. It's going to hurt us
because we'll lose out on federal
programs."

David Robinson
"I don't think it's right. There's
houses going up on every comer. 1
don't see how we could not be
growing. I expected (the census) to
be a lot higher than what it said.

examination date, said Barbara
Schoen. executive secretary.
Auctioneers have always been
required to have an operator
license. But before the new law,
those operating houses who are not
licensed auctioneers were not
required to have a license. The
licenses allows the board to assist
the consumer should an operator
fail to distribute funds from a sale
properly.
"This agency (board) is for protection of the public," Schoen said.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Murray Housing
to receive HUD
grant for $729,900
The offices of U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell, U.S. Sen. Wendell
Ford and U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard announced Wednesday that
the Department of Housing and
Urban Development has awarded
$729,900 to the Housing Authority
of Murray.
The grant is part of the Comprehensive Improvement Assistance Program. The money will go
to modernize a total of 62 housing
units on Nash Drive and C
Lane in Murray, McConnell sai
Other cities receiving funds
included Paducah: $3,617,000;
Morgantown: $1,176,100; Sturgis:
S1,048,680; Madisonville:
$308,850.; Cadiz: $214,817; and
Hickman: $221,260, for a total of
$7,316,707.
Hubbard remarked that these
funds will be helpful in providing

(Cont'd on page 2)
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Calloway Grand
Jury set to return
indictments Friday

Calloway County Fiscal Court
OK's appointments, tax rate
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court on Tuesday accepted two
appointments, approved the county's tax rate, and adopted a resolution from Multivision.
Richard Whited was appointed to
a second term on the Transit
Board.
C.W. Hamaan was appointed to
serve out Marshall Brandon's term
on the Almo-Dexter Water District.
Hamaan was also appointed for an
additional four-year term.
After a 5-minute hearing on the

Group fonned...
(Cont'd from page 1)
again this year but on a larger,
campus-wide scale if possible.
The group also hopes to help
convince university officials to eliminate or at least provide an alternative to Styrofoam products on
campus, an idea that administration
has been open to so far, according
to Carstens.
The university has already begun
plans to recycle its computer paper

tax rate for Calloway County taxes,
The Calloway County Grand
the rates were approved at four per- Jury is expected to hand down
cent, the same as last year.
recent indictments during a hearing
The court approved a resolution Friday in the Calloway County Cirwhich states that the Calloway cuit Courtroom at 10:30 a.m.
County Fiscal Court most respectThe Grand Jury, which met durfully requests that Mu4tivision ing regular session last week, also
place the locally owned and oper- handed down several indictments
ated television station for Murray after a special session on Aug. 10.
and Calloway County upon the
Indictments handed down then
Calloway County Cablevision. This included:
station is carried on channel 46 by • Larry Dale Adams — theft of
the city Cablevision.
services; entered not guilty plea:
pre-trial conference set for Sept.
14.
• Lana Gail Mix — theft by
as part of a federally-mandated unlawful taking over $100; entered
recycling program, Carstens said. not guilty plea: pre-trial conference
Until those and other programs held Aug. 24.
can be realized, the 45-member- • Noah Gene Noble — first
plus group will satisfy itself with degree burglary, second degree
increasing student awareness about burglary, theft by unlawful taking
over $100; entered not guilty plea:
•
itself and its goals.
pre-trial conference held Aug. 24.
"Learning to protect the environJoseph Paul Caldwell — second
•
ment is a re-educational process,"
degree burglary, third degree burgCarstens said. "That's what I think lary; entered not guilty plea: preS.A.V.E. can do. These people are
trial conference set for Sept. 14.
on the cutting edge of a new move• Vincent T. Bolden — second
ment and with a little help, they
degree burglary, third degree burgcan accomplish a great deal."
lary; entered not guilty plea: pretrial conference set for Sept. 14.
• Charles Caldwell — third
degree burglary; entered not guilty
plea: pre-trial conference set for
Sept. 14.
• Derick T. Garriott — third
degree burglary; entered not guilty
plea: pre-trial conference set for
Sept. 14.
• Kenny E. Hammonds — possession of cocaine; pre-trial conference set for Sept. 14.-,
• Estill Jesse James — first
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degree wanton endangerment (two

MATTRESS
Twin As Low As
Full
'69.95
ea pc in sets $4

in set'?

Queen. .. $89.95
ea pc in seis

A

Purdom Furniture
202 S
-o. 5th

Visa -MC-Discover-Layaway

753-4872

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.
Olympic Plaza
753-2380

counts), driving under the influence, attempting to elude police,
driving on revoked license, improper registration, disregarding traffic
devices, speeding, no insurance;
entered not guilty plea: pre-trial
conference set for Sept. 14.
In addition, the jury concluded
the cases of:
• Dale Richard Thorn — theft by
deception over $100; no bill
returned ii-n-suffient evidence
found).
• Teresa Rushing Colson —
.receiving stolen property over
$100: no bill returned (insuffient
evidence found).

Give.
American Heart
Association

',
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Iran calls for holy war against Western forces
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
Iran's spiritual leader offered
more support to Tehran's former
archenemy Wednesday, calling for
a holy war against Western forces
gathered in the gulf since Iraq's
invasion of Kuwait.
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei declared that Moslems who die fighting to throw Americans out of the
region would be martyrs bound for
heaven. His speech in Tehran came
amid reports Iran had agreed to
help break the U.N. embargo of
Iraq by allowing in food and medical supplies in return for free Iraqi
oil.
.A U.N. sanctions committee
broke up Wednesday after becoming deadlocked over what kind of
food aid to allow into Iraq and
occupied Kuwait. Most of the delegates want to allow shipments of
food only to foreigners and children. Cuba and Yemen were calling

Murrayan brought
back to county
to face charges
A Murray man wanted in Calloway County on felony charges was
arrested and transported to Murray
from Chicago Tuesday, according
to a report from the Calloway
County Sheriff's Office.
David E. Adams, 28, of Rt. 1,
Murray, was lodged in the Calloway County Jail after he was
arrested in Chicago, according to
reports.
Adams faces four counts of failure to appear in court, three counts
of second degree criminal possession of a forged instrument, theft
by unlawful taken over $100 and
theft by deception over S100,
according to reports.
Adams also faces a criminal possession of a forged instrument
charge in McCracken County,
according to police.

for a broader resolution allowing in
food to all civilians.
More than 400 Americans and
Britons — women and children
who had been stranded in Kuwait
since the Iraqi invasion — left
Baghdad on Wednesday. Their
Boeing 747 was chartered jointly
by the United States and Britain.
Another flight carrying 10 ailing
and elderly Italian men flew to
Rome.
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein
has said he will allow foreign
women and children to leave Iraq
and Kuwait but is holding most
Western men as human shields to
deter an invasion.
President Bush, in an address
Tuesday night to a joint session of
Congress, said his heart went out to
the families of the American hostages, but he declared, "America
and the world will not be
blackmailed."
Bush also prepared a videotaped
message to Iraq's citizens Wednesday in which he said 'we have no
quarrel with the Iraqi people," and
that Iraqis should blame hardships
created by the embargo on their
own governmeni

New law...

Bush made the eight-minute tape
after the Iraq government offered
to send a TV crew to interview him
and broadcast the interview on
Iraqi television.
Bush opted to make his own tape
instead. White House officials said
they doubted the entire message
would be broadcast in Baghdad.
Iran's Khamenei, meanwhile,
reiterated his opposition to Iraq's
Aug. 2 invasion of Kuwait. But the
condemnation was muffled by his
bitter denunciation of the U.S. forces deployed to protect Saudi
Arabia.
"What has the Security of this
region got to do with you?" he
asked. "The security of this region
is the business of the nations of
this region."
Speaking amid chants of "Death
to America!' and "Death to Israel!'
by an audience of hundreds,
Khamenei warned: "Moslem
nations will not allow America to
set up its security and defense system in the region."
"The struggle against American
aggression, greed, plans and policies in the Persian Gulf will be
counted as a Jihad (holy war), and
anybody who is killed on that path
is a martyr," he said in the speech
carried by Tehran radio and monitored in Nicosia.
Iran's spiritual leaders often
referred to their 8-year conflict
with Saddam's secular regime as a
crusade. But Saddam last month
withdrew troops that have occupied
Iranian territory since a 1988 truce,
and it agreed to share sovereignty
over the Shatt-al-Arab waterway,
the southern border between the
two countries.
On Sunday, Iraqi Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz was in Iran for the
first visit by a high-ranking Iraqi
official in 15 years. Officials said
Iran agreed to allow food and medical supplies into Iraq in return for
200,000 barrels of free oil a day.
Analysts said Khamenei's comments may have been aimed at placating anti-Western radicals in the
Tehran hiearchy who have been
critical of the U.S. presence as well
as the moderating policies of President Hashemi Rafsanjani.

(Cont'd from page 1) ,
"and we can better protect the
public if we have some kind of jurisdiction over auction house
operators."
It was also not fair for people
who were already meeting requirements for auctioneering and getting
bonded, said John O'Connor, chairman of the board.
Area auctioneers have mixed
feelings about the law, which will
require them to have an additional
license.
"I can go along with it," said
C.W. Shelton, auctioneer and operator in Mayfield. "I think it's a reasonable thing to do. Any kind of
law for the protection of the consumer and betterment of the profession that is reasonable is appropriate. This business is one in which
the consumer is very vulnerable."
"I don't like it worth a dern,"
said Otto Chester, a Lynn Grove
A one-vehicle accident Wednes- auctioneer. "I don't think it's going
day in Carlisle County sent a Col- to do any good."
umbus, Ky., man to the hospital,
"I'm not really for it or against
according to a report from the Ken- it," said Dan Miller, a Murray auc- (Cont'd from page 1)
tucky State Police.
tioneer. It will hold more people SAT and must complete a detailed
Howard Lcroy Edwards, 57, of responsible for proper distribution scholarship application that
Columbus, was taken to the May- of funds from sales. I'm eligible includes a self-description and
field Community Hospital around for the grandfathering clause, so information about scholastic
4:30 p.m. after the semi-trailer he I'll get (a license) next year."
accomplishments, school and comwas driving slipped off the shoulSchoen said all applicants for the munity activities and educational
der of the road, went out of control auction house operator license must plans and goals.
and overturned about one half mile contact the staff at the Kentucky
About 90 percent of the semieast of Cunningham on U.S. 62, Board of Auctioneers for the neces- finalists are expected to become
according to police.
sary forms and information on how finalists, and all Merit Scholarship
Edwards, who was not wearing a to obtain the license. Applicants winners will be chosen from the
seatbelt, was partially ejected
may call (502) 588-4453 or write: group of exceptionally able finalthrough the windshield of the truck The Kentucky Board of Auction- ists. Award recipients will be the
which was carrying a load of logs, eers, 400 Sherburn Lane, Suite candidates judged to have the
police said.
343, Louisville, KY 40207.
greatest potential for success in
rigorous college studies.
Three types of Merit Scholarships will be awarded in 1991, supported by some 600 sponsor organizations and institutions and by
NMSC's own funds. Every finalist
will be considered for one of 1,800
National Merit $2,000 Scholarships
that are allocated on a state representational basis, according to
each state's percentage of the
national total of high school
graduates.
6th & Main
Some 1,300 Merit Scholarships
753-048911
411101
will be underwritten by corporations, foundations and other business organizations for finalists who
SEAFOOD - BAR-B-Q - SANDWICH - BREAKFAST
meet a sponsor's preferential
cn
most corporate-sponsored
criteria;
There's No Place like
awards are designated for children
of employees of the grantor organization, but some are provided for
finalists living in the areas served
•
by the company, or for students
An Added Attraction...
whose career 0.als a sponsor
wishes to encourage.
In addition, more than 2,900
Merit Scholarships will be financed
Friday & Saturday
Thursday & Sunday
by colleges and universities for
4-8 p.m.
4-8 p.m.
11 am.-3 p.m.
finalists who will attend their
Seafood
$7.95
Country Style ...$4.95
respective institutions.
NMSC is a not-for-profit organiDesigned & Constructed by Cathey Construction Co.
zation whose scholarship activities
are funded by independent program
sponsors.
Merit Scholars in the
8 oz. Ribeye
$5.95
class of 1991 will join some
12 oz. RIbeye
$6.95
121,500 other academic champions
14 oz. T-Bone
$6.95
who have been awarded Merit
Served with choice of potato, homemade
Scholarships worth $379 million
rolls and salad bar.
between 1956 and 1990.

Man injured after
log truck slips
off road, overturns

Vaughan...

Auto Insurance
Compare Prices and Save!

ROSS INSURANCE J's:i;e7;

All Machines
In Stock
DRASTICALLY
REDUCED!

Never Such
Quality At
Such A Price!

Take advantage of our "Summer Clearance" prices
now thru Sept. 30 as we close out the 1990 inventory!
HP List Price Clearance

Model

H.P. List Price Clearance

80 xm
Rear Rider
8
114YT Yard
Tractor
14 (I.C.)
112YT Yard
Tractor
12 (I.C.)

'1550
'2850

'3650

'2595

HoMEPLACE

8

BUFFET DINING

Saturday & Sunday 'til Noon
"Ingersoll"-the new name
to say for CASE
Lawn & Garden tractors.
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-••

Country Ham Breakfast
Pius.. mower deck
FREE
with any purchase

Gets grant...

$2.8A

We still offer:
Plate Lunches, Bar-B-gue, Fish, Steaks

r-

Owners/Managers: Ron & Charlotte Hager

503 Walnut Street, Murray • 1939 N. 8th St., Paducah
(502) 753-3062
(502) 444-0110

HOMEPLACE
8
U. 1906 Coldwater Rd.
4
UJ
Cf)

FAMILY RESTAURANT

759-1864
Hours: Mon.-Set. 5 a.m.-8 p.m.; Sun. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
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>
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(Cont'd from page 1)
improvements for 620 housing
units in western Kentucky.
"The challenge of meeting the
housing needs of our less fortunate
is growing greater every day.
These funds will assist the local
housing authority in meeting the
needs of those in our western Kentucky communities who need assistance in obtaining safe and adequate housing." said Hubbard.
..•
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Constitution Week

By ALAN FRAM

PI

1,
\
11
1

0.40"

'
4

Calloway County Judge/Executive George Weaks signs a document
Wednesday proclaiming the week of Sept. 17-22 as Constitution Week
in Calloway County. Looking on is Mrs. William Gregory, representative of the Capt. Wendall Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution. This year will mark the 203rd anniversary of
the signing of the Constitution.

Approval to drop tax given
Marshall County Fiscal Court
gave preliminary approval Wednesday to drop the general fund tax
rate by .3 cents per $100
assessment.
The drop is from 11.2 cents in
1989 to 10.9 cents this year.
A 13.2-cent rate on tangible
property remains the same, according to Judge-Executive Mike Miller, as do all other special-district
rates, except for the Gilbertsville
Fire District.
The court approved a 5 to 7.5
cents per $100 requested by the fire
protection district after a public
hearing.
The court expects to hear a
recommendation Tuesday whether
to hire A&K Construction Co. of
Nashville, which submitted the low

13, 1990
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Federal tax boost on cigarettes considered
As•ocIatad

e
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bid of $2.79 million for a new
Marshall County jail.
Construction of a 22,000-square
foot building housing an 80-bed
jail, sheriff's offices and central
dispatching is expected to be finished within a year.

Pre.. WrillOr

WASHINGTON — Bush administration and congressional bargainers considered a boost in the
federal tax on cigarettes Wednesday as they pushed with new
optimism toward the end of marathon talks to reduce the federal
deficit, officials said.
After months of deadlock,
budget bargainers' positions have
moved toward each other and participants have begun to predict they
will soon produce a package cutting the deficit $50 billion next
year and $500 billion through
1995. Negotiators planned to work
non-stop until they either succeed
or deadlock.
"I tend to be optimistic we'll
reach a conclusion this week,"
House Speaker Thomas S. Foley,
D-Wash., told reporters during the
sixth day of talks at Andrews Air
Force Base in Maryland, near
Washington.
The two sides spent much of
their time Wednesday discussing
the makeup of a package of lax
increases to raise revenue toward
deficit reduction. They have
already agreed to boost taxes by
$25 billion next year and $130 billion over the next five years, but
sharp disputes over the specifics
remain.
White House Budget Director
Richard Darman proposed several
new taxes, officials said.
One was a 1 percent •tax on

almost all petroleum products,
including gasoline, heating oil,
chemical raw materials and the
hundreds of items that leave refinery gates. The tax would raise $800
million next year and $7 billion
over five years.
Other taxes he suggested
included a levy on luxury items,
including expensive automobiles,
jewelry, furs, private planes, boats
and electronic equipment. Democrats have proposed taxing similar
items, but at a higher rate than Dar-

man proposed. The figures were
not immediately available.
Participants confirmed that they
were discussing increasing tobacco
taxes. One official, asking to not be
identified, said bargainers were
considering doubling the 16-centper-pack federal tax on cigarettes.
Such an increase would add an
estimated $2.8 billion to government coffers next year.
He indicated both parties have
agreed to take responsibility jointly
for the proposal, which would be

unpopular in tobacco states as well
as among smokers.
Another official said the proposal was made by Rep. Bill Archer,
R-Texas, although Archer later said
the idea had come from a Democrat. But this official expressed
uncertainty over the amount of the
proposed increase.
The same official said the two
sides, which have previously both
proposed increasing alcohol taxes,
were trying to agree to the amount
of the boost.
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First lady picks up
$500,000 at reception
Tuesday evening
1414
-LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — First
lady Martha Wilkinson picked up
an estimated $500,000 for her campaign to succeed her husband as
governor during a fund-raiser that
about 300 people attended Tuesday
night.
David Jones, chairman and chief
executive officer of Humana Inc.,
was master of ceremonies at the
gala in the Kentucky Derby
Museum at Churchill Downs. Jones
organized the reception, which was
sponsored by several Louisville
business leaders.
Mrs. Wilkinson gave a speech
emphasizing what her husband,
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, has done
for the Louisville area.
Joe McLean, her campaign manager, said campaign officials
believed "we raised half a million
dollars tonight."
Tickets were $1,000 per person
or couple and contributions from
some people who didn't attend
probably will be attributed to the
event. Cars from as far away as
Bell County in southeastern Kentucky were found in the parking
lot.
McLean said the Louisville
reception was the first and largest
of five fund-raisers Mrs. Wilkinson
will hold this week. The last one is
scheduled Saturday night in
Hazard.

Elliott prefers
Odds over rumors
in UK presidency
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Peggy Gordon Elliott prefers the statistical odds rather than the rumors
about her chances to become the
University of Kentucky's next
president.
Elliott, chancellor of Indiana
University Northwest at Gary, visited the campus Wednesday for a
series of meetings with faculty, students, administrators and the
school's board of trustees.
The University Senate — composed of students, faculty and staff
members — and the Student Government Association have passed
resolutions condemning the search
process and recommending that a
new one be started.
Many contend that the other
finalist, Charles Wethington, who
is also interim president, is already
the choice of the trustees. Some
have speculated that he has votes
from 15 or the 20 trustees.
"There are two of us, so I guess
50-50 is about the best a statistician could tell," Elliott said at a
news conference in the UK Faculty
Club.
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Letters to the Editor

Local Humane Society thanks
supporters of annual Pet Fair
mation about PAWS.) Thanks to
the folloW'ing PAWS members and
their friends for all their work:
Joey and Alexis Royalty, Lucillia
Banks, Catie Bates, Sean Malinauskas, Iris Sewell, Linda Sloane,
Melissa Johnson, Rachel Hutson,
Amy McCarty, Ellen Uddberg,
Kim McNeely, Joanna Kind, Beth
Brockway, Sarah McNeary, Brian
McNeely, Adam Meloan, Danielle
Glover, Heidi and Leigha Wolf.
Finally, we want to thank the two
bands which played at the fair.
WRACK, with Dan Cohen, Matt
Lawson and Eric Niffenegger, has
played at every Pet Fair for the last
The Pet Fair would not be possifour years — and all these boys are
ble without the help and generosity
of many friends. Enormous grati- past PAWS members. A new band,
tude goes first to the following: Liz Fenix, with Chris Weatherly, Rusty
Bussey and the Community Theatre Thomas, David Harp, Hollis Clark
Board for use of the deck — a per- and Richard Robinson also played
fect place for our fair; Dale, for us this year. The music of both
Rosann, and Max Gibson — a bands was a wonderful accompanicommitted and generous family if ment to all the festivities.
We hope we haven't forgotten to
there ever was one; and Shawn
thank
anyone. We also hope that
Maxwell whose dedication and
anyone
in the community who
hard work are never recognized
enough. Many thanks, too, to Pat missed the Pet Fair but would like
Hanna, who designed our publicity to send a donation, will send it to
flyer, to the Murray Ledger & Humane Society of Calloway
Times, WNBS and WNBS—TV County; P.O. Box 764, Murray, KY
46, to Larry England and WCSD— 42071.
Sincerely,
TV and to the Bank of Murray and
Kathy Cohen
Holiday Inn, for helping us promCoordinator,
ote the fair.
1990 PAWS Pet Fair
Congratufations (and thanks for
entering) to the numerous contestants in the Family Pet and Stuffed
Animal contests! Congratulations,
too, to Lee Pinkston, whose guess
of 666 came closest to the real
number of nuts in the basket (there
were 668!). Lee won a gift certifi- Dear Editor,
cate donated by Pagliai's.
I am writing concerning the railSpecial thanks to Cliff Higgin- road crossing on Kentucky 121
son and Storey's, to Jerry Owen South, just outside of town. A few
and Owen's Food Market, to the weeks ago, I was coming home at
Pepsi-Cola Bottling Company of night and the signal was flashing.
Paducah, to Jack and Ann Uddberg Naturally I stopped. Now I must
and The Panhandler, to Wayne clarify that I have seen these sigBates, to Jack Benton and Twin nals flashing before but have not,
Lakes Office Supplies, to in the six months we've lived on
Dennison-Hunt for the beautiful 121 S., seen a train. Usually there's
trophy and ribbons and to Pagliai's been a thunderstorm just before so
I assumed that's what set it off, but
for the gift certificates.
this particular night was clear, so I
In addition, we thank the follow- was especially uneasy about crossing for donating their time to help ing. When I stopped, the car behind
run the fair: our judges, Bill and me apparently had no intention of
Cathleen Lalicker, Keith Heim, stopping. They skidded (loudly, I
Christie Walters and Dawn might add) to a stop and proceeded
McKenzie; Bilbo Brown the Clown to honk their horn at me! Not only
(Bill Phillips); Elizabeth Pasco, Pat was it very rude for that person to
McMullin, Muriel Roberts, Sherry expect me to do something that
Wolf, Kathy Hodge, Lee Pinkston, could endanger my life and the
Frank Blodgett, Jason Woods, Son- lives of my children who were with
ja Kromann, Jody Deem, Pat Dan- me, it was extremely dangerous!
na, Jill Ross and Kandy Carstens. Maybe those tracks are never used,
Special thanks to Betty Enoch, Bet- but even if that were the case, no
ty Duvall, Debbie Rhodes and Vel- everyone knows that and I thought
ma Miller, who drove considerable it was standard procedure to stop at
distance to lend a hand. And thanks a railroad crossing if the signal is
to Judy Daniels, who worked so flashing. I shudder to think what
others could play! Thanks, too, to could have happened if a train were
all who took the time to bake coming and that car did rear end
me!
cakes, brownies, bread, pies and
Railroad crossing are extremely
cookies for our cakewalk and bake
dangerous
for those who ignore the
sale. Yum, yum!
signals and at the crossing on 121
The Pet Fair gets iLS greatest S., there will always be at least one
support from the PAWS members car — mine — that will stop every
themselves.(PAWS stands for Pets time that signal goes off. So if you
Are Wonderful Society, and is the are behind me, be prepared to stop
youth organization of the Humane too.
Society — students in grades 3-8
Sincerely!
are eligible for active membership.
--loy Meade
All students are welcome as hel121 South
pers. Call 436-2603 for more inforMurray, Ky. 42071
Dear Editor,
The Humane Society has just
wrapped up its 7th Annual PAWS
Pet Fair most successfully. Since
the society functions only through
donations, membership dues, fundraisers (we receive no tax money)
and the support of United Way, the
Pet Fair's success is terrifically
important as well as being a lot of
fun! Thanks to a beautiful day and
the interest and support of young
and old in our community, the fair
raised over $850 in cash and donations of pet food to help feed shelter animals this winter.

Here's one car
that will heed
railroad signal

F

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURICF,EN

Ten years ago
Pictured are workmen working
on the new football stadium at Calloway County High School. The
first football game to be played in
the stadium will be CallowayReidland on Oct. 10.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Milton, Aug. 7;
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dan
McKeel, Aug. 23; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Dennis Tidwell, Sept. 2; a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Terry MeKinney,
Sept. 4; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Wheeler, Sept. 5.
Murray State University Racers
beat Southeast Missouri 19 to 6 in
opening football name.
Twenty years ago
Sgt. (E-5) Freddy R. Windsor.
son of Mr. and Mrs. R.B. Windsor,
is serving with United States Army
in Vietnam.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob L. Mahan
were married for 50 years on Sept.
5.
Linda Kay Hargiss and Fred Paul
Stalls were married Aug. 22 at
Henderson Memorial Baptist
Church, Hopkinsville.

Thirty years ago
Calloway County Circuit Court
started its September session on
Sept. 12 with Circuit Judge Earl
Osborne presiding.
The Rev. Wade Cunningham is
evangelist at revival at Dexter Baptist Church, Sept. 2-18, according
to the Rev. Waid Copeland, pastor.
Officers of South Murray Homemakers Club are Mrs. Jewell
Evans, Mrs. L.E. Fisk, Mrs. Olin
Moore and Dr. Sarah Hargis.
Forty years ago
Joe Windsor, son of Mr. and
Mrs. V.E. Windsor of Murray, has
been called to active duty with the
United States Army.
Harry Fenton has resigned as
administrator of Murray Hospital,
according to Harry Fenton, hospital
board chairman.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. W.E. Barnhill and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Hutchens, Sept. 9.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Milton Wells
of Atlanta, Ga. have been the
guests of his parents, Dr. and Mrs.
O.C. Wells.

Family treasure
leaves simple legacy
My mother's button box is a
simple round tin — an old candy
box — where the faily buttons
have been stashed for safekeeping
as long as I can remember. Though
now it's chipped and faded, the
box was originally blue-bordered
and decorated with a street scene of
swank turn-of-the-century ladies
and gentlemen. They appear to be
on an old-fashioned walk, strolling
casually against a pale yellow
backdrop„The men are carrying
shiny walking sticks and the lades,
ruffled parasols.
When I was a child, Mother
allowed the ill — bivouacked on
the living room sofa and encamped
with blanket and pillows — to play
with the button box. I remember
lying on those satiny cushions for
hours, sifting through the smooth
buttons as if they were a universe
of many-sized moons.

MAIN
STREET
By Constance
Alexander
There were buttons from all of
our wardrobes: my sister's spring
coat with the pique collar; my
brother's military school uniforms;
those tiny, tiny buttons — no bigger than a sigh — from our baby
clothes. But most of all there were
buttons that my mother'd saved
from her own past, buttons from
dresses she'd worn when she was
still single, those glamoroussounding years she seldom discussed with us, the years before
she met my father.
There was an orange button in

the shape of a sailboat, the color of
a flaming summer sunset. That was
from one of mother's sun dresses.
There were buttons from the furcollared coat- she wore as a young
bride. There were lots of those
smart cloth-covered buttons from
assorted frocks and blouses. The
fabrics were lush and romantic —
chiffon, challis, crepe de chine.
Mother kept them, even though
the chances of using such exotic
buttons on another garment were
virtually non-existent. Those buttons were not at all practical, and
we children loved the glamorous
secrets each one seemed to whisper. After some coaxing and wheedling, Mother might divulge some
details about a button, or the outfit
it came from. She'd mention a
matching feathered hat, or a special
pair of sling-back shoes. Sometimes she'd recall a particular event
— a date with a boy from Dart-
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mouth, or a party in Greenwich
Village during Prohibition.
Of course, it's been years since
I've heard the stories, and I'm not
at all sure of the details anymore,
but I treasure the memories more
than any expensive family
heirloom.
Mother's already given the
silver, china, grandfather's clock,
desk and piano to her offspring.
"No use waiting 'til I'm dead," she
says cheerfully. And she'd passed
on countless, smaller treasures to
her progeny. But she keeps the button box to herself. And rightfully
SO.

Beside,s a few fadjng pictures,
the btfiton box is the only family
possession I know of that contains
something of my mother, of the
young girl she once was, and the
woman she became. It is the
essence of my mother before she
was a mother herself. It is her history, her bones.

Willie Brown's worst nightmare
It comes out of California, and it
may be the best political idea of
the 1990s. Proposition 140, they
call it. It is on the ballot in November, and private polls show voters
approve 70 percent to 28 percent.
What does it do?
Well, if Prop. 140 passes, a
revolution will hit California that
could sweep all 50 states, and
eventually up-end, and change
forever, the Congress of the United
States.
Under Prop. 140, all statewide
office-holders — governor, licutenant governor, treasurer, controller,
etc. — would be limited to two
four-year terms. Then, out. But, the
big reform is that term limitations
would be applied to the California
legislature. State senators would be
permitted two four-year terms
(eight years); state assemblymen
would be limited to three two-year
terms (six years and out).
clock would start running on eve
elected official in November 6f
1990.
We may have found the silver
bullet, the wooden stake that can
be driven through the heart of
every corrupt political machine in
the United States.
If Prop. 140 passes, the vaulted
machine of Assembly Speaker Willie Brown (76 years in office)
would begin to implode. By 1996,
Willie, and every member, would
have been put out to pasture.
Since Prop. 140 also slashes $60
million (one-third) out of the
legistlature's budget, no one would
run for senate or assembly to cut
themselves in on the perks, power
and privileges. Future legislators
would get their Social Security
contributions paid by the state; that
would be it for the pension. The
day of the golden pension parachute for California pols would be
over. The only folks attracted to

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

opens up. Blacks, women and Hispanics, who always wanted to
serve, businessmen who have told
friends what they would do if only
they had the chance, will get the
chance. The day of the professional
politician, the lifetime legislator,
the permanent staff man, will be

FROM PAT'S
VIEWPOINT
By Patrick J.
Buchanan

•

Over.

public office would be men and
women concerned with public
policy.
Unsurprisingly, the political
wheelhorses and old hacks of both
parties are in panic. On Sept. 13,
Willie holds his annual Southern
California fund-raising dinner in
Beverly Hills; the special interests
are desperately buying up tickets.
Willie has pledged every dime
from the dinner rake-off to kill
140. Survival of his machine
depends on its death; so, too, does
his career in Sacramento.
Willie warns darkly that Prop.
140 would lead to total control of
the legislature by "sleazy, coldblooded special interests,", who
would eat the rookie legislators for
breakfast. The Joe Smiths, who
came to Sacramento, wouldn't
stand a chance, Willie says. But,
why, then, are all the "sleazy, coldblooded special interests" buying
up tables at his dinner bash — to
kill 140?
If 140 wins, all the cozy connections built up by the special interests over the years will be ripped
up like so many weeds in a rose
garden.
Willie claims the 97 percent reelection rate for legislators proves
the people love the assembly. But,
the 70 percent support rate for 140
proves the opposite. Folks want to
dump over and throw out the whole
barrel of apples, but don't know
how. Well, 140 is how.
If it wins, California politics
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Wednesday's winning numbers selected by the
Kentucky Lottery: Kentucky
Cash: 7-3-8. Lotto:
7-11-23-24-32-42.
Estimated jackpot: $2
million.
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By 1996, every assembly district
will open up. By '98, every Senate
seat will see a new face. If Prop.
140 passes, city council members,
school board members, mayors,
will suddenly see the political ladder in Sacramento shaken free of
its clinging vines.
The day of the citizen-legislator,
a vision of the Founding Fathers,
will return. Once the California
legislature finds it is "up or out"
for everybody, both houses will
surely approve the proposed
amendment to the U.S. Constitution, limiting the terms of U.S.
House members to four (eight
years), and members of the Senate
to 'two (12 years). Retiring state
senators will want open congressional seats to shoot at; statewide
officials facing forced retirement
will covet the U.S. Senate seats.
If you want to know who
believes in real reform, not the synthetic reform of taxpayer-financed
elections, watch for which politi-

cians, and which newspapers,
endorses Proposition 140. The
establishments of both parties will
fight to save their friends, and their
connections in Sacramento. this
measure will separate the true
populists from the phony populists,
sift out the acolytes of big government, from the advocates of limited
government.
The means Willie Brown hasbeens will do voice over videotape
of dead otters, and baby seals being
clubbed to death, and we will be
warned this is what to expect if
California votes "yes" on 140.
Only this time, the GOP, appalled
when such tactics were used to kill
their bipartisan re-appointment
plan, is likely to be cheering the
demagoguery.
The father of 140 is L.A. County
Supervisor Pete Schabarum; its
driving force is Lew Uhler's
National Tax Limitation Committee
of Roseville, Calif. (95678). As
Willie & Co. will spend $4 million
to kill 140, both need support.
They have a good start. Almost 1
million Californians signed petitions to get 140 on the ballot.
If we win this one, in eight
years, we bag the whole herd. No
need to raise and spend minims of
dollars trying to pick them off, one
at a time. This is the way to "clean
house" in one fell swoop.
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Today In History
Today is Thursday, Sept. 13, the 256th day of 1990. There are 109 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 13, 1788, the U.S. Constitutional Convention, authorized the
first national election, and declared New York City the temporary national
capital.
On this date:
In 1759, during the final French and Indian War, the British,defeated
the French on the Plains of Abraham overlooking Quebec City.
In 1803, Commodore John Barry, considered by many the father of the
American navy, died in Philadelphia.
In 1851, American medical pioneer Walter Reed was born in Gloucester County, Va.
In 1857, Milton S. Hershey, founder of the candy empire that bears his
name, was born in Dauphin County, Penn.
In 1922, the highest shade temperature on the earth's surface was
recorded in El Azizia, Libya, which reached 136.4 degrees Fahrenheit.
In 1943, Chiang Kai-shek became president of China.
In 1948, Republican Margaret Chase Smith of Maine was elected to the
U.S. Senate, becoming the first woman to serve in both houses of
Congress.
In 1949, the Ladies Professional Golf Association of America was
formed in New York City, with Patty Berg as its first president.
In 1971, a four-day inmates' rebellion at Attica Prison in New York
ended as police stormed the facility. The siege and final assault claimed
the lives of 32 prisoners and eleven prison workers.
In 1977, Leopold Stokowski, one of the best-known symphonic conductors of all time, died in Hampshire, England, at the age of 95.
In 1988, forecasters tracking Hurricane Gilbert reported the barometric
pressure of the storm's center measured a low of 26.13, making it the
strongest hurricane ever recorded in the Western Hemisphere.
Ten years ago: A six-day meeting held to discuss reforming Canada's
constitution ended in failure after Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudcau
and the premiers of Canada's ten provinces failed to reach any agreement.
Five years ago: The Air Force destroyed an obsolete satellite using an
anti-satellite missile fired from a fighter plane in the first successful test
of the weapon against a target in space.
One year ago: Fay Vincent was named commissioner of Major League
Baseball, succeeding the late A. Bartlett Giamatti.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Claudette Colbert is 85. Singer Mel Torme
is 65. TV producer Fred Silverman is 53. Former White House spokesman
Larry Speakes is 51. Actress Jacqueline Bisset is 46. Actress Nell Carter
is 42.
Thought for Today: "Humanity lies in man's urge to explore the world.
It lies in man's unique drive to understand the nature of the universe
within which he lives. It lies in man's capacity to question the known and
imagine the unknown." — Margaret Mead, American anthropologist
(1901-1978).
— By The Associated Press
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Jones and Clark wedding to be Oct. 27
Wright, Cooper, Thurman to be featured
.,;
•.

Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Jones of
Hazel announce the engagement
and forthcoming marriage of their
daughter, Valerie Janesse, to Darren Scott Clark, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Darrel Clark of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of MI. and Mrs. Thomas
C. Scruggs and of Mrs. Bula Jones
and the late Henry C. Jones, all of
Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of Mrs. Addie Scott and the late
Calvin Scott of Lynn Grove, and of
Mrs. Sunshine Clark and the late
Otho Clark of Murray.
Miss Jones is a 1989 graduate of
Calloway County High School and
is employed by Hurt, Jones &
Anderson Law Firm of Murray.
MI. Clark is a 1987 graduate of
Calloway County High School. He
is a self-employed farmer.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, Oct. 27, at 5
p.m. at Hazel United Methodist
Church, Hazel.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the ceremony.
Only out-of-town invitations will
be sent.
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Melissa Jo Durrett of Murray has
been awarded a $1,000 MooreMenendez Scholarship for the
1990-91 academic year at Murray
State University.
Mrs. Durrett is the daughter of
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at kennels Sunday
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Darren Scott Clark to marry
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Leonard J. and Patricia J. Duckworth of Metropolis, Hi. She is
married to Robert G. Durrett of
Murray.
A senior chemistry major and a
biology minor, she is a member of

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
I2
(di FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 1.1; 1990
ARIES
.
SCORPIO
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
(Oct.23 to Nov.211
COE
, Its not the best day to take the
You may have mixed feelings ato tut
children shopping or to begin decor- one social invitation now. A wonderating projects at home. However, ful career opportunity could drop
gotng out for good times is a definite into your lap.-Your financial prosplus. Accept invitations.
pects are definitely improving.
TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
cie
The words don't come tripping off
You're optimistic and feeling good
your tongue today and it's not the about life today. A chance to get away
best time to get your ideas across., should be accepted. Good news
However, you'll be happy now about conies from an adviser. Second
family developments.
thoughts come about a financial
GEMINI .
-concern.
(May-21 toJune 20)
CAPRICORN
You could change Your mind more (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
than once today about a shopping
Don't tw set in your ways. Be open
concern. However, you couldn't have to what a partner has to say now. It's
a better day than now for weekend a day that favors important financial
get-aways and pleasant travel.
decision making. Monetary gain is
CANCER
likely now.
(June 21 to July 22)
AQUARIUS
A tendency to skim the surface (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
needs watching today. Be more
Attention could falter at times on
attentive to details. Major shopping the job now. keep yourself motivated
for the home is favored now and you and stay on top of details. Luck
may receive some good financial comes through others and partners
news.
*ring joy
LEO PISCES
Adm.
(July 23 to Aug.22)
(Pet). 19 to Mar.20)
•12004
You may not get all the straight
You may have trouble making up
facts now about a business or your mind on how to spend your
financial proposition. However, a leisure time now. However,important
sense of well-being pervades today job developments- today give you
and you attract opportunity.
much to be happy about.
VIRGO
YOU BORN TODAY are restless
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
and somewhat adventurous. You're
You may be happier now with your not likely to be satisfied with a
own company than socializing today. routine job and may experiment
Devote some of your time to the before -sejtling On a Career. You have
Completion of a project at home. Law an investigative mind and can sucnight brings benefits.
ceed in the sciences. You have much
LIBRA
inventive ability, but need self(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
eat discipline-to make the most of your
Consulting with advisers now
potentials. Learn to master details, so
seems to make it even more difficult that they don't master you. Birthdate
for you to make up your mind about a of: Luigi Cherubini, composer; Marcareer concern. Tonight, however, garet Sanger, birth control advocate;
brings you 'a social success.
and hate Millen. feminist
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10K GOLD GIRLS' CLASS RINGS

la's

Alpha Chi Honor Society, the Baptist Student Union and a Sunday
school teacher at Cornerstone
Community Church. She is a
Dean's List student.
Administered by the MSU
Foundation, the scholarship is
given in honor of Jesus S. Menendez of Paducah. Recipients of the
scholarship must be resident of
Kentucky or Illinois or students
whose first language is Spanish,
enrolled as full-time juniors,
seniors or graduate students.

Chapter‘M of the P.E.O. Sisterhood had a luncheon meeting on
Saturday, July 21, at the home of
Mrs. Harry Sparks with Mrs.
Robert Larson as cohostess.
Dr. Howard Titsworth was the
guest speaker. He gave a slide presentation of the trip he and his
wife, Blanch, took in July and
August of 1989 to Hong Kong and
Singapore.
The trip, sponsored by Rotary
Clubs International, enabled Dr.
Titsworth to donate free dental services to Vietnamese refugees in
those cities.
Dr. Titsworth said he would
work at the clinic from 8 a.m. to 3
p.m. and the remainder of each
day, he and his wife were free to
explore these beautiful cities.
Miss Ann Herron gave a report
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COOK'S JEWELRY
Central Shopping Center

829

'Facial Plastic Surgery 'Breast Surgery
.
•liand Surgery 'Liposuction

502-753-4614
300 South Eight Street, Murray, Ky.
Certified hy The American
Call*For An
Board of Plastic Surgery
Appointment

Julie's Family
Restaurant Ell3
Senior Citizen Special
Friday & Saturday after 3 p.m.
FREE Drink with Meal
5. 12th St.

on the dedication of the Center of
the Arts at Cottey College, a school
owned and supported by the P.E.O.
Sisterhood.
A-visitor at the July meeting was
Susan Gordon from Chapter FY,
Cape Girardeau, Mo.'
The next meeting will be a coffee on Saturday, Sept. 15, at 10
a.m. in the home of Mrs. John
Twomey with Mrs. Robert Larson
as assisting hostess.

7511-31011

Decorate Your Home
with unique wood
items...
*Medicine Cabinet •Wastebaskets
'Flower Pot Holder 'Benches
'Tool Holder •Doll Swings
Many more!
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Flatliners
(R)
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• Downdrafl Ventilation
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• Indoor Grilling
Exorcist III
(R)

7:1%
9.20

• Grill Assembly
Included
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• Self-Cleaning Oven

Navy Seals
(R)
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Men at Work
(PG-13)
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Adult 'T" Child '2"
Bargain Night
Thursday
Adult 9300 Child '2"

Open 111:am
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Plastic, Reconstructive and
Cosmetic Surgery

THEATRES

Rent jour mot ies•at the mot iv,'
1008 Chestnut • 733-3311

Murray 753-1606

W. Stanford Blalock, M.D. ,
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Sat & Sun Only
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Bargain Matinee's
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Donclson-Hermitage Chamber of Church. Nursery rctervations can
Commerce, and in 1977 was hon- be made by calling Cathy Mattus,
ored as the Business and Profes- 753-8106.
sional Women's Association's
All interested ladies are welcome
Woman of the Year.
to attend. There are no dues, no
Mrs. Wright, 81, will share her Jnembership fees or any obligation.
experience of being kidnapped and Christian Women's Club is a worlleft for dead four years ago, which dwide organization and is not affilhas been published in Guideposts iated with any church or
magazine (June 1989).
denomination.
Melva Cooper of Murray will
present a special feature on
"Sweat-Shirt Designs." She was
featured on the May program this
year when she talked and demonstrated how to use "Accessories."
Special music will be presented
by Sandra Duncan Thurman who
manages the Take Me Back Cafe
on Highway 94 East. She enjoys
music, cooking and needlepoint. A
• • -it
native of Calloway coynty, she and
Sk/
her husband, Tripp, currently reside
in Murray. Her cousin, Deanna
Duncan, will accompany her.
Reservations for the luncheon
should be made by Sunday evening, Sept. 16, by calling Freda
Lovett, 753-3999, or Linda Salley,
753-8016.
A nursery for preschoolers is
provided at Memorial Baptist
Willette Wright

„ay,R (-;,

Taking Care of
Business (R)

GOLDEN KNOT

The German Shepherd Dog Club
of West Kentucky will have its regular monthly meeting on Sunday,
Sept. 16, at 2 p.m. at Glendhenmere Kennels.
Final plans for the Canine Good
Citizenship Test will be the major
focus of the meeting.
The club is making plans to
sponsor this program which is
directed toward encouraging all
dog owners to train their dogs so
they will always be under control
and at the same time a pleasure as
a pet and a nuisance to no one.
The program consists of 10 separate tests that show a dog's ability
to behave in everyday situiations.
All dogs that pass the test will
receive a certificate.
Additional inforination will be
furnished following the Sunday
meeting.
All members are urged to attend
this meeting and any persons interested in becoming members are
also invited to attend the meeting
at Glendhenmere Kennels.
Any one interested in obtaining
additional information should call
Mary Adelman at 436-2858, Lee
King at 1-247-8433, or Diana
Johnston at 753-8465.

Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood holds
luncheon; coffee planned on Saturday
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Christian Women's Club of Murray will have a "Fabulous Fifties”
luncheon on Tuesday, Sept. 18,
from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at Seven
Seas Restaurant.
The cost of the luncheon will be
$4.75 per person. Guests are welcome to wear outfits depicting the
1950s.
Willette Wright of Nashville,
Tenn., will be guest speaker. A
native of Tennessee, she started
Willette's for Ladies of Fashion, a
dress shop, which she operated for
25 years.
She served on the board of the
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• Electronic Clock
with timer
• Free-standing or
Slide-in
Installation
Designer Line Bectnc Model S136 with Model A302 Griddle
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3t1Sc."2
3111022,„

SA

'Otter valid 9/1/90-11/30/90

4

WITH

FREE
GRIDDLE

4
44

44

t Retail value 579 95

MUR
RAY APPLIANCE AND TV
General Electric, Jenn Air and RCA Appliance Dealer In Nlurra

Your
212 Fast Main Street

753-15X6

10:pm
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Murray-Calloway Hospital
gives Thursday dismissals

Bazzell-Wilson vows solemnized

Service
I Notes

Miss 1 JiQie Lea Bazzell and
Daron Nix Wilson were married
SSG David C. Kennedy is a Saturday, June 23, at 4 p.m. at Unimedic with the U.S. Army Special versity Church of Christ.
Forces serving with the Rh Special
Officiating at the double ring
Miss Vivian Seay, 119 Lincoln
Murray-Calloway County HospiForces Group at Fort Campbell.
ceremony was Charlie Bazzell of
tal has released the dismissals for Dr., Mayfield; Mrs. Carolyn
He is now stationed in the Murray. A selection of taped wedWednesday, Sept. 12. No newborn Robertson and baby boy. Rt. 3, Middle East area with the special ding music was played before and
Box 429H, Murray;
admissions were listed.
group.
during the ceremony.
Mrs. Lisa Cooper, Colony
Dismissals
Kennedy is married to the former
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
Mrs. Monica Kaye Franklin, Rt. Square, Apt. B4, Paris, Tenn.; Lori Landolt. He is the son of Mrs. and Mrs. Bobby Bazzell. She is the
2, Box 164, Wingo; Miss Stephanie Alton Shackleford, Rt. 1, Box 320, Sue L. Kennedy and the late Jack granddaughter of Mrs. Gertrude
York and baby girl, Rt. 1, Box 501, New Concord;
Beale Kennedy of Murray; and the Pace and the late Dewey Pace and
Mrs. Mary Lassiter, 1313 Wells grandson of Carl Lockhart of Lynn of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Bazzell,
Benton;
_Mrs. Regina Sue Grissom, 306 Blvd., Murray; Codie Lee Cald- Grove and Mrs. Ruth Beale Ken- all of Murray.
Wilson SL, Pans, Tenn.; Mrs. Mar- well, 1508 Dudley Dr., Murray;t; nedy of Murray.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
lene Salmon, Rt. 2, Box 26, Mrs. Lillian Mullins, Rt. 10, Box
A 1977 graduate of Murray High Mrs. Earl Wilson Jr. of Hazel. He
Puryear, Tenn.;
742, Benton;
School, he received his degree is the grandson of Mrs. Kay BurkMrs. Mildred Scarbrough, Rt. 1, from Murray State University in ett and the late J.H. Garrison of
Ray Ward, Rt. 1, Box 586, Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. Tammy Jean Mittel, Box 144, Hazel; Leon Cude, Rt. 7, 1984.
Murray and of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
522 Harrison Meadows, Paris, Mayfield; Mrs. Eurah Phillips, Fern
His address is SSG David C. Wilson of Hazel.
Terrace Lodge, Murray.
Tenn.;
Kennedy, 406-98-6625, SOCCENT
The vows were ex-changed
Co. B 1st BN 5th SFG (A), APO before an altar of brass candelabra.
NY 09616. He will appreciate The unity candle was centered on a
receiving cards and letters from brass candelabrum and flanked by
relatives and friends.
tapers representing each of the
varieties on the square • 753-9569
parents. The family pews were
decorated with white satin bows.
SCHOOL DAY SAVINGS
The bride was escorted by her
father
and given in marriage by her
Children's
Ladies'
parents.
Name Brands
Mix & Match
Stephanie Ann Wilson of Murray
She wore a formal summer gown
has been awarded a $1,000 Century of white all-season satin and
Off
Club-University Scholarship for the imported hand-clipped lace
Off
1990-91 academic year at Murray designs. The basque bodice feaJUSI
Ladies Suits, Nancy Frock Dresses
State University. tured a sweetheart neckline and
Arrive'
Miss Wilson is the daughter of leg-of-mutton sleeves topped with
and Large Shipment of Jewelry
Guy S. and Loretta Wilson of satin bows. Tiny pearls and crystals
Murray.
were applied to the elaborate lace
A junior accounting major, she is designs on the bodice. The full
a member of the Wesley Founda- skirt and attached chapel length
(THE
tion, Gamma Beta Phi Honors Soc- train were encircled at the hemline
iety and the Accounting Society. by a wide border of scalloped
She is a Dean's list studeni Upon embroidered lace. A large butterfly
graduation, she plans to pursue a bow accented the center back of
career as an ,accountant.
the gown.
Administered by the MSU
The bride's headpiece was a halo
Foundation, the scholarship is prewith pearls and baby's
accented
sented to outstanding scholars.
breath. A pouf shoulder-length veil
was attached to the back with a
white satin rose in the center
accented with pearl streamers.
She carried a cascading bouquet
Karen Michelle Moore of Mur- of peach roses, stephanotis, greenby
ray has been awarded a $1,000 ery and peach streamers.
Robert 0. Miller Scholarship for
Miss Jennifer Hamilton of MurDesign House,Inc.
the 1990-91 academic year at Mur- ray Was maid of honor. Attendants
ray State University.
were Holly Harmon of Murray and
Miss Moore is a sophomore
Lone Wilson of Hazel.
nursing major at Murray State. She
They wore peach satin floorplans a career as a nurse length dresses with pouf sleeves
anesthetist.
and deep v-backs. The fitted
The daughter of Alfred S. Moore
bodices were accented with large
of Paducah and Linda J. Moore of peach bows centered in the back.
Southside Shopping Center
753-6798
Murray, she is a member of the They each wore pearl accessories.
Student Alumni Association and
Alpha Gamma Delta sorority.
Administered by the MSU
Foundation, the scholarship was
established by Robert 0. Miller, a By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
Murray attorney and former judge
DEAR DR. GOTT: I had recent
of Calloway County, to assist
deserving students attending Mur- hemorrhoid surgery, and about every
ray State. Preference is given to four to six weeks I become impacted
from the surgical scars. I then take
applicants from Calloway County magnesium
citrate. Are there any
who are pursuing law and medicine long-term effects of using this remedegrees.
dy? Metamucil and stool softeners

JONAN'S
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Stephanie Wilson
gets scholarship

20°/0
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TREASURE HOUSE

OBI

Date
Keepers

Karen M. Moore
receives scholarship
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*Calendars *Daily ExpressTM Organizers
*Address Books

Mr. and Mrs. Daron Nix Wilson
Their bouquets were of peach
carnations, netting and greenery.
Kayla Bazzell, cousin of the
bride, was flower girl. She wore a
dress, designed and made by Dana
Bazzell, of white satin trimmed in
peach ribbon and peach sash.
The groom wore a full dress
black tuxedo with tails. His vest
and tie were of white silk. His boutonniere was a peach rose with
stephanotis.
Eddie Travis of Murray was best
man. Groomsmen were Mark
Woods and Denny Jones, both of
Murray.
The men attendants wore black
full dress tuxedos with black ties
and cummerbunds. Their boutonnieres were of white rosebuds.
Nathan Bazzell, cousin ,of the
bride, was ring bearer. He wore a
tuxedo like that of the groom.
Ushers were Joey Bazzell, Chris
Hays, Mickey Garrison and Kelly
Starks.
The bride's mother wore a peach
lace over satin tea length dress.
The groom's mother wore a twopiece peach tea length suit. Each
wore a double white carnation

corsage.
The wedding was directed by
Vonnie McClanahan and Vickie
Geurin, both of Murray.
A reception followed in the Fellowship Hall of the church.
The bride's table was covered
with a white linen pleated cloth.
The cake was three-tiered above a
peach colored water fountain, surrounded by six heart-shaped cakes.
Silver appointments were used.
The groom's table was also covered with a white linen pleated
cloth. His cake was a double chocolate with his initials engraved on
top.
Individual tables were set for the
guests to be seated. Vickie Geurin
coordinated the reception.
Serving were Marybeth Hays,
Nancy Lovett, Faye Childress, Jill
Childress, Marilyn Starks and Kristy Starks.
The bridal couple spent their
honeymoon in SL Petersburg, Fla.
They are now residing in Murray.
The groom's parents hosted a
catered rehearsal dinner in the Fellowship Hall of the church.
Twenty-six people were served.

Ask surgeon about bowel problem

PIER l's 12th ANNIVERSARY SALE
ENDS SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 16th

SAVE 20 TO 50010 ON ALL
WICKER & RATTAN FURNITURE
;4
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TOP-FLIGHT
FASHION

PhIll I 111111011
Associate Store
UNIVERSITY PLAZA ON CHESTNUT STREET

1449(avA Buy Mohawk Carpet
AND SEE AMERICA!
Go where you want to go.
. •

3 Days & 2 Nights
FREE lodging with the
purchase of 40 sq. yds. of
carpet.

441K

14-

— (•,, •

TERRY'S DECORATING
Southside Shopping Center

753-3321

don't work, and I need help.
DEAR READER: You don't mention how long ago you had hemorrhoid
surgery. 'This information is important because difficult evacuation is
common for a few days after hemorrhoidectomy, yet you seem to have had
difficulty for several weeks. This is
very unusual and suggests that something went wrong with the surgery.
Return-to- your -surgeon and request
an explanation for your bowel
problem.
Impaction — the accumulation of
large amounts of fecal material in the
lower colon — is an extremely uncomfortable condition because the fecal mass cannot be passed through the
anus until it has been manually broken up into smaller pieces.
Impaction is always preceded by
constipation. Therefore, you may be
able to prevent impaction by treating
the constipation with stool softeners/laxative combinations (such as PeriColace), a high-fiber diet (with bran
and roughage) or a mild laxative
magnesia-containing
as
(such
compounds).
Magnesium citrate is safe to use for
extended periods, but you would obviously be more comfortable dealing
with the primary cause of your constipation. This is where your surgeon's
advice would be helpful.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I visited the Caribbean four years ago and subsequently had a problem with a burning
sensation in the heels of my feet that
has progressed up my legs to my buttocks. I've been to many doctors who
have diagnosed high cholesterol, bone
spurs and everything else imaginable,
yet I still have the problem. Could I
have picked up a rare disease in the
Caribbean? I'm at my wits end.
DEAR READER: I can't think of

any exotic Caribbean disease that
would cause a burning sensation in
the legs for four years without other
symptoms, such as fever, weight loss,
fatigue and diarrhea -- if you had
been unlucky enough to have picked a
parasitic disease, for example.
More likely, your symptoms reflect
a more common affliction. Burning
sensations, which progress upward
from the feet, suggest a neuropathy
-- a malfunction of the nerves in your
extremities. This ailment is a common consequence of diabetes or circulatory disturbances that deprive the
nerves of oxygen.
Perhaps, because of your high
blood cholesterol, you have developed
arteriosclerotic plaque in the arteries
to your legs. This progressive blockage could affect the nutrition to the
nerves, leading to burning and, often,
tingling and numbness.
See a neurologist. After examining
how well the nerves in your lower extremities are functioning, the specialist should be able to advise you further — whether, for instance, you
need the services of a vascular expert
or an internist(a doctor trained in the
treatment of metabolic disorders,
such as diabetes).

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 S. 4th St.

VISA/MC

753-1462

a

The top gun of boots! DeLiso took popular
distressed leather, combined it with a
fashionable low heel and came up with a
great-look ing aviator boot. Wear it with skirts
or pants—this boot is sure toget sky-high
reviews. And you'll feel like you're walking on
air because they're so comfortable.
Available in
Brown, Black, Red,
Winter White

Southside Shopping
Center
753-8339

0
shoe
tree

•15% Cash Discount
On Prescriptions
•Free Delivery
•PCS •Medimet •BC-BS
•Paid State Aid
•Computerized
Prescription Records
For ,Insurance
ana Taxes
•Medical Claims Service
•Full Line of Health
and Beauty Aids

Let us brighten
your day with our
Decorative Accessories!
*****
Gifts and Cards
for all occasions!
Close-Out
Specials
On Selected
Items

Locally Owned & Operated - Bob Dunn, R. Ph.
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OPEN WAREHOUSE SALE!
1,000's
of discounted items
at prices you can't refuse!!!
—ANY REASONABLE OFFER ACCEPTED—
Toys • Clothing • Furniture
—
Household Items • Truck Tool Boxes
and Much Morel
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
970 Chestnut-'t. • Next to Murray Home & Auto

DI

45% 0111
45% Oil
45% Of I
20% Off
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Hospital Auxiliary plans luncheon
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Auxiliary will have its annual salad
luncheon on Wednesday, Sept. 19, at 10 a.m. in third floor classroom of
the'hospital. All current and prospective Auxiliary members and volunteers are invited to attend and bring their favorite salad dishes. Bread,
drinks, and dessert will be furnished. Prior to the meal, a beauty consultant will conduct an image improvement seminar.

Independence plans special events
Independewe United Methodist Church will have special events on
Saturday, Seg 15, at the church, located east of Almo off Highway 464.
A hamburger and hot dog supper will be served at 6 p.m. Later a bake
sale and white elephant sale will be conducted. The public is urged to
attend, a church spokesperson said.

New Mt. Carmel to hear Sonrise
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church, located on Highway 121 South, of
New Concord, will have a gospel singing on Sunday, Sept. 16, at 6 p.m.
The featured group will be Sonrise from Halls, Tenn. The public is
invited to attend this special singing, a church spokesperson said.

Brooks Chapel to honor couples
A fellowship supper will be Sunday, Sept. 16, at 6 p.m. at Brooks
Chapel United Methodist Church, located east of Dexter off Highway
1346. This will be in honor of two couples who have been called into the
church ministry, Bob and Cindy Wiley and Eugene and Mickey Burkeen.
The Rev. Don Barnett, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. service with Sunday
School at 10 a.m. on Sunday. Tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. the United
Methodist Women will meet at the church for their monthly meeting.

Cunningham reunion Saturday
The Wallace (sir) Cunningham family reunion will be Saturday, Sept.
15, at the home of Mrs. Tylene Clark, approximately seven miles northwest of Cadiz near Rock Castle. This will also be a cemetery cleaning. A
covered dish luncheon will be served. All of the Cunninghams, regardless
of family, are invited to attend as well as friends.

Allbrittens visit relatives
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Senior citizens will have their own special day at TVA's Land Between
the Lakes national recreation area on Saturday, Sept. 15. Visitors
62 or
older will be given free admission to all interpretive facilities
including
Empire Farm, Golden Pond Visitor Center Theater, The
e-1850
and Woodlands Nature Center. Empire Farm, WoodlandHomeplac
s Nature Center
and the visitor Ceter Theater will be open from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. The
Homeplace is open from 9 a.m. to 4:15 p.m. All visitors 61 and under will
be charged normal visitation fees.

The 1960 graduating class of Lynn Grove High School will have
its
30-year-reunion on Saturday, Sept. 15, in the Kentucky Room, Executive
Inn, Paducah. This was the last graduating class at Lynn Grove High
School as the school was consolidated into Calloway County High School
in the fall of 1960 when CCHS first opened. All other interested
friends
and former school mates are invited to come for the social hour and dance
at 8:30 p.m. following the banquet.

Quilt Lovers wilImeet Tuesday
Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday, Sept. 18, at 6 p.m. in meetign room of
Calloway County Public Library. Hazel Reiber, guest lecturer from Cadiz
Quilt Group, will present a lesson on "Unidentified Quilted Objects."
Each one attending should bring a pencil and ruler, according to Geneva
Giles, president, who invites all interested persons to attend.

PADD schedule is released

Keaton Ford Patton born

-Whipping and abuse are like laudanum; you have to double the dose as
the sensibilities decline."
-- Harriet Beecher Stowe.

NORTH

9 13 A

✓ 10 9 4 2
•4
4Q 8 7 4

When an audacious opponent
makes a two-level overcall in your
seven-card suit, its usually a good
WEST
EAST
idea to double for punishment. To- 4 A J 9
•K Q 7 6 2
day's example from the Phoenix ReV--- *
VAQJ 6 3
gional Tournament demonstrates •K 10 9 8 7 5 2
•- - +965
the best way to exact the maximum
4A K 3
penalty.
It's tough for a vulnerable East to
sit for the penalty double, however.
SOUTH
East deferred to West in hopes of
+5
maintaining marital harmony.
K875
What's West's best lead? If he
•
A QJ63
leads spades to reduce South's
J
10 2
trump holding, he plays right into
Vulnerable: East-West
declarer's hands. South scores two
Dealer: Hest
ruffs with his small trumps and will
The
bidding:
escape with either two or three
down — a filthy score for EastEast
South
West
North
West.
14
2•
Dbl.
All pass
The maximum penalty is
achieved if West leads trumps. His
aim is to eventually draw South's
Opening lead
small trumps so that South cannot
score any ruffing tricks.
BID WITH THE ACES
The trump king (in case dummy
9-13-B
has a singleton honor) is led, and
South wins the ace. A club is led to
dummy's queen and East's king, and South
holds
East cashes his ace of hearts. West
discards a club and then ruffs out
4K Q 762
South's king when East continues
VAQJ 6 3
with the heart queen. A second
•- - trump is led to South's jack. and
4A K 3
South tries a spade exit. West wins
his jack and leads a third high dia- South North
1 NT
mond to remove South's last honor. 1+
South exits in clubs and the defenders are in charge. East wins and
leads a third club for West to ruff. ANSWER: Three hearts. Force to
and West picks up trumps. The rest game and ask for a preference of eiof the tricks belong to the defense, ther major.
and South is held to only his three Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO B.s
12363. Dallas, Texas 75225. with self-addressed
high trumps, down 1100 (new
stamped envelope for reply
scoring).
Copyright 1990 United
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These leather fashion statements have a unique
patterned surface and come in a variety of colors,
styles and sizes. They'll be impressed.
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209 N. 12' St. • University Sciiiare
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To Youl

60% Of Nouvelle Metal Blinds
45% Of Touchgide Vodka Blinds
45% Of Nitto Blinds
50% Of Solite Pleated Shades
45% Of Woven Woods
40% Of Sandblasted Wood Blinds
45% Of Duel* Shades
40% Of Unique & Desirg Wood Blinds
20% Of Top Treatments •
OA Off Gold* Clotsiclue Metd Blinds
TERRY'S DECORATING

ALLERY *

As always our dress department exemplifies fall in
color and comfort. Popular spice colors and brights are
splashed on florals and paisley patterns and solids. You
can also find basics like black, white, taupe and grey.
Petite, junior, missy, and 1/2 sizes.

•

Perfect Ten
Now

I N

*'Custom Framing
* Limited Edition Prints
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Fashion That Won't Stop
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BOBBY WOLFF

4 10 8 4 3

Melody Parker and Laurie Jo Parker, members of Westwood 4-H
Club, were invited to perform recently at the Kentucky State Fair in
Louisville. They sang a song made popular by Amy Grant, a contemporary Christian artist, entitled "Thy Word." The Parker Sisters
were named alternate at the Area 4-H Variety Show held at Heath
High School in April. The girls performed their song in "CloN
ille."
the 4-H exhibit area at the state fair.

Mr. and Mrs. James N. Patton of 203 West Ninth St., Benton, are the
parents of a son, Keaton Ford, weighing eight pounds 14 ounces, measuring 203/4 inches long, born on Monday, Sept. 3, at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. They have another son, Evan Collier Patton, 17 months:'

Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Smith of RL 8, Box 472, Mayfield, are the parents
of a daughter, Amy Michelle, weighing nine pounds six ounces,
measuring 201/2 inches, born on Wednesday, Sept. 5, at 5:29 p.m. at
MurrayCalloway County Hospital. They have another daughter, Ashley Ann.
The
mother is the former Kathy Burkeen. Grandparents are Billy and
Patsy
Burkeen, Rt. 6, Mayfield, and Edgar and Martha Smith, RL 8, Murray.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE

t‘i

Lynn Grove class plans reunion

Patients are dismissed
Amy Michelle Smith born

Murravans perform at fair

LBL will honor senior citizens

A calendar of meetings of Purchase Area Development District, U.S.
Highway 45N, Mayfield, has been released by Carol Rogers, public information officer. The PADD Board of Directors will meet Monday, Sept.
17, at 5 p.m. at board office. The Industrial Development Council has
scheduled its meeting at 5 p.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 19, at the board
office. The Purchase Area Industry Appreciation dinner will be Thursday
Sept. 27, at 5 p.m. at Curris Center, Murray State University.

Local persons recently dismissed from Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah, include Mrs. Dwania Edwards and baby girl, Hardin, Donnie Grubbs
of Hazel and Sally Johnson of Murray.

The mother is the former Vicki Weatherford. Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Jess Weatherford and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Patton. Great-grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Rotchie Brown, the late Mr. and Mrs. Albert C. Weatherford, Mrs. Viola Swinford and the late James Swinford, and Mr. and
Mrs. Nathon Patton.

Spring Creek Baptist Church, locivied off Penny-Airport Road, Highway
783 North, will have its annual homecoming on Sunday, Sept.
16. The
Rev, Terry Powell, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. with Sunday School
at 10
a.m. and a basket lunch at 12 noon. A gospel singing featuring
The
King's Sons and various other local talent will start at 1:30 p.m. with
Dwane Jones as master of ceremonies. Persons unable to attend may mail
their donations for the upkeep of Spring Creek Cemetery to Billy
Pyle,
Rt. 2, Murray, Ky. 42071.

Lt. and Mrs. Keith Allbritten of Sacramento, Calif., have returned home
after a visit with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. James Phillips, Mrs. Charlotte McClure and husband, Pearly, and Joe Allbritten and his wife, all of
Murray. Lt. Allbritten is serving in the Air Force. While here, Mrs. Allbritten was honored with a baby shower given by her sister, Mrs. Tim
(Joan) Erwin, at her home. Mitzie McCallon assisted Mrs. Erwin.
1
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Spring Creek plans homecoming

Easy Spirit takes fitness walking to a new level with a
complete system of performance and comfort features.
Soft leather, double density Shock Foam cushioning and
a kinetic rocker bottom are just the beginning! Made
expressly for women.
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FORMAL WEAR
HEADQUARTERS

FBLA students prepare note:,

Community events listed

vti',4,e

Labg f1
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Sales & Rentals
Dresses for the
Entire Wedding
'Wedding Gowns
•Flower Girls
•Mother of the Bride
•Brides Maids
•Tuxedos begin
at $29.49
All in stock for
your Wedding needs
ALL ACCESSORIES
SOCIAL
AVAILABLE
INVITATIONS
CALL FOR DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
SEE US FOR ALL
YOUR FORMAL WEAR
Also clothing for casual
wear or trousseau
Mon • Fri. 9-7
Sat. 9-6 • Sun. 1-5

MAYFIELD PLAZA

Murray
Mayfield
753-1300
247-1500
or call 1-800-447-4TUX

Thursday, Sept. 13
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
tnformation call 762-3383.
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi will meet at 7 p.m. at
home of Linda Fain.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4959 or 753-7663.
Murray Alliance for Mentally Ill
will meet at 7 p.m. in private
dining room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in education unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
Choral workshop for all
singers of Purchase area will
7:30 p.m. at Lone Oak
School. For information
1-554-0634 or 1-898-7431.

male
be at
High
call

Draw Your Own Discount

SALE
Fall and Winter
Pumps
Discounts from

10-50

Sale thru Sunday, Sept. 16th
Hours: Mon.-Sat.
9:40 -8:00
Sunday 1:00-5:00
759-4795

hack

Olympic Plaza

LAWNBOY.
America's long-running tradition.

Thursday, Sept. 13
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn., will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
Farm Bureau Building, Paris. For
information call 753-3580.

Friday, Sept. 14
W.A.T.C.H. (work activities
training school for the handicapped) will have its annual auction at 5 p.m. at W.A.T.C.H. facility at 702 Main St.

Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray Chapter
No. 50 Royal and Select _Masters
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Murray
Masonic Lodge.

Calloway County Middle School
Speech Team will present its 1990
Talent Show at 7 p.m. in Middle
School Gym.

Men's Stag Night will be at 5:30
p.m. at Oaks Country Club. Men
are asked to note the time change.

National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.

"Wings of Desire," a 1988 West
German/French romantic film, will
be shown at 7:30 p.m. in Curris
Center Theater, Murray State University. This is free and open to the
public.

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Piney Campground, Land
Between the Lakes, from 9 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Glaucoma and vision screenings
not included today.

A workshop, "Beginning Wordperfect 5.0" will begin at 6 p.m. in
Room 209N, Business Building,
Murray State University. For information call 762-4229.

Laryngectomee Support Group
will meet at 4 p.m. in private
dining room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center, St. Leo Catholic
Church.
Mission Board of Blood River
Baptist Association will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Grace Baptist Church.

Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.

Murray Cluster PPR Committees
will meet at 7 p.m. at Goshen
United Methodist Church.

Ten golf teams, including Murray State University, will participate in a 54-hole, stroke-play tourdament starting at 8 a.m. at Miller
Memorial Golf Course.

Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 7 p.m.
at church.

Calloway County High School

Miller gets
scholarship
Jimmie D. Miller of Murray has
been awarded a $1,500 Joe Pat and
Frances Jane Knight Scholarship
for the 1990-91 academic year at
Murray State University.
Miller is a sophomore drafting
and design student at Murray State.
He is a member of the Industrial
Engineering Technology Club and
the Never Too Old Club.
A Dean's List student, he and his
wife, Stephanie, have two boys,
Bryce and Bryan.
Miller is the son of Jimmie
Glenn and Buna Mae Miller of
Madisonville.
Administered by the MSU
Foundation, the Knight Scholarship
is awarded annually to freshman,
sophomore or junior students
majoring in a technical degree
program offered within the College
of Industry and Technology. Scholarship recipients must maintain a
3.0 grade point average in their
major and 2.5 overall.

Laker football team will play at
7:30 p.m. at Lone Oak High
School.
Murray High School Varsity
Soccer Team will host Owensboro
Catholic at Ty Holland Field at 7
p.m.
Murray High School Hi-Y will
sponsor a dance at the school following the Soccer game.
Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge.
Main Street Youth tt-enter at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
6 to 11 p.m. For information call
753-TEEN.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Camper's Fair
at Piney Campground; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Environmental
Science Enrichment Series at Energy Lake Campground; National
Homecoming Wagon Train Trail
Ride at Wranglers Campground.

G5LE4RsAll Brand Appliance
Come in and
See Our Expanded
Display Area
Talk to Lisa before you purchase
your next major appliance.
--Most in Stock--

WE MAKE IT
TO TAKE IT.
Your search for a tough. full floating mower deck,
dependable riderjust ended. and the result is a precise,
Lawn-Boy's rear engine uniform cut every time.
rider. Designed for years of
All in all, you can't buy a
high
performance
and better mowing system. And
rugged use.
right now, you can't get a
with
Start
the better value.
commerical-grade engine.
available in 8 or 12 horsepower. The components are
heavy-duty for long life. And
starting is fast and easy.
thanks to a 12-volt electric
start with electronic ignition.
The five speed gear-drive
transmission is proven for
reliability.
The solid steel frame is
formed into a box channel,
Financing Available
providing a rugged backbone. Add to this our 30" full

4- 3
Children's Specialtyl Shop
2122 Broadway-Paducah
Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5:00

BuIrr
L ST1

306 Main St.

759-4979
Also
Moore's House
Paint Oil)

•

Holly Miller and Melissa Smith, members of Murray High School
Chapter of Future Business Leaders of America, are preparing
"Thinking of You" notes for servicemen in Saudi Arabia. Cologne
samplers, donated by Avon Representative Shirley Scott, and puzzles
were included with the notes.

Corn

to bc

Mitchell gets scholarship
Julie Marie MiLchell of Murray
has been awarded a $500 Elisabeth
Maxwell Memorial Scholarship for
the 1990-91 academic year at Murray State University.
Mrs. Mitchell is the daughter of
James F. and Doris E. Riley of
Fredonia.
A senior biology and chemistry
major, she is a member of student
Affiliates of the American Chemical Society, Alpha Chi honor society and Phi Theta Kappa honor
fraternity. She is a Dean's List
student.

Administered by the MSU
Foundation, the award is presented
in memory of Elisabeth T. Maxwell. The scholarship is established
to enable women to pursue an education, especially one leading to a
career in veterinary medicine or
biological science. The recipient of
the scholarship must be enrolled as
a full-time student at Murray State,
a single woman, head of household
who is entering her junior or senior
year or who is entering graduate
school.

Washer gets Lilly award
Bart Washer of Murray has been
awarded a $500 George T. Lilly
Industrial Arts Scholarship for the
1990-91 academic year at Murray
State University.
Washer is a graduate student
majoring in industrial education.
He plans a career in drafting and
design education.
The son of Jamie Don and Shirley Washer of Murray, he has
served as vice president and concert chairman of the University
Center Board at Murray State,

chairman of the Internal Affairs
Committee of the MSU Student
Government and was a representative to the Kentucky Industrial
Education Association in 1989.
Administered by the MSU
Foundation, the George T. Lilly
Industrial Arts Scholarship is
awarded to students who are pursuing a degree in the field of industrial technology education. A minimum grade point average of 3.0 is
required.
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By Abigail
Van Buren

Woman's Addiction to Married
Man Destroys Her Self-Respect
DEAR ABBY: Don't ever stop
printing letters from women involved
with married men. In fact, please
print one more — especially this one.
I am a well-respected professional
in the mental health field, and it
boggles my mind now to realize that
I wasted five years of my life hopelessly entangled in a destructive
relationship with a married man. I
lost my marriage, my health, thousands ofdollars and my self-respect,
as I desperately tried to make the
impossible work. I was so needy, I
was sure I couldn't survive without
him. I was totally addicted to this
man and in so much pain, I was
numb.
It has taken a year of no contact
with him,therapy and great support
from friends to start rebuilding a
new life for myself without him.
Abby, please tell women that life
is ever so much more beautiful outside an addictive relationship. Withdrawal is not easy, but it's the only
hope, and well worth it.
Reading similar letters over and
over in your column convinced me
that not all those women could be
wrong — so I began to break through
my denial. I hope you will print tbis
as my gift to all the readers who
inspired me to leave the hell I was
living in.
THANKFULLY FREE
DEAR FREE: The "hell" you
were living in has men in residence as well as women.It takes
some people a little longer to
learn that (a) there's no free
lunch, and (b)forbidden fruit is
often poisonous.
Sexual attraction predates
marriage, but we still have free-

•KC Leather Coats
•Rothschild Coats
•Cary Dresses

Central Shopping Center
753-8604
MasterCard
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American Express
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dom ofchoice,so should you find
yourself sexually attracted to a
married person,run in the opposite direction as though your life
depended on it, because it usually does.
* * *

DEAR ABBY: I have been a male
mail carrier for 20 years, and I have
a message for all those lonely housewives out there: We appreciate your
offer of a cold drink in the summer,
and a hot drink in the winter, but
please, give it to us on the porch.
Abby, you have no idea of how
many women wait by the door, wearing see-through negligees, short
shorts and sometimes just a beach
towel wrapped around them — and
invite us in for a little cold lemonade
or a hot cup of coffee.
Don't get me wrong;I realize most
ofthem are only trying to be nice,but
I wish they wouldn't ask us to come
in the house. Any suggestions?
U.S. POSTAL EMPLOYEE
DEAR EMPLOYEE: Come on
— by this time you should have
figured out a friendly, inoffensive way to say,"Thank you,but
it's against regulations to go into
someone's home to socialize,"or,
"Sorry, I'm running late, but
thanks for offering."
* * *

People are eating them up! For Abby's
favorite recipes, send a long, businesssize, self-addressed envelope, plus check
or money order for S.3.95(114.50 in Canada)
to: Dear Abby,Cookbooklet,P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, III. 131054. (Postage is
included.)
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Fall Is Coming!

Coast
to Coast
America's TOTAL HARDWARE Store
Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 8:30-9:00
Sun. 12:00-8:00
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OLYMPIC PLAZA
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Program to feature
local school class
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"Education Notebook," a weekly
series produced by the Kentucky
Department of Education and aired
on Murray Cablevision channel 34,
features a local high school class
this week.
Lynda Coleman and her 1989
honors English class at Calloway
County High School discuss their
"Recollections" book project. Education Notebook can be seen at its
regular time Thursday, Sept. 13 at
5:30 p.m. and a special airing on
Friday, Sept. 14 at 10 a.m.
Tressa Ross, program director
for Murray Cablevission, added,
"We are extremely proud to be able
to allow our cable subscribers to
view local groups when they are
highlighted on a statewide level."
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MCCH to celebrate Record Week

The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Medical Record Department will celebrate National Medical Record Week, September
16-22, 1990 and MCCH Departmental Recognition September
13-18, 1990. The theme this year is
"...Meeting the Health Information
Challenge of the 90's..."
Most health care consumers are
11111111.1
.
11MINEIMMEIPM11.111.11..
11111 111111
.
1 unaware of their medical record,
Murray Mayor, Bill Cherry (seated left above) and Calloway Counthe information contained in the
ty Judge Executive George Weeks (seated below) each proclaimed
record, or the professionals protectSept. 16-22 as Medical Record Week in Murray and Calloway Coun- ing their record. As AMERICA'S
ty. Also pictured are employees of the Murray-Calloway County HosHEALTH INFORMATION LEADpital's Medical Record Department. Standing back row (left to right) ERS and as patient information
Cidy House, Medicare Records Clerk; Pamela Parker, Medical Tran- advocates, medical record professcriptionist; Tina Elliott, Medical Transcriptionist; Jeannie Billing- sionals are dedicated to actively
ton, Abstract/Coding Clerk; Susan Doran, Medical Record Supervi- assisting patient/consumer in
sor; Rita Ford, A.R.T., Director of Medical Records; Mary Sue Hub- understanding the laws that protect
bard, R.N., Medicare DRG Coordinator.

confidentiality of their health information, their rights to privacy and
who they may obtain access to
their medical records.
Health information management
includes assuring timeliness, reliability, security, confidentiality, validity, completeness, and accessibility of clinical information.
Our personnel are involved in
transcribing physician dictation of
history/physicals, discharge summaries, operative reports, consultation reports, Electrocardiographic
interpretations, emergency room
physician notes, and letters. We use
a computerized database to enter
abstracted and coded information
to be used for administrative and
medical references. We assure that-

all records are evaluated for qaulity
and quantity according to predetermined standards mandated by the
Medical Staff and/or medical
records. Requests for information
are filed in a confidential, timely
and accurate manner.
The functions of Medicare's
Diagnosis Related Group mandate
and patient's insurance Utilization
Program are generated out of the
Medical Record Department also.
Reimbursement to the hospital by
Medicare, Medicaid, and Third
Party Insurance Carriers is directly
affected by the quality and completeness of the information from
the Abstract/Coder, Utilization
Review Coordiantor, and DRG
Coordinator.

Computer course
to begin Sept. 24
at Murray State
A hands-on, non-credit computer
course titled "Beginning Lotus
1-2-3-" will be offered at Murray
State University on four successive
Monday evenings, beginning Sept.
24.
Designed to provide the basic
concepts for preparing spreadsheets
for personal use, the class will
meet from 6 to 9 p.m. in the Computer Teaching Laboratory in
Room 209N of the Business
Building.
Participants in the course will
learn to: develop a Lotus 1-2-3spreadsheet that will help in carrying out management responsibilities; recognize and understand
important computer terminology;
understand better the operation of
IBM compatible computers; design
and construct spreadsheets; store
data in files; use Lotus for data
analysis (inventory, depreciation
calculation, payroll, cash flows,
defining repetitive reports); use
graphics; and use all of the major
Lotus commands.
Dr. Larry Guin, associate professor of economics and finance, will
be the instructor. The fee for the
course is S150 per person.
Anyone who would like to register or to obtain more information
should call the Center for Continuing Education and Academie. Outreach at 762-4229 or
1-800-669-7654 (from outside Calloway County).

At what we will give you when you purchase a complete pair of single vision or
bifocal eyeglasses:

Read the want ads daily
MURRAY
Is A

FREE... Scratch

Resistant Coating

FREE...Custom

Tinting

FREE... Ultra

<Th

din atfok
The 161.1 Pow.. gasket I. the World'

Town

As Welcome Wagon Representatives, we call on brides-to-be, neWparents
and movers with a basket full of useful gifts. We'd like to call on you!
Welcome Wagon. An American Tradition.
Please Call
Kathryn Outland, 753-3079

Ingeborg Kin& 492-8348

Violet Protective Coating

Up to '55' Savings

Register for

FREE PAIR OF
RAY BAN
SUNGLASSES
Drawing will be Friday at 5:00 p.m.

Offer ends Sept. 15th at 1:00 p.m., 1990. No other discount or coupons
apply.

Summers fOptical
Olympic Plaza

753-7063

PEI AND DRAPERY SALE

gail

jren

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 13; 1990

BEER
SALE

LEEScarpets

Buy 5 Cases
and Save!
(Price Per Case For
5 Case Purchase)
Cases only
24 Cans
Pet Case

Loose

Busch
'9.10
Busch Light
'9.10
Budweiser
'10.75
Bud Light
'10.75
Bud Dry
'10.75
110.30
Coors
Coors Light
'10.30
Coors Draft
'10.30
Michelob
'13.05
Michelob Light
'13.05
Michelob Dry
'13.05
Miller
....110.30
Miller Lite................'10.30
Miller Draft
'10.30
Milwaukee Best
'6.95
Natural Light
'7.75
Pabst
7.85

We're closer to
Murray than any
party store in
Paducah!
, 12 miles North of
General Tire on the new
4-lane Hwy. 45.
Rept

s

Y

25% off
on custom
window treatments,
trimmed and untrimmed.
Draperies valances
sheers, tiebacks. Shades
Pick one of the 23 distinctive
Norman's of Salisbury custom
designs .or design your own
treatment Come make your
selections or call 753-4834
for in-home service

FREE
Decorating Service

Large Selection
In Stock!
‘AO*1
Levolor Mini Blinds
and Pleated Shades

*Arita- • • ailto• • •

95

Reg $1495

It's the Lees Carpets sale of the year'
Save money on quality Certified STAINMASTER
carpet NOW during our Lees Authorized Dealer Sale.
We've got a wide selection of eye-pleasing styles
and textures for you to choose from in hundreds of
today's most desirable colors.
All Lees Certified STAINMASTER "carpet in
this limited-time sale is guaranteed to resist stains,
protect against soil and reduce static. All these
quality carpets are manufactured to the exacting
standards that have made Lees the first choice
in carpet for more than seven generations of
Amencan homemakers.
Come in today. See the best — and save the most'

.4.

All Prices On Draperies & Blinds Include Installation.

TRACKLESS

Expert Installation

Thurman's FREE Estimates
No Obligation

FURNITURE

tote

COM.0/15

STA1NMASTER

208 East Main

Murray, Ky.
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Shucking corn breaking beans

Bumper corn crop 8 percent higher than 1989
WASHINGTON (AP) - Farmers are harvesting a bumper corn
crop estimated at a four-year high
of 8.12 billion bushels, up 8 percent from last year's crop and 3
percent more than forecast a month
ago, the Agriculture Department
said Wednesday.
Last year's corn harvest was
7.53 billion bushels, and the
department in its initial forecast
Aug. 9 put this fall's harvest at
7.85 billion bushels.
"Above-normal temperatures the
last of August accelerated development (of the corn crop), but it still
lagged behind normal in most of
the major producing states," said
the department's Agricultural Statistics Board.
By Sept. 2, only about 7 percent
of the corn acreage was mature, 19
percentage points was behind normal, although harvest had begun as
far north as Kentucky.
The September estimate of 8.12
billion bushels would be the largest
corn output since 8.23 billion
bushels were harvested in 1986.
Based on early September
surveys, corn yields were estimated
at 121.7 bushels per acre harvested,
compared with 116.2 last year and
117.7 indicated last month. The

record is 119.4 bushels in 1987.
As livestock feed, corn is the
largest and most important U.S.
farm crop and is essential for the
production of meat, poultry and
dairy products.
Consumer food prices, which
rose an average of 5.8 percent in
1989, the sharpest year-to-year
increase since 1981, are expected
to climb an additional 5 percent to
7 percent this year.
The huge corn harvest, along
with bumper wheat yields, will
help cushion against sharp food
price increases in 1991.
Soybean production, a source of
high-protein meal and vegetable
oil, was estimated at 1.83 billion
bushels, down 5 percent from last
year's harvest of 1.93 billion
bushels and virtually unchanged
from the August estimate.
Cotton production was indicated
at 14.7 million bales, up 21 percent
from last year's output of 12.2 million bales but down 1 percent from
the August forecast.
The September report showed
total 1990 wheat production at 2.76
billion bushels, up 35 percent from
the 1989 harvest and up 2 percent
from last month's estimate. Average yields, at 39.4 bushels per acre,

OPEN TIEFri.
8
11ozi.9:30 til 5, Saturday

equal the record high of 1983.
The department's all-crops production index was reported at 112
percent of its 1977 average used
for comparison. That is the highest
reading since the index averaged
116 percent in 1985.
In a related report on supply and
demand for major commodities,
analysts said total corn use in the
1990-91 marketing year, which
began Sept. 1, is expected to be
about 8.075 billion bushels, including domestic and export
requirements.
With demand slightly exceeding
1990 corn production, that will
mean a small increase in U.S. corn
stockpiles to about 1.375 billion
bushels left over by Sept. 1, 1991.
A month ago, with a smaller
harvest expected, analyst expected
the corn stockpile to decline in the
coming year.
Despite the modest upturn, it is a
sharp tumarbund from last season's
decline, when it plummeted from
4.26 billion bushels on Sept. 1,
1988 to 1.93 billion bushels on
hand last. Sept. 1.
The report said U.S. corn prices
may average in the range of $2.10
to $2.50 per bushel in the 1990-91
marketing year, down 25 cents
from the August projection. Corn
prices at the farm averaged about
$2.38 per bushel last season.
With larger-than-expected wheat
production, the stockpile at the end
of the 1990-91 marketing year next
June is expected to be 946 million
bushels, 100 million bushels more
than forecast in August and almost

double the 535 million bushels carried over June 1.
As a result of the larger wheat
supply, prices at the farm are
expected to decline to an average
of $2.55 to $2.85 per bushel this
marketing year from $3.72 in
1989-90.
Soybean prices at the farm were
forecast at $5.50 to $7 per bushel
in 1990-91, compared with $5.70
the past marketing year. That was
unchanged from the August
forecast.
Other 1990 crop estimates based
on Sept. 1 indications, compared
with 1989 output, included:
-Sorghum, 572.4 million
bushels and an average yield of
61.8 bushels per acre, compared
with 617.9 million and 55.4 in
1989.
-Rice, 159 million hundredweight and a yield of 5,641 pounds
per acre, compared with 154.5 million and 5,749.
-Peanuts, 3.56 billion pounds
and a yield of 2,043 pounds per
acre, compared with 3.99 billion
and 2,426.
-Tobacco, 1.55 billion pounds
and a yield of 2,127 pounds per
acre, compared with 1.37 billion
and 2,016.
-Sugar beets, 27.3 million tons
and a yield of 19.9 tons per acre,
compared with 25.1 million and
19.4.
-Sugar cane, 24.7 million tons
and a yield of 34.9 tons per acre,
compared with 29.4 million and
34.5.

Residents of Fern Terrace Lodge enjoyed a day of shucking corn and
breaking green beans. They said these events brought back a lot of
grand memories.

Prize tomatoes

Judge allows companies
to transfer cellular calls
WASHINGTON (AP)- A federal judge Wednesday agreed to let
regional Bell telephone companies
transfei cellular phone calls in
progress to systems in adjacent
communities, avoiding interrupted
conversations.
Technically, the ruling permits a
Bell company's mobile,- telephone
switching office to commnect with
the switching office of an adjacent
cellular system. It applies to at
least a dozen communities, but no
list was immediately available.
In this so-called intersystem
handoff, cellular phone users
engaged in conversations would
not have to hang up and call again
as they move from, say, a large city
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Clayton Fulton, left, a resident of Fern Terrace Lodge, and Glada
Dodd, administrator, proudly show off a prize tomato grown in the
residents' garden at Fern Terrrace Lodge.
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to a suburb served by a different
cellular company.
Cellular technology already
allows such automatiic handoffs
without interruption as callers
move around through what are
known as "cells" within a local
calling area.
At the same time Wednesday,
U.S. District Judge Harold Greene
also gave the Bell companies permission to provide the technology
to locate cellular phone customers
traveling in nearby cellular systems
and to route calls and messages to
them.
This "automatic call delivery"
for mobile phone users is akin to
call forwarding on ordinary
telephones.
However, Greene either deferred
judgment or remanded to the Justice Department separate Bell company requests for major expansions
of automatic call delivery service
across wide regions or entire states.

(18723\
\1 8724/
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Ace Bonus Pack
9"x11" Sandpaper
Choose fine/med. or med./coorse
grit twin pocks with FREE selfadhesive sandpaper offer.

qau

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

753-3361
208 E. Main

Five consultants hired
to help board design
performance methods
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- Five
consultants have been hired to help
the state school board design interim and permanent methods of
gauging student performance under
Kentucky's school-reform law.
The board hired the consultants
on the recommendation of the Educational Improvement Advisory
Committee.
The board also was told Tuesday
that two school districts where mismanagement resulted in a partial
state takeover have shown marked
gains in one of the problem areas
- student attendance.
The consultants are Pat Forgione
of the Connecticut Department of
Education; Edward Kifer of the
University of Kentucky; Doris
Redfield of the Center for the
Study of Evaluation • in Los
Angeles; Jason Millman of Cornell
University; and Grant Wiggins of
Consultants on Learning Assessment and School Structure in
Rochester, N.Y.
The five are a mix of measurement experts and pioneers of new
assessment methods, said H.M.
Snodgrass, head of the Department
of Education's research and planning division.
By the 1995-96 school year, the
state must develop assessment
methods that require students to
demonstrate their skills and knowledge in a more active way than
traditional paper-and -pencil
achievement tests.
Snodgrass also briefed the board
on Kentucky students' scores on
the new ACT, which is taken by
most college-bound high school
students in the state.
Kentucky students' scores averaged 19.9 during the past year,
one-tenth of a point short of the
regional average and seven-tenths
of a point below the national average. Last year Kentucky students
matched the regional average on
the ACT.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Playhouse presents MSU to host
Geor
ge
Carli
n
'Steel Magnolias'
Murray's Playhouse in the Park will open its 1990-91 theater season
Friday, Sept. 21, with a production of "Steel Magnolias" by Robert Harting. The play, set in a small town beauty shop, takes a close look at the
friendship of six Southern women as their lives take them through the
cycles of marriage, birth and death.
"The magnolia has been used, through the years, to symbolize the
Southern woman," says director Louise Weatherly. "It is a beautiful, delicate flower that calls up the image of the Southern Belle, who is soft,
lovely and delicate. The ladies of 'Steel Magnolias', who are strong and
unflinching in times of trouble, call up the title 'Steel Magnolias.' These
women who gather at the neighborhood beauty shop on Saturday for new
hairdos, a little gossip, and time with their friends, each face a personal
crisis. They receive the love and support here that helps carry them
through."
The characters include the shop owner, her new assistant, the former
mayor's widow, the mother of the bride, the bride, and a local "character"
who Weatherly describes as "the oldest and the omeriesi"
"Don't come expecting to see the movie. We're not doing it," says
Weatherly. "The movie was about a girl who dies. We're doing a play
that deals with death but even more so with the celebration of life, love,
and friendship. We have the opportunity to watch these women share their
problems and good times and receive the love and support of each other.
We laugh and cry as we watch these 'Steel Magnolias' face life with
courage, joy, love, and always the support of each other."
"Steel Magnolias" runs Friday-Sunday, Sept. 21-23 and Sept. 28-30.
Friday and Saturday performances are at 8 p.m. and Sunday matinees are
at 2 p.m. The show is sponsored by Dwain Taylor Chevrolet and the Murray Ledger & Times. For more information or to make reservations,
phone the theater box office at (502)759-1752.

MSU announces
fall concert series
Dr. Larry Mallett, chairman of
the Murray State University Music
Department, announced the 1990
Fall Scholarship Concert Series.
Four concerts have been selected
from the Department of Music
calendar as fund raisers for music
scholarships for the 1991-92
academic year. All concerts in the
series will have an admission/
donation of $2 for students, and $5
for adults, which includes MSU
faculty, staff and students. Monies
colected will be used for music student scholarships. The four concerts that have been designated to
make up the fall series are the
following:
Faculty Showcase Recital #2,
Tuesday, Sept. 25, 8 p.m., Ferrell
Recital Hall. Always popular, these
traditional first concerts of the year
feature many of the MSU Music
Department peforming faculty in a
program of solo and chamber
works. Mrs. Marie Taylor of the
piano faculty is coordinator for the
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program.
'Tribute to Roger Reichmuth'
Scholarship Concert, Friday, Oct.
26, 8 p.m., Lovett Auditorium. A
special evening of music by MSU
music faculty and guest artists will
honor Dr. Roger Reichmuth, chair
of the MSU Department of Music
for the past 13 years. Come help us
honor Roger and help a future music student at that time.
Messiah Selection, MSU Chamber Orchestra and Combined
Choirs, conducted by Eric Williams
and Dr. Steven Michelson, Tuesday, Dec. 4, 8 p.m., Curris Center
Ballroom. The program will
include instrumental works performed by the MSU Chamber
Orchestra under the direction of
Eric Williams, and selections from
the Christmas and Easter portions
of Handel's Messiah presented by
the combined forces of the MSU
Concert Choir and University
Chorale under the direction of Dr.
Michelson.

Murray State University Center
board proudly presents an evening
with George Carlin with special
guest Dennis Blair, Sept. 20 at 8
p.m. in Murray State Racer Arena.
Ticket price for MSU student is
$5 with a validated ID, and $8 for
the general public. Tickets are on
sale at MSU Curris Center Student
Activities Office, first floor, Terrapin Station, Murray, Disc Jockey
Records, Kentucky Oaks Mall,
Paducah, and Video Elite in Hopkinsville. No reserved seats
available.
George Carlin manages to perform 100 concerts a year while
paying close attention to another of
his career goals — acting. Character roles in "Outrageous Fortune"
and "Bill and Ted's Excellent
Adventure," and the title role in the
Blake Edwards' television movie,
"Justin Case," have served only to
increase his desire to fulfill a childhood dream.
"Like a million other kids, I sat
in movie theaters and saw myself
on the screen," Carlin said. "In my
case it was Danny Kaye, Red Skelton, The Marx Brothers, and half a
dozen other movie comedians who
provided the inspiration."
As a teenage "class clown/street
corner comedian," Carlin laid out a
career path for himself that
included three specific steps: disc
jockey, standup comedian, and
comic film actor. Ironically, his
ultimate goal of acting was delayed
by the success of his standup comedy, originally intended only as a
stepping stone.
After an initial period of extensive television and nightclub exposure in the second half of the
1960s, his standup career took a
different turn when, in 1970, he
grew his now familiar beard and
began doing material of a more
personal and political nature. A
recording contract led to the
release of "AM & FM," an album
which won a Grammy award in

resident, will teach the children's
workshops and serve as the dramaturg ior the West Kentucky Playwrights. Reynolds, a published
playwright and movie script writer,
has been an artist in residence in
various West Kentucky school districts. For the 1990-91 school year,
she is artist in residence in the College of Fine Arts and Communications at Murray State University.
"We've achieved new levels of
accomplishment with each successive year of the festival," said Reynolds. Two festival plays have
been accepted for publication by
The Dramatic Publishing Company.
In addition, Actors Theatre of
Louisville continues to provide a
dramaturg, Michael Bigelow
Dixon, to attend the festival and
provide feedback and guidance to
the aspiring playwrights. Marlow
Burt, director of Kentucky Center
for the Arts, is slated to attend the
Oct. 29 meeting of the West Kentucky Playwrights' group.
In 1991, a tour of selected pieces
from the West Kentucky Playwrights' Festival will perform on
May 31 and June 1 at Kentucky
Center for the Arts' Mex Theatre.
"We really think it's a miracle,"
said Bussey, in discussing the festival's growth. She explained that
the seeds for the project were originally planted in 1986, when Actors
Theatre of Louisville conducted a
115-minuite playwrighting workshop
in Murray.
The reaction was so positive that
the group continued meeting, eventually attracting participants from
Calloway, Graves, Jefferson, Marshall, McCracken, Trigg, and Henry counties in Tenn. Area theaters
have also become involved by casting, directing and producing some
of the festival plays at the Murray
Playhouse.
For more information about the
West Kentucky Playwrights' Festival, the regional middle school
workshop, or the community outreach playwrighting workshop, call
Playhouse in the Park at
(502)759-1752.

Murray native Wanda McNabb,
of Nashville, has co-authored "The
Noble Heart," which will be presented Sept. 21-Oct. 27 at the Roxy
Theatre — Clarksville, Tennessee's
oldest community theatre.
"The Noble Heart" is an historical drama based on the life of
Smyrna's Sam Davis, "the boy
hero of the Confederacy." This
play marks the Roxy Theatre's
100th production.
McNabb, the daughter of Scott
and Dorothy McNabb of Murray,
co-authors the play with Roxy
Theatre artistric director John
McDonald. "The Noble Heart" has
been endorsed by the Tennessee
Historical Society and the Sam
Davis Memorial Association.
A 1972 graduate of Murray High
School, McNabb majored in music
and drama while attending Murray
State University and University of
Tennessee-Martin. Currently
employed at First American
National Bank in Nashville,
McNabb has performed in productions at the Roxy Theatre for two
years. Her most recent productions

PRESENTED BY BUSINESS COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS
Sept. 13 —
Lecture — MSU College of Fine Arts and Communications.
"The Soviett Union: A Photographic Essay." Free, 3:30 p.m.
Lovett Auditorium.
Sept. 15 —
Playwriting workshop — Playhouse in the Park, playwrighting workshop for middle school students, $25 for four sessions,
10 a.m. to noon.
,

show will be completed early in
1990, and will be called, appropriately, "Doin' It Again."

"Best Male Comedian in New
York", and "Golden Eagle" and
England's "Fowler" award for his
animated film, "Laughter is Good
Medicine" and took "Best Song"
honors at "The American Song
Festival."

Carlin sees little more to accomplish in the standup field, but will
continue to tour and work in front
of audiences because, as he puts it,
"I love creating and developing
new material, and the direct, immediate response from a live audience
is like nothing you can explain."

Still he is probably best known
for the uncannily on-target musical
satires and caustic observations of
his live comedy performances.
Armed with a guitar, a plethora
of voices and characters, and an
alternately mischievous and wicked
sense of humor, Blair was an
immediate hit on the comedy circuit.

There isn't one word that
describes Dennis Blair. He is an
accomplished screenwriter, songwriter, musician, singer and comic
actor. He has received the New
York press' "Charlie" award for

Murray native authors play

WEEKLY
ARTS CALENDAR

Playwright festival
kicks off Monday
The third season of the West
Kentucky Playwrights' Festival _
officially kicks off Monday, Sept.
17 at 7 p.m. That night, aspiring
playwrights will meet at Murray's
Playhouse in the Park for another
season of reading and critiquing
scripts that participants want to
submit for performance in 1991s
West Kentucky Playwright
Festival.
"With two very successful years
of the playwrights' festival under
our belt, we've been able to add
some really exciting new features
that will attract a wider range of
people to submit their work to the
festival," said Liz Bussey, executive director of the Murray
playhouse.
Last year's festival captured the
national spotlight when USA
Today ran an article about the
youngest playwright in the festival,
12-year-old Tracy Pervine of
Murray.
In planning this year's playwrights' festival, Bussey and festival dramaturg Becky Reynolds
intend to get more involvement
from a wider area of the West Kentucky region. In addition, they are
determined to create more interest
for playwrighting among young
people.
According to Bussey, a regional
playwrighting workshop for middle
school-age children will be meeting
at Playhouse in the Park Sept. 15,
22, 29 and Oct. 6 from 10 a.m. to
noon. There is a $25 registration
fee for the middle school workshop. Arts Council and the Murray
Rotary Club are the sponsors of the
regional workshop.
From 1-3 p.m. on Sept. 15, 22,
29, and Oct. 6, a community outreach playwrighting workshop for
students in grades 4-6 will be conducted at St. John's Baptist Church
Annex in Murray. The community
outreach workshop and the West
Kentucky Playwrights' group are
funded by a project grant from the
Kentucky Arts Council.
Becky Reynolds, Mayfield native
and currently a Calloway County

1972 after "going gold." It was the
first of four successive gold albums
Carlin had on Little David Records
during the first half of the 1970s.
Eight additional albums followed,
including two collections.
The next medium for the wide
exposure of Carlin's standup routines was to be cable TV, specifically Home Box Office. In 1977 he
taped "On Location: George Carlin
AATSC" on that California campus, initiating a string of six
straight comedy concert broadcasts,
including the highly regarded "Carlin at Carnegie," taped at New
York's Carnegie Hall in 1982. The
seventh and latest HBO standup

music has evolved from period
pieces to original tunes penned by
McNabb, Tom Thayer, and Joylene
Taylor.
Tom Pallen, professor of theatre
and communications of Austin
Pcay State University, will design
the show.
For more information or reservations, call the Roxy Theatre at
(615)645-7699.
Bennett Tarleton, executive
director of the Tennessee Arts
Commission and Jim Sasser, U.S.
senator, are on the list of dignitaries who will attend the gala grand
opening of "The Noble Heart" on
Sept. 22.
The Tennessee Historical Commission has declared 1990 as "The
Year of Sam Davis."

include "Nunsense," a comedy
about five nuns in which she played Sister Mary Amnesia; and
"Steel Magnolias," a production in
which she performed the part of
Annelle.
More than a year has passed
since McDonald began looking for
a subject on which to base an original play to celebrate the Roxy's
100th anniversary production. A
war-torn coat and a slit boot worn
by a young Southern hero, Sam
Davis, who was wrongfully hanged
as a spy during the Civil War, was
all that was needed.
Given that seed, co-author
McNabb began the search through
libraries, archives and the Sam
Davis Memorial in Smyrna, Tenn.
for material on Davis. The show's

Research works.
American Heart V
Association
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Playwriting workshop — Playhouse in the Park, playwrighting workshop for grades 4-6, free, 1-4 p.m, St. John's Baptist
Church Annex.
—
Sept. 17 —
West Kentucky Playwrights meeting — Playhouse in the
Park, 7 p.m.
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Choral union — First rehearsal, 7-9 p.m., MSU Fine Arts
Center, choral room.
Sept. 18 —
Faculty recital — MSU Department of Music,(John Dressler,
horn, Eric Williams, violin, Steve Brown, piano and organ), free,
Farrell Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
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Sept. 21-23 —
"Steel Magnolias" — Playhouse in the Park, admission, 8
p.m. on Friday and Saturday, 2 p.m. on Sunday.
Throughout September —
Museum exhibit — Wrather West Kentucky Museum,"Promises to keep: Hybrid Musical Instruments of the Early Twentieth
Century," free, 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday, and 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. Saturday.
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Keith's Lawn & Tractor Center
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HARDWARE STORES

Chestnut St.
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Hrs: 7:30-5:30 M-F; 7:30-5:00 Sat.
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Heavy load

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Mary
Jo Newberry
Final rues for Mrs. Mary Jo
Newberry were today at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home.
Officiating were John Dale and
R.B. Barton Jr. The song service
was directed by Jerry Bolls.
Pallbearers were Kenneth Starks,
Glen Starks, Phil Starks, Jimmy
Starks and Larry McKenzie, all
nephews.
Burial was in Murray Memorial
Gardens. a
Mrs. Newberry, 60, widow of
Hubert Newberry, died Saturday at
Moses-Cone Hospital, Greensboro,
N.C.

752
Melissa Warren, left, secretary of Area One Disaster Emergency Services, presents a check for $7,022 to Chief Allen Jones of the MurrayCalloway County Disaster Emergency Services (DES). Jones said it is
the largest amount brought to the organization.
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CARR1 ING A HEAVY LOAD — A refugee prepares to lift his luggage on top of a bus embellished with a
picture of Iraqi President Saddam Hussein and Jordan's King Hussein in Ruweishid.

Barnes named All-American of forensic league
The Calloway County High
School speech team was notified
by the National Forensic League

national office this past week that
the former team member Tim Barnes has been named an NFL All-

INSURANCE

11141

•

NURSING HOME
COVERAGE
FREE Help In Claim Filing
For All My Clients

753-7890
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
LOU V. McGARY

The average cost of a nursing home is $1,500 to S2,000 a month. Who will pay
the bill for a nursing home stay for you? Call for free information on custodial,
intermediate, and slsilled nursing home coverage.

American.
From a field of 85,000 members
of the NFL, the top 25 point leaders were chosen for this distinguished award. The award was
given the the 1989-90 season. Barnes placed in the top 3/100ths of
one percent of all NFL students
competing nationwide. Throughout
four years of high school, Barnes
competed in the Lincoln-Douglas
debate, extemporaneous speaking,
student congress, original oratory,
impromptu speaking, crossexamination debate and several
interpretation categories.
Speech team coach Larry England said, "This is a great honor for
Tim and for the team. We are very
proud of his achievement."
Barnes is a freshman at Vanderbilt University and is presently on
the debate squad.

KELLY STEELY!
Kelly is from Murray. He graduated from Murray High
School and is attending Murray
State University with a major in marketing. Kelly is
22 years old and enjoys sports.
641 South

753-2617

INSULATING
FOAM SEALANT

266170
'STOPS DRAFTS AND PESTS
• FILLS
• SEALS
• INSULATES
For use Indoors and Out

Kohl praises German unification
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
WEST BERLIN — Chancellor
Helmut Kohl on Wednesday
praised German unification as the
first modern merger of a nation
without war and suffering.
Germans in the East and West
hailed the historic signing of the
unification pact in Moscow as the
end of the postwar era.
There was none of the euphoria
that greeted the opening of the Berlin Wall 10 months agorhowever.
Most East Germans now are
more concerned about soaring
unemployment. West Germans
have become upset over the costs
of unification, and many are worried about possible tax increases.
The only negative voices in Germany came from the powerful lobbying group of Germans thrown
out of Eastern Europe after World
War II.
The Federation of Expellees
clings to hopes of one day regaining lands forfeited to Warsaw after
World War II, and it objects to the
formal recognition of Poland's present western border.
A protest also was lodged by a
Jewish leader in Israel who condemned the treaty for failing to
mention the Nazi Holocaust, in
which 6 million Jews were killed
during World War II.
With the treaty signing, Germans
have been guaranteed full rights
over their own united country 45
years after it went down in flames.
"World War II is truly over,"
the ARD television network commented shortly after the signing.
"These signatures re-establish the
sovereignty of a united Germany."
The four World War II powers
that defeated and carved up 'Nazi
Germany signed the treaty with the
two German states. It approves of
their unification and heralds the
return of full sovereignty.
In Bonn, Kohl said Wednesday
was 'another key-date on the way
to German unity."
"This is the first unification of a
country in modern history that is
taking place without war, suffering
and disputes that cause new bitter-

ness," he said in a written
statement.
While the recent rush to unification has been amicable, the road
has been long. The division of Germany was filled with world threatening tensions between the
late 1940s and the 1960s, when the
superpowers stniggled over Berlin.
ARD television showed dramatic
film clips of the German separation
as part of its report on Wednesday's historic signing.
Germans also saw, as they have
many times before, film clips of
the Berlin Wall being built in 1961
and President Kennedy giving his
famous "ich bin ein Berliner"
speech.
The more recent shots showed a
smiling Soviet President Mikhail S.
Gorbachev chatting amicably with
Kohl.
ARD noted that Gorbachev's
policies and the end.of the EastWest conflict "cleared the way for
German unity and the normalization of Soviet-German relations."
Secretary of State James A. Baker III, Soviet Foreign Minister
Eduard A. Shevardnadze and their
French, British and German counterparts signed the treaty in the
plush Oktyabrskaya Hotel.
West German Foreign Minister
Hans-Dietrich Genscher said the
treaty signing was "a day of joy
and jubilation" for Germans, but
that the victims of World War 11
and the Nazi terror must never be
forgotten. He also noted the
"agony of the Jewish people" and
said it must never be repeated.
In Jerusalem, Prime Minister
Yitzhak Shamir's spokesman, Avi
Pazner, said he hoped that the
united Germany would adopt "the
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iederal-state Market Sews Service September 13,1990
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Irklucks 4
BuyingStalions Receipts: A c1460,FAL 390 Barrows& Gilts
.25 lower, Sows under 525 lbs steady; 525 and up 1.00
lower.
151.75-52.00
IS 1-2 220-260 I(is
$47.75-19.75
US 1-2 200-220 lbs.
-151.25-51.75
IS 2-3 220.250 lbs.
US 3-4 250.270
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—4010.00-41.00
US 1-2 270.350 lbs
$40.00-41.50
US 1-3 300-400 lbs
US 1-3 400.525
$43.110-45.00
LS 1-3 525 and up
53900.4000
LS 2-3 300.560 Ibs
Boars $36.00-37.30

Low Rug 3 4" High x 36"
Aluminum Threshold.261 735
High Rug, 1-1 8" High.
265 94
$9.88
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Stock Market
Report
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Hog Market
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same friendliness and cooperation
with Israel as has West Germany
through all these years."
But Matityahu Drobles, chairman
of the Israeli wing of the World
Jewish Congress, sent a protest letter to the West German Embassy in
Tel Aviv because the treaty did not
mention the Holocaust.
"The fact that Germany totally
ignores its basic moral obligation
already at the beginning of the
unification should be a warning
light to the Jewish nation and to
humanity as a whole," said Drobles, a survivor of the Auschwitz
concentration camp.
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WrierFurnace
Geothermal Heating•Cooling•Hni Water
Now you can get maximum comfort, energy and cost savings
from a system designed to use natural energy from the earth.
WHAT IS A WATERFURNACE SYSTEM?

Clear or
Black

WaterFurnace is the safest most energy efficient
pollution tree heating and cooling system available
Basically it looks like a normal furnace, but that's
where the similarity ends Because it bums no fossil fuel
it emits no pollutants thus no chimney is required Therefore it can be installed almost anywhere in a basement
crawl space attic or closet
WaterFumace is' a complete home heating system
In the summer select the cooling mope on the thermostat and the WaterFurnace System is your complete home
cooling center WaterFurnace can also supply most of •
your idornestic hot water requirements Customers report
savings up to 60% heating their homes Cooling cost
reductions
unr orwrron

GeorgiaR3cific
Fiberglass Insulation

3 Mil 10 x 25' Plastic Sheeting. 104 175 C 104 159

EARTH COUPLED

.0esizawrat c4.05E0 kOow

I=MEBel-Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390

elk

Ir.\ Your Horne Investment Company 4CIk

Other Locations — Benton and Lake City

Open
7 Days
A Week

Mon -Fri. 7:30-6, Sat. 8-5: Sun. 1-5

Randy Thornton Heating & Air Conditioning Co.
802 Chestnut, Murray
Distributed

753-8181

Contact: Ben Blakely

by: Authorized Air Conditioning & Refrigeration Co. 502-444-6868
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Rent 4 Movies or
4 Nintendos &
Get 1 FREE!

SAVE BIG ON
STANLEY STEEMER CARPET
CLEANING SPECIALS

(with this coupon)
upri, nulls

Our truck-powered, deep-cleaning system removes down-tothe-roots dirt your vacuum can't
reach! -

Over 5,000 Movie Rentals

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

Over 350 Nintendo Rentals

601 Main

St.
Night:
753-1234 o
753-1830

Central
Shopping
Center
24-Hour
Drop-oft Box
Available

Mon.-Thurs.
10-9
Fri. & Sat.
10-10
Sun. 1-8

L-shaped areas or areas
over 250 sq ft considered
as 2 rooms

L-shaped areas or areas
over 250 sq. ft considered
as 2 areas
.6

22,jC2fL

Specializing In Quarterly
Pest Control On Homes Which Consists of Four Sprayings

Regular Tune-ups and Oil
Changes Equals Good Gas
Mileage for Fuel Economy.

Calloway head coach Tony Franklin, and assistant coach Billy Mitchell, consult with the Laker defense during a contest earlier this year. The
Lakers will open Class 3A district play Friday night at Lone Oak.

L
ast Week:The Lakers knocked off Obion County Central 27-18 for Calloway's first win of the year. Newcomer Scott Dower
brought a new weapon to the Laker attack, with 104 yards rushing ad two TD's. Lone Oak lost to Heath in 40-7.

PROJECTED STARTING LINEUPS
When the Lakers have the ball ...

When the Flash have the ball...
LAKERS

QB: 10 Rob Dennis, senior.
FB: 32 Jeremy Grogan, sophomore.
SB: 37 Ray Fennel, senior.
WR: 07 Jamar McNary, senior.
TE: 88 Tony Patrick, senior.
WR: 02 Hughron Payne, senior.
T: 54 Ryan Dawson, senior.
G: 66 Billy McMillen, senior.
C: 63 Billy McClaren, junior.
G: 60 Mickey Hill, junior.
T: 71 Sean Kelly, junior.

DE: 73 Chad Kinsey, soph.
-DT!--68 Andy Duncan, junior.
DT: 62 Scott Rideout, junior.
DE: 79 Steve Brown, senior.
LB: 40 Keith Eades, junior.
LB: 45 Brian Griffith, junior.
LB: 65 Keith Byrd, junior.
LB: 21 Greg Richards, junior.
CB: 34 Tony Brown, junior.
CB: 92 Charlie Pote, senior.
S: 7 Robert Webber, senior.

QB: 1 Greg Shelton, junior.
FB: 21 Greg Richards, junior.
TB: 34 Tony Brown, junior.
FL: 24 Jay Whalen, senior.
SE: 10 Matt Morrow, senior.
T,E: 25 Darren Gary, senior.
T: 76 Nick Bongiolatti, junior.
G: 62 Scott Rideout, junior.
C: 57 Troy Richards, senior.
G: 65 Keith Byrd, junior.
T: 70 Jacob Steele, senior.

88 Tony Patrick. senior.
DE: 90 Trent Gibson, sophomore.
NO: 51 Chris Bynum, senior.
DT: 71 Sean Kelly, junior.
DT: 72 Sean Vaughn, junior.
LB: 54 Ryan Dawson, senior.
LB: 32 Jeremy Grogan, sophomore.
CB: 19 Cecil Bradley. junior.
FS: 2 Hughron Payne, senior.
SS: 24 Mike Winters, senior.
CB: 37 Ray Fennel, senior.

After The Game
Come Visit Our Winning

VCR & New Movie Releases Available
()PE\ 24 HRS. FOR 1.01R CONVENIENCE

BECAUSE SO MUCH IS
RIDING ON YOUR TIRES

We'd like to have the opportunity to
show you what we mean.. with quality
protection and service. Call us today.
Auto
Insurance
if State

PURDOM
THURMAN &
McNUTT
Sauthside Crt. Sq.
753-4451

Go
Lakers!
Barnett's
Wheel Alignment

Good Luck
Lakers
from

Full Service
Tire Dealer"

Your

FREE Computerized Balancing when you buy
your tires from us!

Large Selection of New & Used Tires

Tire Company
East Main & Industrial Road
753-5606 Mon -Fri 8-5; Sat 8 12
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SPORTS
Prep Previews
by DANIEL T. PARKER
Calloway County High School is glad to be
getting back into the routine, while Murray High
School is glad to be stepping out of the norm
this Friday in high school football action.
The Lakers, who travel to Lone Oak High School Friday
night for the opening round of the 3A district schedule, have
recently become weekend warriors, playing their last two games
on Saturday.
"1 think they'll be glad to get back with the routine," CCHS
head coach Tony Franklin said. After opening up with a Friday
game at Marshall County, the Lakers hosted Bell County in a
scheduled Saturday contest, then had to play on Saturday night
last weekend after storms forced the postponement of their game
against Obion County the previous night.
If there's a storm this Friday night, Franklin hopes it doesn't
come from Lone Oak quarterback Greg Shelton, the "do-it-all"
Purple Flash field general.
"He scares you to death," Franklin said of the talented Shelton, a junior. "He's got great speed and great moves, he's the
epitome of an option quarterback. Anytime he touches the ball,
he's a threat to score."
The Laker defense must cancel that threat by containment,
Franklin added, refusing to allow _Shelton to get to the outside
and forcing him to pitch out to one of the Flash trailing backs.
Franklin, who has been watching horror films of Shelton racing past Paducah Tilghman's swift defensive backs in Lone
Oak's previous loss to the Blue Tornado, noted that Lone Oak
has good backs behind Shelton — but they're not Shelton.
"Their running backs all run the ball pretty well, but we have
to stop him," Franklin said of Shelton. "Or it doesn't make any
difference what anyone else does."
Meanwhile, Franklin hopes the Laker offense will be harder to
stop as Calloway continues its development of a true twodimensional attack.
The recent emergence of senior running back Scott Dower
(104 yards and three touchdowns in last Saturday's 27-18 win
over Obion County) has taken some of the pressure off Laker
senior quarterback Rob Dennis, who used Dower's presence in
the backfield to account for over 300 yards of total offense
himself last Saturday.
"We're trying to add some wrinkles so that we can get the
ball to him more," Franklin said of Dower. "Hopefully, we'll be
a better football team from the 20-yard line in."
One of the main offensive problems in preparing for Lone
Oak has been figuring out what to expect from the Flash's
multiple offense, Franklin said, but added that the problem is
one Calloway is getting used to.
"The trouble we have with our offense is finding out what
teams are going to do against us," he said. "They never do the
same as they did the week before. I really don't know what to
expect."
He does expect a hard-hitting game as Lone Oak, 0-1 in the
district, fights for survival while Calloway tries to get a leg up
in the standings.
•
•
Franklin also expects an emotional performance from the Lakers, who have begun to approach their schedule with a new
weapon — confidence.
"We've talked about expecting to win, expecting to win every
game left on our schedule," Franklin said. "They're starting to
get that feeling — and it's a different feeling from what
they've had in a while.
"We're talking about district stuff, and the possibility of a
playoff appearance," he added. "We feel like we should be one
of the teams fighting for it at the end of the season. Of
.
course, you have to win the first one before you can do any of
that."
Despite the new-found offensive wellapon and the new-found
confidence, Franklin warns against expecting an easy contest at
Lone Oak Friday night.
_,He points to the previous two games against the Flash —
------one-settled by one point, the other by No =--artZ says Calloway is "expecting it to be a fourth-quarter ballgame.
"Wire looking for a dogfight,"- Franklin added, "and hopefully ‘,te. can win it in the fourth quarter."
• • •
Meanwhile, Murray High School's Tigers are glad to be getting out of the routine of Friday night football for a week.
Last week the Tigers were mauled by Mayfield 35-0 in a
game which was shortened by lightning and heavy rain midway
through the third quarter, and the Tigers are going to use the
extra time to lick their wounds and prepare for the rest of the
season, MHS head coach Rick. Fisher said.
Fisher said that taking a week off could hurt a team in some
circumstances, but that it was a welcome break for the Tigers.
"With an inexperienced ballclub like we have, it (the week
off) really helps us out," Fisher said. "It gives us a little time
gera-way-ntm Ctiotball, -to- giv-f the kids some time on their
Own to do other things so they don't get burned out later on."
And "later on" are key words to the Tigers, who will come
back next week to face Fulton County in their second district
competition of the year. Fisher pointed out that while losses to
Trigg County and Mayfield have left the Tigers with a 1-2
record, the "1" in their record was a district win over
Crittenden County that puts them in the drivers' seat in the IA
district race.
"So we're going into next week's district game as one of the
front-runners," Fisher said.
Murray has been using the free time to prepare „for "later
on," working on their system without having to "rush, rush,
rush to get ready for the next game," Fisher said.
"We can step back, take a look at things, and get some valuable work in.'
The week off should also prove valuable in convalescent
terms. Murray High had seven players out with injury prior to
the Mayfield game, and Fisher hopes having two weeks without
contact leaves the injured Tigers ready to roar against Fulton
County.
Just because the gap in the schedule gives the players Friday
night off doesn't mean, however, that the Tiger coaching staff
will catch up on their television viewing.
"Every coach we have will be out this weekend," Fisher said.
"We're going to be scouting every district opponent, so we're
scattering every which way."
• • •
Just because the Murray High Tiger football team is idle this
Friday night doesn't mean Ty Holland Stadium will sit idle.
Murray's 4-1 soccer Tigers will try to bounce back into the
win column on Friday night, hosting Owensboro Catholic in
action which begins at 7 p.m. at Holland Stadium. The Tigers,
who will probably still be missing the services of potential AllState midfielder Chris Dill Friday, suffered their first loss ever
to Reidland High School on Monday after starting the year with
four straight wins.
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Jones wants a high number in the Cards

Ac

Gol

By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger 4 Times Asst Sports Editor

Fred Jones has seen the highs
and lows of the Louisville football
program, and the Calloway County
native wants to see more highs.
Jones, a 6-1 junior flanker, has
caught three passes this season for
the Cardinals, including a 20-yard
grab against Murray State last
week.
He wants to be busy at the holidays — spending his time at a
bowl game with the rest of the Cardinals, who go into Saturday's contest against Kansas with a 1-0-1
mark.
And Jones knows that it is going
to take a top-notch Card campaign
to get Louisville into a post-season
payday.
"We know, with the schedule we
have, that it's going to take eight
or nine wins," Jones said. "I'll be
disappointed with a 7-3-1 mark,
because then someone would have
to take a chance on us. We need to
go 8-2-1 or 9-1-1 with the schedule
we're playing."
Jones has bounced up and down
the depth chart in a deep Cardinal
receiving corps, as his third season
of college football has been hampered by a muscle pull in his hip.
After ending the spring at number one flanker, just in front of
Anthony Cummings, Jones spent
the summer in Louisville, working
in the weight room and in the
classroom. But the muscle problem
has slowed him this fall, and Jones
is just now getting back into the
groove.
The work in the weight room has
pushed him to almost 200 pounds.
"Most of it is muscle," Jones
said. "I've got my bench press up
to 345."
And with the work in summer
school, Jones continues to push
himself in the classroom as well.
He's on course to graduate in four
years with a degree in police
administration.
In 1988, Jones' first year with
the Cardinals, Louisville lost their
first two, including a 44-9 pounding by Wyoming. But the Cardinals
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U of L's Fred Jones prepares to throw a block on a Murray State defender in Louisville's 68-0 win over
the Racers last week. Jones, a product of Calloway County High School, is in his third year at U of L and
has caught three passes this season.
rebounded by winning eight of Nagle is the sender of the majority
their last nine, including an upset of the passes that Jones receives,
of ACC power Virginia.
"He's a great quarterback,"
And despite I989's 6-5 record, Jones said. "He doesn't get a big
only the second winning season for head. He'll work with you, and we
the Cardinals since 1978, Jones and
all work with him. If we are doing
the Cardinals were disappointed something wrong, he'll correct us,
with that performance.
and if he's doing something wrong,
"Over the last couple of years, the receivers will point it out to
we've had some success," Jones , him. Everyone helps each other
said. "But the downside is that last out."
year was a disappointment. We're
While Jones is becoming a veterwinning this year to redeem
an on the Louisville football team,
ourselves from last year. We felt little brother Robert "Pookie" Jones
like we were much better than a is beginning his freshman year up
6-5 football team."
the road at archrival Kentucky.
Senior quarterback Browning
Having two sons at the two major

universities has made the parents of
the two, Robert Sr. and Bettye
Jones, busy on Saturdays.
This Saturday, when Kentucky
hosts Indiana, and Louisville hosts
Kansas, the Joneses will travel to
Lexington to watch the first half of
the UK-IU game before departing
for Louisville and U of L's matchup with the Jayhawks.
Fred Jones says he talks to his
"little brother" every week.
"He calls every week," Jones
said. "The guys here all know him,
and they ask about him and how
UK's doing. They nick on me a
(Cont'd on page 15)

MSU set to host weekend tennis, golf tournaments
By TIM TUCKER
Murray State Sports Information

In what could be called a field of
champions, Murray State University hosts the 21st Annual MSU Invitational Tennis Tournament on
Saturday and Sunday at the Bennie
Purcell Tennis Courts.
"The field is very strong," said
Purcell, coach of the Racers. "SIUCarbondale won the Missouri Valley last year, Southwest Missouri
won the AMCU, Tennessee Tech
won our league (the Ohio Valley)
and Northeast Louisiana won the
Southland.
"So when you've got four conference champions in your eightteam tournament, you have a
chance for the fans to see some
top-notch tennis."
Besides the Racers, second-place
OVC finishers in 1990, the balance
of the field includes Eastern Kentucky, Evansville and Louisville.
Sanctioned by the Intercollegiate

Tennis Coaches Association, the
tournament begins at 8:30 a.m.
each day.
The tournament will use the
playback system, similar to the
OVC Tournament, with six singles
and three doubles representatives
from each team.
• • •

Eleven collegiate golf teams will
participate in the Murray State
Intercollegiate Golf Tournament,
which starts today and ends Saturday at Frances E. Miller Memorial
Golf Course.
The practice round is set for
Thursday, with 36-holes shotgun
start competition scheduled for Fri-

Murray golfers win again
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

The Murray High Tigers
remained unbeaten on the links this
fall, clawing Lone Oak and Heath
in boys' golf action Wednesday
afternoon at Rolling Hills in
Paducah.
Murray claimed a 164-181 win
over second-place Lone Oak, with
Heath closing at 201. In girls' play,
Murray's Lady Tigers also stayed
unbeaten, beating Lone Oak
139-181 in competition involving

three-player squads.
In boys' action, freshman Adam
Grogan claimed medalist honors
with a round of 36, while Allen
Rayburn closed at 40 and Todd
Thomas and Jason West posted
identical 44s. David Greene added
a 48 not included in the team
scoring.
The MHS girls were led by Jennifer Howe, who fired a 43 to take
medalist honors, while Joy Roach
added a 47 and Connie Steely
tacked on a 49 to round out the
trio's scoring.

day at 8 a.m. The final round of 18
holes begins Saturday at 7:30 a.m.
Of the 11 schools, including two
MSU teams, defending champion
Western Kentucky, New Orleans
and the MSU Blue team should be
top contenders.
Murray State is led by newcomer
Jeff Sanders of Evansville, a former national junior college comedalist, and sophomore Chris
Wilson of Graves County High
School, who finished third at the
1990 Ohio Valley Conference
Championship as a freshman.
"I think Jeff will definitely be a
contender for the individual
championship," said- MSU' coach
Buddy Hewitt. "And Chris's game
is in good, solid shape as a
contender."
Other schools in the tournament
field include Arkansas State, Austin Peay State, Jackson State,
Morehead State, Southern IllinoisCarbondale and Southern
Mississippi.

White receives 'full support'from NL owners
By ALAN ROBINSON
Associated Press Sports Writer

PITTSBURGH — The New York Yankees
may be getting a new boss, but the National
League won't.
NL president Bill White, who considered resigning after a flareup with umpires union chief
Richie Phillips, gave no hint of quitting Wednesday after being supported by NL owners during their quarterly meetings.
Philadelphia Phillies president Bill Giles said
White may have gained even more power in
dealing with the umpires.
"There was no talk of resignation," Giles
said. "Bill has the full support on his stance in
this matter. Bill seemed satisfied everybody was
behind him. I hope he gained some power in the
(Joe) West case."
One man who lost power, former New York
Yankees boss George Steinbrenner, apparently is
about to be succeeded by Robert Nederlander as
the Yankees' general partner.
Nederlander met with the ownership committee for several hours Wednesday and chairman
Jerry Reinsdorf expects action on the new Yankees chief in today's joint meeting of American
and National League owners. The owners' twoday meetings end today.
Reinsdorf declined to reveal the committee's
recommeOion, but no owners have voiced
opposition to the theatrical producer's
appointment.
"We asked him a variety of questions ... and
all of the questions were answered," Reinsdorf
said.

.416.

Nederlander must be approved by three- franchises at $95 million each. The two teams,
fourths of AL owners and a majority of NL to be picked next year, will begin play in 1993.
owners in order to replace George Steinbrenner,
"We don't think they should get any. ... It
who resigned Aug, 20 Tollowing Commissioner should be done as in the past. There's never
Fay Vincent's investigation into his dealings been a split before," Giles said.
with self-described gambler Howard Spira.
AL president Bobby Brown said the league
Owners termed the 90-minute National sent NL owners data on the financial impact of
League meeting as "peaceful," despite White's adding two new franchises "to see what they
threat to resign.
think about it."
White met with West after the veteran umpire
"We want them to look at the revenue and
threw Philadelphia pitcher Dennis Cook to the see what it does when you add two new teams,"
ground during a Philadelphia-Los Angeles brawl he said.
Aug. 22 and ejected Von Hayes for making a
In other news:
remark about another umpire.
•Danforth, the expansion committee chairman,
West said White supported his actions. But gave a brief report on upcoming interviews with
White quickly issued a contradictory statement, the 18 groups seeking NL teams. The committee
saying he had barred the umpire from making and prospective owners will meet Sept. 18-19
further physical contact with players.
and Sept. 28 in New York. Four or five finalists
Phillips, executive director of the Major will be chosen by Dec. 31.
League Umpires Association, then asked Vin- *Last month's TA -hour rain delay for a Texas
cent to intervene. After a day-long meeting last Rangers-Chicago White Sox game was disweek, Vincent said the matter was resolved and cussed in the AL meeting, but Brown said, "We
that umpires' cases would continue to be hand- decided to leave that alone and hope it never
happens again."
led by league presidents.
But White wanted a stronger show of support *AL teams will be discouraged from supplying
from Vincent and reportedly considered quitting. champagne or other alcohol for post-game
Asked Wednesday if he was staying on, White celebrations by championship teams. Brown said
private parties would be permitted outside of
said, "Why would you ask?"
"Oh my, yes. he's staying, there's no prob- camera range.
lem," Pittsburgh Pirates chief executive officer *Robert J. Kheel was hired as NL counsel,
Douglas D. Danforth said.
replacing Louis L. Hoynes, who will become
There may be a rift developing between the senior vice president and general counsel for
leagues over splitting the National League's American Home Products Corp.
*AL owners were briefed on the new Chicago$190 million expansion-fee windfall.
AL owners did not share their expansion fees White Sox park, which will open next season,
when Toronto and Seattle joined in 1977, but plus new stadiums in Cleveland, Baltimore and
reportedly want a cut when the NL adds two Milwaukee.
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SCOREBOARD

Cone's clutch pitching
gives Mets 2-1 victory

Actions& Reactions
Golf

The Insurance Center
of Murray

By The Associated Press

10"
Jack Benton (left) and Max Beale each hit holes-in-one recently at The Oaks
Country Club. Benton hit his first ace on Aug. 22 on the #3 hole, witnessed by A.R.
and Melva Hatcher and Norman and Carol Lowe, while Beale recorded his hole-inone on Friday, Sept. 7 on #8, witnessed by Richard and Erma Tuck and Hazel
Beate.

Baseball
MONTREAL — The Quebec government has been asked to provide up to $30 million in loans toward the purchase of the Montreal Expos, a city official said. Expos
president Claude Brochu, who club owner Charles Bronfman charged with finding
local investors to buy the team fgr $100 million, submitted the request to Premier
Robert Bourassa's office on Tuesday. Brochu and the Burns-Fry brokerage firm
have reportedly raised $70 million — 14 investors with $5 million each — and
turned to the government for the remainder

College football
LITTLE ROCK — Sixty Arkansas-Pine Bluff athletes are under investigation for eligibility violations, the NAIA executive director said. Jeff Farris of the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics confirmed during a news conference that five
players from this year's football team are believed to be ineligible and that the
school has been notified of their status. The other 55 were from football teams
from 1986 through 1989, he said. None of the 96 original allegations forwarded to
the national office by District 17 of the NAIA have been dropped, Farris said, but
the allegations have been consolidated. The original allegations involve the 55
players. The report of the NAIA's national eligibility committee and an internal
report from UAPB will be discussed Sept. 29-30 in Kansas City. Many of the
alleged violations have to do with eligibility forms filled out by student athletes.
Such forms are signed by a school's athletic faculty representative, a coach and
the school registrar. The Golden Lions are 3-0 this season but are not in this
week's NAIA Top 20 poll. Pat Madden, assistant sports information director for the
NAIA, said an institution cannot be ranked while it is being investigated.

General

Bowling scores
.Jr

MAGIC TA) LEAGUE
TEAM
Store's's Food GiaM
14
Buchanan DIstrtutIng
13
People Bank
9
Hodge Noel I AMC
9
The Mane Event
Twin Lakes Shoreirie
•
Whereon Rooting "
7
Co Getters
7
TIMM alt
...... 7
..... ........
Team 510
7
Wulars ConetruclIOn
7
Futrell Tire
61
Malts
5 11
Thurman Furriture
5 11
• • •
High Series Hendicap
Jeannette Willow (701)
High Sodas Scratch
Ethelene lacCallon (564)
High Game Handicap
Jeannette Wiliam' (259)
High Game Scratch
Vicki Oliver and Pee Wee Ekiris (217)
YOUNG AMERICAN ALLIANCE
DIVISION A
W L
30
2 1
1 2
DIVISION 8
TEAM W L
Team 06
Fast Fireballs .
Team 02
Team 01
Team s5

3 1
3 1
22
22
1 3
1 3

Moray Collegians

A Girls
(285)
13 Boys
B Girls
C Boys
C Girls
A
A
B
B
C
C

A
A
B
B
C
C
A
A
B
B
C
C

40
3 1
3 1
22
22
1 3
1 3

High Series Handicap

—

OILIER OR DOLLAR
TEAM
121 Food Mart
Tole Gale
Herne Welding
Wing1004 Golf
Pubic Ice
St Leo's Ko4C
Futrell Tire

Team —
Indrindual
Team —
Individual
Team —
Indn'tdual

• • •
A Boys — Jason Mangrum (282)

— Ashley Bobber and Heather Lanham

— Shane Johnson (530)
Juke Sosteld1 (524)
— Ficky APins (539)
— Pam Pansh (529)
High Series Scratch
Boys — Jason Mangrum (1301
Girls — Ash* Bobber (153)
Boys,— Shane Johnson (428)
Girls"- Jule Seeleld1 (362)
Boys — FIcity Akins (539).
Girls — Pam Pans), (427)
High Game Handicap
Boys — Jason Mangrum (145).
Gins — Heather Lanham (172).
Boys — Tommy Durham (206)
Girls — Wendy Bebber 4207).
Boys — Kenn Barrow and Jimmy Kelly (206)
Girls — Tammy Bogarding (206)
High Game Scratch
Boys — Jason Alarign2m (69)
Gins — Heather Lanham (103)
Boys — Shane Johnsen (169)
Gins — Wendy Bobber (151)
Boys — Flay Atkins (200)
Girls — Tammy Bogarding (162)

ERVISION C
TEAM W L
Team .7
Team
Team *6
Team el
Team it2
Team s5
Prim* Steins Int

"Your more than one company agency."

901 Sycamore

David King
lianswb.,

Team —
Indrodual

W L
11 5
94 64
. 9 7
9 7
88
6 10
10.4

• • •
High Series Handicap
121 Food Mart (1771)
— Unda Drake (647)
High Sefiell Scratch
Pubic Ica (1456)
— Lois Smith (541)
High Game Handicap
121 Food Mart (634)
— Dana Parish (244)
High Game Scratch
Harris Weiding (507)
— Ann Green (202)

AROUND THE HORN
AMERICAN LEAGUE
It sounded like a concession speech from
Canton Fisk, the elder statesman of the Chicago White Sox.
''We still have our guns, but we're out of bullets." Fisk said after the White Sox lost to
Cleveland 12-2 Wednesday night and fell 11
games behind Oakland in the American League
West with only 20 left If you're counting, the
Athletics magic number is 10.
"We just can't pack it in yet," Fisk sad. "I
don't think anyone here will. You want to tinish
respectably. But they have a huge lead, seemingly insurmountable. A lot of things that were
working early in the season stopped working for

walking live consecutive batters in the second
inning as the Rangers nipped the Yankees 5-4.
Adkins, who walked eight of the 11 batters he
faced, did not give up a hit and retired the 'first
batter in the second, but then walked Mike
Stanley. Steve Buechele, Scott Coolbaugh, Jett
Kunkel and John Russell, giving Texas a 2-0
lead Mark Leiter relieved and walked Rafael
Palmer°, forcing home a third run Palmer°
singled with two out in the lourth arid scored on
a double by Ruben Sierra. A single by Juan
Gonzalez produced the decisive run.
.Jett McKnight hit his first map( league homer
and Cal Ripken singled home the go-ahead run
as Baltimore scored twice in the eighth inning to
beat Detroit 2-1. Rookie Ben McDonald (7-4)
us
allowed three hits, striking out seven and walkOakland, which has doubled its lead since
ing three Detroit's only run came on a firstSept. 1, trounced Seattle 9-3. In the AL East,
inning single by Cecil Fielder, ems 117th RBI
Boston increased its lead over Toronto to tour
*Devon White drove in three runs with a twogames with a 6-1 triumph over Milwaukee while
run single and his 11th homer as the Angles
the Blue Jays lost to Kansas City 7-5.
beat the Twins 8-6.
The White Sox lost for the sixth time in seven
NATIONAL LEAGUE
games as Cleveland rapped out 17 hits — four
Mike Simms' first map( league hit knocked in
each by Brook Jacoby and Alex Cole plus
the go-ahead run and knocked down the westhomers by Stan Jefferson and Carlos Baerga
leading Reds in the 13th inning or Houston,
— and Bid Black (11-10) won (or the first time
who beat Cincinnati 3-1.
in more than a month by scattering eight hits.
Simms, who replaced Glenn Davis at first
Meld° Perez (12-14) lost for the founh time
base in the 12th, singled to center oft Tim Layain five starts, yielding five runs and nine hits in
na (5-3) to score Enc Voiding. Layana wild5 1-3 innings.
pitched in another run. Juan Agosto (7-7)
"Mathematically we're not eliminated, but
pitched 1 2-3 innings for the victory, with Brian
realistically we're on the outside looking in,"
Meyer getting the last out for his first save.
White Sox manager Jell Taborg said. 'We're
Jose Rip took a two-hitter into the ninth, but
trying to build and win at the same time. It's a
Ken Carniniti hit a game-lying single.
Juggling act, and it's tough to do. We were able
Bill Doran, obtained from the Astros last
to keep it up lot 6'/, (sic) months A lot of these
week, led off the first with a homer oft Danny
kids have never played in September before, let
Danvirtand Rip made the edge stand up until
alone in a pennant race. We're Just not playing
the ninth. Rip, 2-0 against the Astros this year
well."
and 7-1 in his career, struck out 11 in nine
eRookie Dann Howitt's first major league hit, a
innings, a season-high for the Reds.
tie-breaking triple, ignited Oakland's five-run
..Pinch-hitter Kai Daniels broke a tie with a
sixth inning and the A's went on to beat the
three-run double in the eighth inning and Eddie
'Mariners 9-3. Scott Sanderson (16-9) combined
Murray homered and scored four runs to lead
with three relievers for a seven -hitter and
Los Angeles to a 10-3 win over San Diego. Los
matched his career high for vitig
sr set with
Angeles moved within six games of first-place
Montreal in 1980. The Athleti
on for the
Cincinnati and remained tied with San Francisninth time in 10 games
co tor second place in the NL West
Ken Griffey Jr. drove in his 40-year-old
•Matt Williams hit a three-run homer and rookie
father, Ken Sr., for the first time since Ken Sr.
John Burkett pitched San Francisco to its eighth
pined the Manners on Aug. 29, hitting a twostraight victory over Atlanta, 8-3.
run homer in the first inning.
*Chicago's Andre Dawson had a two-run single
•Mike Boddicker stopped Boston's skid with a
to highlight a six-run first inning and Ryne
seven-hitter and Ellis Burks and Carlos QuintaSandberg tied for the league lead with his 34th
na led a 13-hit attack with three singles each as
homer in the Cubs' 9-3 win over Philadelphia
the BoSox blasted the Brewers 6-1. Boddicker
*Rookie Delino DeShieids drove in a career(15-8) struck out three and didn't walk a batter
high four runs to support Oil Can Boyd, who
Milwaukee's Teddy Higuera (10-7) gave up all ‘. has lost only two of his last 17 starts, as the
the Boston runs and 12 hits in six innings -1- Expos Peal the Cardinals 6-2.
•Bo Jackson drove in four runs, three with a
Boyd (10-5) pitched seven innings, allowing
first -inning homer, and George Brett had two In two runs on five hits.
pies among his lour hits as Kansas City
DeShields had an RBI single of1 Bob Teakssnapped a season-high nine-game losing
bury-00-6) in the first to extend his team-high
streak and Toronto's six-game winning streak,
hitting streak to 14 games DeShields drove in
7-5 Mark Davis, who led the majors with 44
two runs with a double in the third and hit his
saves a year ago, went two scoreless innings
fourth homer, a solo shot off Frank DiPino, in
for his sixth save and first since May 7. The
the fifth
loss dropped Toronto four games behind BosIn three games since being dropped from
ton in the AL East.
leadoff to third in the order, DeSheicts is
•Steve Adkins made his main league debut by
8-for-13 with nine RBIs

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Ewa Division
W L
84 59
111 61
75 67
67 75
65 77
64 79
West Division
W L
80 Si
75 68
75 68
66 76
64 78
58 15

Plneburgh
New Yom .
Montreal
C hicago
Phladebrila
Si Louis
Cinonnat
Los engines
San Francisco
San Diego
140.4.10n
Atiams
ideno)es lust game was a win

Wedne•day el Games
Chicago 9, Philade(ha I
San Francisco 8. Atlanta 3
Conireat 6 Si Louis 2
244m Yoh 2. Pinstangh i
iicusion 3. Cincinnati 1, 13 wings
Los Angeles 10 San Diego 3
Thursday'. Games
Philadelphia (Rutin 6-13) at Chcago (Suiclife 0-1),
1 20 p in
Houston (Gullickson 9-12) at Cincinnati Mahler 741,
635 pm

Pct
567
570
528
472
454
448

GB L10 Streak
—
2.7-3 Low
44 Won
2'4
42,4 2-6-4 Won
16,4
5-5 Won
18,4
3-7 Lost
20
44 Lost

Pc1
567
524
524
465
451
406

GB L10 Street
—
1-44 LoW
6
44 Won
24-2 Won
6
144
5-5 LOW
1E4
4-6 Won
23
2•5-5 Lost

1
3
1

2
3
3
1
1
5
1

•
4

Home Away
43-29 41-30
49-223239
40-28 35-39
35-38 32-37
35-36 30.41
32-40 32.39
Horne
39-27
42.31
42-30
3740
40-21
33-38

Away
41-34
33-37
33-38
29-36
24-50
25-47

St Louis (01nares 0-0) at Manasai (San
10-5)
6 35 p m
Ortsburgh (Drabs. 19-5) at Nevi York (Gooden 16-6).
6 35 p m
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Los Angeles at C0101141110 635 pm
Aneburgh at Montreal 635 pm
p%iacksolua pi How Yoek. 635 pm
San Diego at Atlanta. 640 pm
San Francisco al Houston. 735 pm
Chicago at St Louis 7.35 pm

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W L Pct
80 63 550
76 67
531
69 75 479
68 75 476
64 77 454
65 79 451
58 64 408
WieW Division
PcI
91 51 641
80 62 563
75 68 524
72 71 503
70 73 490
67 76 469
65 79 451

Boston
TOMN110

Detroit
Miraukes

Baltimore
Cleveland
New York
°inland
Chicago
Texas
Callan..
Seattle
Kansas City
.
. Senn/sots . •
2-denotes Ina pair* ass • win

Wednesday's Games
Oakland 9, Seale 3
Boston 6. Mir/auks* 1
Texas 5, New Yoh 1
Baltimore 2, Decal 1
Cleveland 12. Chicago 2
Kansas City 7, Toronto 5
California 8. hennas:4a 6
Thureday's Genies
New York (WM 3-8) et Detroit (Terrell 4-3), 6 35 p m
Baltimore (Mesa 0-2) at Toronto (Saab 19-5), 635
pm
Boston (Bonen 9-21 at Chcago (Fernandez 21). 705
:m

GB

L10 Wreak
4-6 Won
—
4
2-7-3 Lost
11'4 2-5-5 Low
12
5-5 Low
4-6 Won
15
154 24-4 Won
21'4
2-8 Low

GB L10 Streak
2-9-1 Won
—
2-44 Lost
11
16A z-8-2 Won
194 24-5 Won
21A
5-5 Lost
1-9 Won
24.4
27
2-5-5 Lost

1
1
1
1
1
2
1

2
2
1
3
2
1
4

Horne
46-27
37-34
34-37
34-37
33-38
35-37
32-39

Away
34-36
39-33
35-38
34-38
31-39
30-42
26-45

Heine
44-24
41-29
43-29
39-32
36-38
41 31
35-37

Away
47-27
19-33
32•39
33-39
34-*
26-45
30-42

'Anhwei& (Encition 54) at Oakland (Moore 12-12(
905 pm
Sean* (Deluca 0-0) at Calrforna (Finlay 17-6) 935

pm

Only games scheduled
Fridsya Genies
Ni. Yoh a Detroit. 6 35 p m
Baltimore at Toromo. 635 pin
Boston at Chicago, 705 p.m.
14Avaukee at Texas. 735 p.m.
Cleveland at Kansas City, 7:36 pm
509t19, at Cai/Pn". 935 ? inhi nnesota al Oakland. 93 pm

Pittsburgh at New York (635 pm CDT) Doug Drabek (19-5) newts to Demme the Pirates fest 20-9arne
wnnw since John Candelaria went 20-5 in Ion Dwight Gooden (16-61 is scheduled to wan for the Meta who
trol Pittsburgh by 2"4 games

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So. SYCAMORE

753-8355

"To many business people. risk management
is a mysterious concept. To us, it's another way
to make your business insurance dollars work
harder.CALI

DALE WILLIS

753-8810

The Exceptional Name In Insurance
SINCE 1924

P16

Paducah
44,i 7420

B.2ntun
527 8621

Mayfield
247 4852

Murray
7).i N`sIll

Jones ...
(Cont'd from page 14)
little about it, especially when UK
doesn't do too well."
And the older brother admits it is
funny having his brother playing
on a different team.
"It does feel a little different,
knowing that he's playing on a different team at a different level,"
Jones said. "We've always played
together, and it's strange knowing
he's somewhere else. Going back a
bit, it feels like he's at Murray
(High) and I'm at Calloway, and
that feels different."
While Kansas is next up on the
Cardinal schedule, West Virginia
isn't far from U of L's mind. The
Cardinals will travel to Morgantown on Sepi 22, seeking vengeance after the Mountaineers rallied late in the fourth quarter last
year at Cardinal Stadium to post a
30-21 win.
"We're all looking to West Virginia," Jones admitted. "But the
Kansas game sets up the West Virginia game. So we can't Overlook
Kansas. They are going to come in
fired up, because they don't think a
Big 8 school should ever lose to an
independent."

DEMOLITION
DERBY
Sept. 16th - 2:00 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair Grounds
We will be running 2
tracks for continuous
fun and excitement.

DON'T MISS IT
(Rain Date: Sept. 23 - 2:00 p.m.)

ra

753-8355

SCOREBOARD

PORT CRANE, N.Y. — An FBI expert testified Wednesday that authorities found
hair they believe is William Reedy's on the driver's side windshield of the pickup
truck in which former major league manager Billy Martin was killed in a Christmas
1989 crash. Douglas Deedrick, an FBI special agent assigned to the hair and fibers
section of the FBI Laboratory in Washington, told jurors in the Town of Fenton
Cowl that hair found on the windshield and on the passenger-side visor appeared
to be Reedy's. Those on the visor looked to have hit glass first, Deedrick said. The
testimony was designed to support the contention of Broome County prosecutors
that Reedy was behind the wheel when the pickup truck owned by Martin crashed
into a culvert on a snowy Christmas night. Reedy, a Detroit bar owner, is on trial
for drunken driving in connection with the crash that killed Martin, a long-time
friend. If convicted, Reedy faces a mandatory tine of between $350 and $500,
revocation of his driver's license for at least six months and a possible jail sentence of up to a year.

TEAM
Team 03
Team el
Team 82

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

David Cone's success in the clutch against the middle of the Pittsburgh
lineup has the New York Mets alive and hoping to sweep the Pirates
tonight.
"Cone seemed to be a man on a mission," Pittsburgh manager Jim
Leyland said after the right-hander pitched a three-hitter Wednesday
nighi "He wasn't going to let us beat him."
Not Bobby Bonilla, not Barry Bonds. Both were beaten by Cone, who
made a two-run first inning stand up all night as the Mets held on for a
2-1 victory to move within 2I/2 games of the Pirates in the National
League East.
Had they lost?
"If we lost this game, we were dead," New York's Frank Viola said.
Tonight, Doug Drabek will try to become Pittsburgh's first 20-game
winner in 13 years. Dwight Gooden (16-6) goes for the Mets, who have
won 10 straight at home.
The Pirates, who could afford the luxury of a loss, were relaxed after
Wednesday night's game.
"When you come into the clubhouse after losing 2-1 and still with a
2V2 -game lead, you can't be too devastated," said Bonilla, who drove in
Pittsburgh's only run with a bases-loaded walk in the third inning.
"I was flirting with disaster in the third inning," Cone said.
Indeed. He allowed a single to losing pitcher John Smiley, who nearly
matched Cone pitch for pitch before settling for a five-hitter.
Cone walked Jay Bell, Andy Van Slyke and Bonilla to force in a run.
But Cone toughened in the face of disaster and got Bonds to pop out to
end the inning.
"I let the hit to Smiley affect me," Cone said. "Then I was too fine
and looking for the perfect pitch. It was better than a grand slam,
though."
In the eighth, Cone was tested once more. This time, he struck out
Bonilla to strand Van Slyke, who had doubled with two out.
"I felt stronger as the game went on," Cone said. "I knew I had a
great fastball, and that's what carried me through the game."
Cone (12-8) improved to 5-0 lifetime against the Pirates, striking out
eight and walking,four. In his last 18 starts, the right-hander is 11-4.
The victory was especially sweet for the Mets, who entered the fray
against left-hander Smiley (8-9) having won just one of their last eight
games against southpaws. For the season, New York is 22-27 against lefthanders.
"It proves we can beat a left-hander," Mets manager Bud Harrelson
said, adding in jest, "We really beat up on Smiley, didn't we?"
The Mets, who won on a two-run double by Dave Magadan following a
walk to Gregg Jefferies and a single by Keith Miller, are in better spirits
after erasing the bitter taste of a three-game sweep last week in
Pittsburgh.
"I felt more if nsion in Pittsburgh," Harrelson said. "We're more loose
when we're at home."
The Mets have won three straight after returning from a 2-6 road trip.
They have seven games remaining on the homestand.

(DON'T MISSIT!
Murray Cablevision's

COACHES CORNER
Hosted by David Ramey
Featuring weekly analysis of Murray High and
Calloway County games with Coaches
Rick Fisher and Tony Franklin

Thursdays at 6 p.m.
Fridays at 11:30 a.m.
Channel 34

CABLE
Bel-Air Center VLSIMr.N

753-5005

Mr6

".•
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McCLARD'S

After The Game
Come Visit Our Winning
Team; Our
Deli Always, Scores!

WE DO
REPAIRS

VCR & New Movie Releases Available
OPEN 24 HRS. FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

753-7670
Over 5,000 Movie Rentals
Over 350 Nintendo Rentals
Mon -Thurs.
10-9
Fri & Sat.
10-10
Sun 1-8

Day:
753-9132

Central
Shopping
Center
24-Hour
Drop-oll Box
Available

753-6656

Chestnut St.

1990 MURRAY HIGH SOCCER

Great Kerr McGee Gas
(-- OPEN 24 HOURS --)

Racer Oil Co
1000 Chestnut St.

753-0858

We honor: Visa, MasterCard. Discover
and Kerr McGee Credit Card

Purdom
Motors
INC.
Oldsmobile,
Pontiac,
Cadillac
Buick
'Satisfied Customers

are our main concern1990 Murray High Tiger soccer team (from left to right): (front row) Michael Carr, Derrick Plummer, Roman Shapla, Shane Schroader,
Jeremy Setle, Aaron Perkins, Caleb Johnson, Joel Johnson, Michael Hornback, David Graves, Matt Weatherly, Brock Hammat, David
Gressler, manager Ross Clark. (second row) coaches Mohamad Soltani and James Weatherly, John Key, Jason Perkins, Billy Barksdale,
Jon Reid, Brent Thompson, Doug Payne, Thomas Daniels, and coaches Chris Hays, Clint Hutson and Rocky Shapla. (third row) John
Michael Austin, Curtis Bucy, Boyd Hainsworth, Darren Gantt, Hal Nance, Aaron Whitaker, Chris Dill, Peter Johnson, Chris Bailey, Josh
Johnson, Michael Lorett, Chris Weatherly.

1 21 Bypass

753-5315

S
o Far:The Tigers won their first four contest, before losing to Reidland on Monday. Murray takes on Owensboro
Catholic (1-6) Friday at 7 p.m. One highlight of the
season
Tiger
is the MHS/Pepsi Invitational on September 29, when the Tigers
host Cape Girardeau Central, Lexington Lafayette and Evansville Reitz.

1990 MURRAY HIGH SOCCER SCHEDULE
—
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

28
1
4
6
10
14
18
??
25
29

ST. MARY
BOWLING GREEN
CALLOWAY COUNTY
CALDWELL COUNTY
REIDLAND
OWENSBORO CATHOLIC
MARSHALL COUNTY
_HENDERSON COUNTY_
CALLOWAY COUNTY
MURRAY HIGH/PEPSI INVITATIONAL
CAPE GIRARDEAU CENTRAL vs. MHS
LEXINGTON LAFAYETTE vs. EVANSVILLE REITZ
CONSOLATION
CHAMPIONSHIP
2
CALDWELL COUNTY
APOLLO
6
7
DAVISESS COUNTY
9
MARSHALL COUNTY
13
FT. CAMPBELL
16
TILGHMAN
22-27 DISTRICT TOURNAMENT
29-Nov. 3 REGIONAL TOURNAMENT

MERCURY

LINCOLN

TIGER
FANS

Just Call

753-6831
for all your automotive needs.
SPECIALIZING IN
AUTOMOTIVE COMPUTER REPAIRS
AND ELECTRONIC FUEL INJECTION
Open Mon.-Fn. 7 a.m.-5 p.m.

H
A
.A
H.
H
A

10 a.m.
noon.
5 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
3 p.m.
.7 p.m.
7 p.m.
4:30 p.m.

Murray's Only '3,000
& Under Lot
Owner — Donnie Winchester

300 S. 4th

753-9586

Nobody can protect your
any better
BUSINESSthan
we cant

Look to us for the quality Business I- nsurance
coverages you need, including Liability, Fire,
Crime and special Package Plans Call us today.
State Auto
Insurance

PURDOM
THURMAN 8
McNUTT
753-4451

Go Tigers!
MaZDa
FREE Computerized Balancing when you buy
your tires from us!

—Large Selection of New & Used Tires—

Tire Company

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
AUDI MAZDA INC.

East Main & Industrial Road
753-5606 Mon -Fri 8-5, Sat 8 12

800 Chestnut, Murray 753-8850

HOLLAND

PARKER
FORD-LINCOLN-MERCURY
701 Main Street

A
H
A

W 3-1
W2-1
W6-1
W7-0
L3-6
p.m.
630 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
5 p.m.

Dry Cleaners are not
just for your
parent,

Supporting
Local Sports
and
Serving You
For 62 Years
Since 1928

753.5273

A
H
H
A
A

Central Shopping Center
141 front of Wal-Mart

753-9525

DW

AUTO S§F
(
'PLY INC.
512 S. 12th MURRAY

753-4563

Wolff System
Tanning Center

Good Luck Lakers & Tigers
Your One Stop Parts Center
Auto Gass Installation
•Complete Line of DuPont and R-M Automotive Paint
ete Parts Deportment • All Makes and Models
agner • Felpro • Dayco• Sea! Power • 1,frc:4
• Standard Igroon • Hygrade Garb. Pa's
And Morel

WOLFF
SYSTEM
1
Olympic Plaza

110r7
753-WOLF

llison
'CPhotogirapit

THE MURRAY LEDGER 8c TIMES

President of state lottery resigns
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Frank 0. Keener resigned as president of the Kentucky Lottery Corp.
on Wednesday, less than two
weeks after the Lottery Commission abruptly suspended a controversial Keil() game he had heavily
promoted.
However, lottery spokeswoman
Vicki Dennis denied that Keener's
departure was linked to Keno. The
commission is expected to discuss
the fate of the game and Keener's
resignation on Friday.
Top lottery officials said in
interviews Tuesday that Keener
was deeply disappointed with the
suspension of Keno, which some
board members feared too closely
resembled casino-style gambling.
"I'm not quitting in disgust,"
Keener said in an interview afterward. He said he had resigned to
pursue other job opportunities but
did not elaborate.
Keener gave no indication Keno
was at the root of his decision in
his resignation letter to the commission's vice chairman, Lexington
broadcaster Ralph Hacker, and
other board members.
"It is with mixed emotions that I
submit my resignation as president
of the Kentucky Lottery Corp.,"
Keener wrote.
"To have played a part in such a
wonderful organization has been
the highlight of my professional
career," Keener said. "However, I
have been approached with business opportunities that I feel compelled to pursue."
Dennis said Keener had left the

lottery's Louisville headquarters by
the time his resignation was
announced.
Keener, who was executive vice
president of Citizens Fidelity Corp.
before taking the lottery job, has
been given a share of the credit for
the Kentucky Lottery's success. He
noted in his letter to the board that
during its first 18 months, the lottery has generated more than $125
million for the state.
"Few people could have taken
on the difficult task of launching
Kentucky's lottery as successfully
as did Frank Keener," Gov. Wallace Wilkinson said after learning
of Keener's announcemeni
Wilkinson said in a statement
that because of Keener's work, the
Kentucky lottery has been more
successful from the outset than virtually any other lottery in the
country.
"He has established a solid
foundation on which to build,"
Wilkinson said.
Dennis said Keener planned to
return to the office on Thursday.
She said Keener was leaving it
"pretty open ended" about when
his last day of work would be.
Keener's resignation followed
widespread rumors among top state
officials on Tuesday that he might
quit because of fallout from the
proposed Keno game.
Wilkinson's press secretary,
Doug Alexander, said Tuesday that
he had heard speculation that
Keener might resign.
Two lottery corporation directors
said Keener was extremely disap-

pointed after the board decided to
suspend Keno.
Although board member Al
Brown of Louisville said Tuesday
he didn't know whether Keener
planned to resign, he said he had
spoken with Keener on Monday
and Keener was "very disappointed with some things."
Brown said Keener's disappointment stemmed from the controversy surrounding the Keno game, but
he would not elaborate. Connie
Lawson, a lottery board member
from Richmond, said Keener was
"pretty disgusted" with the Keno
decision.
"As far as I am concerned Frank
Keener's resignation was totally a
voluntary thing," Brown said Wednesday. "And as far as I am also
concerned the board was very satisfied with Frank Keener's
performance."
The lottery announced Aug. 31
that Keno, which had been scheduled to begin last Friday, was
being postponed indefinitely. A
telephone vote Hacker conducted
to suspend the game may have violated the state Open Meetings Act.
A vote to approve the game earlier in August apparently was taken
by mail.
"Frank is a man of high integrity," Brown said Tuesday. "He's
very sensitive to publicity about
this matter."
It was the second time a planned
lottery game was postponed just as
it was set to begin. The lottery
board canceled a game based on
professional football last October

Israeli delegation visits Soviet Union
for talks on Middle East issues
JERUSALEM (AP) — One of
try to bring Israel and Syria
Israel.
the highest ranking Israeli delegaAmerican rapprochement with together. Israeli officials said they
tions to visit the Soviet Union in
Syria, a longtime Soviet ally and have not seen any specific proposyears left Wednesday for talks in
enemy of Israel, has given rise to als but are ready for direct talks
Moscow on bilateral and Middle
suggestions the United States may with any Arab leaders.
East issues, a Foreign Ministry
spokesman said.
THE cp&Sie FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
The visit, yet another sign of
improving Israeli-Soviet relations,
comes against the background of a
changing Soviet role in the region.
- The Israeli delegation includes
Arieh Levine, head of Israel's consular delegation in Moscow; David
Afek head of the Foreign Ministry's Center for Political
Research; and two of the ministry's
deputy director-generals.
"This is the first time that diplomats of this level have been invited
-by- the Foreign Ministry of the
Soviet Union," an Israeli Foreign
Ministry spokesman said. He
briefed reporters on condition of
anonymity.
The team is to lay the groundwork for Foreign Minister David
Levy's meeting this month with his
Soviet counterpart, Eduard Shevardnadze, at the U.N. General
Assembly. Government officials
said talks also would focus on
Moscow's role in the Middle East
arms race, including_ its_ relations
with Iraq and Syria.
Suddenly. Professor Liebowitz realizes he has come
According to press reports, the
to the seminar without his duck.
team also may discuss Israel's
request for expanding its diplomatic mission in Moscow and raising
the level of political meetings in
the Soviet capital.
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Appreciation

at Wilkinson's request.
In Keno, players would try to
pick 10 numbers correctly with
new numbers being drawn every 15
minutes — a total of 75 times per
day. The top prize would be SI
million.
Last month the lottery promoted
the game throughout the state and
had set up a demonstration of the
game at the Kentucky State Fair so
people could -learn how to play.
Alexander said Wilkinson, who
made the creation of a state lottery
central to his 1987 gubernatorial
campaign, had supported the
board's decision to postpone the
Keno game after he had learned
'-ow the game would operate.

Ricky Edwards, captain of the Murray-Calloway County D.E.S.
Rescue Squad (left) was presented a certificate of appreciation by
Allen Jones, chief of the Rescue Squad. The certificate of appreciate
was presented to him Tuesday night during a D.E.S. dinner which is
one of the events in D.E.S. Rescue Squad Appreciation Week, which is
being celebrated from Sept. 9-15. Edwards was awarded the certificate of appreciation for having served 1_8 years as a rescue squad volunteer.

A Memorial Gift to the
American Cancer Society is a
meaningful remembrance of
loved ones at a time when
meanings are so importanL
And they help the Society
carry on its important
programs of cancer control.
For more information, contact
your local American Cancer
Society.

Notice

For Information contact:
Flo Buffington,
1005 Southwood Drive,
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-7055.

GLASS Replacement for
home auto, and business.
Repair storm windows and
screens Repair corners
and latches, replace glass
in patio doors, repair rollers, also mirrors, and glass
table tops cut to size Mirror
frames and picture frames
M&G Complete Glass Dixieland Center 753-0180.

I AAAERIC.AN
9CANCER
SOCIETY

I ACTUALLY GOT A
LETTER FROM PEW(JEAN
THIS MORNING

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Cavalier 4 Dr.
Loaded $273.22 mo*
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax, Title 8 License

36 Mo. Closed End Lease.

51-IE SAID 514E STILL
Tr-IINKS ABOUT ME,
AND STILL LIKES
ME, AND.
"7(--

NANCY
FORGIVE US IF WE SEEN\
A LITTLE W, MISTER
11ACIAER.• • WE'RE. USEP
TO RAVIINIG4 LADY
OP TiA ERE.

C 1990 Unslad Fesho• Srxl•cate

GARFIELD
AM NOT A MORNING
PERSON
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SCRATCH
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Help
Wanted

Notice

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age U.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
- Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever. For free information
. call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"SA local dem sem•e•

PSYCH'C & Astrology
readings by Mrs Gables
She can tell you past, present and future Answers all
questions and gives advice
on all problems of life By
appointment only
247-9671

SON v ,an.
13Jr 3
Golf
PorN

Lighted Golf Range
Lessons-By Appotnunent
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones
753-1152

.1

Meierray Ledger & Times

$60 00 PER HUNDRED remailing letters from home!
Details, send selfaddressed, stamped envelope Associates. Box
309-T. Colortia, NJ 07067
CHOIR DIRECTOR - position available immediately
Call First Presbyterian
Church Murray for details
753-6460
DRIVERS The Bucks Start
Here J B Hunt is now ofbring to pay drivers for their
hard earned experience It
you've got at least one year
of OTR experience, you
may qualify for our new Pay
for Experience Program
Which means starting pay
as much as $O 26 per mile
And J B Hunt drivers re
ceive a 2,100 mile minimum guarantee and average more miles than the
competition
Call
1 - 800- 2JB-HUNT
J B Hunt where the driver
makes more money EOE/
Sul:wet to drug screen
OTR experience must be
recent and verifiable
DRIVERS wanted. retired,
°lc_ Good driving record, 21
years old, will be out of town
for extended pentads of
time on occasion (5-6
days) Mechanical knowledge a plus Send application to PO Box 1040R Murray, Ky 42071
EXCELLENT INCOME!
Easy work! Assemble
simple products at home
Call now! 1-504-847-0096
Ext 2329
EXPERIENCED tobacco
cutters 753-5310

End Of Season
tlose-Out Sale
On All Golf
Nlerchandise
Al Cost
Or Belo%
Including Ping.
Hogan-Talormade

PAYING too much to
health insurance?? The
National Business Association has low group rates for
everyone Call (24 hrs (for
free recorded message
1-800-869-4944
PREGNANT? Scared?
Confused? Need somebody to listen? Call Opportunities for Life tollfree
1-800-822-5824 anytime
for personal, confidential
help We care

EXPERIENCED tractor/
trailer drrvers Operate late
model equipment, excellent benefits, monthly bonus program & profit sharing. Call 1-800-543-5033
HEATING & Air conditioning service technician
Must have experience
Apply to Box 0, The
Advocate-Messenger, 330
So Fourth, Danville, KY
40422
HELP Wanted - Start right
away Assistant office manager Must have good work
history. Good with figures?
Do light typing? We're looking for you! Apply in person
Mon-Fri 9am-3pm Will
train right person. Must
have own transportation.
See Joe Anderson at
Shady Hills Resort.
HOUSEKEEPER - Seeking
honest, dependable and
hard working lady for permanent position, 2 days a
week Applicant should
have own transportation
and be willing to supply
up-to-date references
Contact 753-0428

NOW hiring countel and
kitchen persons T J Bar
B-Que Apply in person between 2pm-4pm
DRIVERS-OTR-Need Experienced Van Flat drivers
23 years of age 1 year
experience verifiable Mileage pay plus benefits
Call 1 800-444 6648
OTR Drivers 12 months
experience, 23 years of
age, drug testing required
Homady Truck Line Start
tarpNacation
pay, safety bonus spouse
passenger program
1-800-648-9664
OUTSIDE sales calling on
contractors in Hopkinsville
and surrounding areas Experience in cabinets, mill
work, lumber, and building
materials a must Must be
self starter, energetic, and
highly motivated Excellent
career opportunity Includes draw on commissions, mileage, vacation,
health/life insurance, and
profit shafing Send resume to. 706 W 15th St
Hopkinsville, Ky 42240
Attn: Charles

R.N.'S
Immediate
openings
available for 3 R.N. management positions
Assistant Director of
Nursing
Administrative
Nurse Coordinator
1. Quality Assurance
2. Comprehensive Resident Assessment
Staff Development
Coordinator
1. Inserv ice training
2. Nurse aide training
Competitive salaries and
benefits. Interested professionals apply at

West View
Nursing Home

SOUTHWEgT Moto
Freight, Inc is looking to
teams and solos Excellen
benefits, Good MVR 1 yr
verifiable OTR experience
Drug screen Please call
1-800 251 6291
TRUCK driver trainees no
experience? Want to drive
a truck? Call J W collect
(901)247-3288
WORK from home $60 per
100'preparing mail Information send stamp to K S
Enterprises P 0 Box
5157-PYR Hillside NJ
07205

CHILD care in my home
between Murray and
Hardin Mon -Sat Trustworthy and dependable
Have references
753-3869
EXPERIENCED home
health care for elderly or
sick Some domestic work
included Call 753-4590 for
information
HARD worker looking for
work in tobacco Also interested in any type of employment Experienced in
tobacco, carpentry, used
car clean-up and warehouse work Call 753-8446
will work 7 days a week
RESPONSIBLE person will
do babysitting in my home
Reasonable rates Call after 5pm, 437-4734
RICHARD Rowland's Carpentry and Masonry. General contractor building and
remodeling, brick and block
laying, concrete work.
50 2 - 24 7 - 6 9 4 7 ,
502-247-6381
WANT to babysit in Murray
area days or nights weekends 753-4913
100
Business
Opportunity

1401 South 16th St.
Murray, Kentucky
E.O.E. M/F

OVER the road truck drivers. Up to 24 cents per mile
to start Home most
weekends, vacation pay,
health, dental, life insurance available Must be 23
years old. 1 year verifiable
experience driving School
graduates welcome Call
1-800-457-5975 Power
Leasing Incorporated,
Springfield, Tennessee
PLUMBING; Heating and
Air Conditioning Service
Technicians needed in
Lexington -call
1-800-487-5615.
SECRETARY
Receptionist Excellent
telephone skills Typing
shorthand, clerical duties
Send resume and salary
requirements to Kim PO
Box 934 Murray, Ky 42071

LABORATORY ASSISTANT - Department of
Help
Graphic Arts Technology/
Wanted
Printing Management Requirements Bachelor of
BABYSITTER needed, science degree, expertise
Mon.-Fri 3 hrs. per day. in graphic
arts and printing
Murray Eloarclof Edu753-8128
-and photography methods
cation Head Start, with
ALOETTE Cosmetics $15 and processes Staff posicenters in Calloway.
per hr We are looking for tion responsibilities superGraves and Marshall
quality women to train in vising students enrclied in
Counties, is aceepting
departmental
introductory
this area No investments
applications for the folFlexable hrs , great for classes, classes in prelowing position:
homemakers Call Linda press, press, camera,
platemaking, and photoFAMILY SERVICE
Fristoe after 5pm
WORKER
753-1004 or 753-3441 or graphy, and supervise student employees and deSocial work, psyleave a message
partmental printing activichology or health eduFiscal year
DIESEL mechanics MA- ties
cational background or
appointment
evato
be
JOR TRANSPORTATION
experience preferred.
COMPANY is now accept- luated in the Spring, 1991
Recordkeeping skills
Applications
be
should
sent
ing applications for journeyrequired. Responsible
Dr.
Thomas
to
Gray,
E.
men, diesel mechanics
for health, social ser(1)Applicants must be in Chairman, Department of
vice and parent needs.
excellent physical condition Graphic Arts Technology/
Printing
Management,
ColApplications
are
and able to pass extensive
physical exam arid drug lege of Industry and Tech
available at the Murray
test. (2)applicants must nology, Murray State UniBoard of Education Ofpossess ample skills to op- versity, Murray, KY 42071
fice,
9th and Poplar.
erate tractor and trailer in a Murray State University is
Applications
will be
Opportunity/
Equal
an
safe manner If you meet
accepted until 4:00 p.m.
these qualifications we Affirmative Action Emon September 21, 1990,
would like to talk to you ployer Screening of applicPlease
call ants will begin as soon as
EQUAL
1 800-626-1827 Mon-Fri possible and continue until
OPPORTUNITY
position
filled
is
9am-4 30pm ESP Ask for
EMPLOYER
Bill This is a career oppor- MANAGEMENT trainees
tunity with above average photographers, portrait
pay and excellent benefits sale consultants needed TACO Johns is accepting
applicabons for assistant
EOE
immediately for national manager
trainees Starting
CONTEMPO Fashion Photography Company
pay $5-$7 per hour Apply
Jewelry Dream job for Work in Wal Mart stores
between 2-4prn
homemakers with children Comprehensive training
provided
TELEMARKETING
Travel
and
super3 hours-3 days per week
Earn approximately $450 weekends required Re- visor and telephone operaper month. Call Cathy after sume to HR PO Box tors 40 hours per week
Call 753-6156 for interview
410609, Charlotte N C
2pm, 502-527-3893
28241-0609
THE Courier Journal has
DRIVERS MAJOR TRANSan immediate opening in
MOBILE
repos
home
for
PORTATION COMPANY is
Murray for one of its paper
Singles and doubles
now accepting applications sale
routes Must have a cash
from qualified over the road Financing available Clean
bond Reliable transportaoxnpany drivers. If you have late model homes Green
tion If interested call
Tree
Acceptance
a minimum 2 years over the
or
or 442-2301
road experience and: (I)had 606-223-1010
1-800-866-2211, between
no moving violations over the 1-800-221-8204
the hours of 10am and
past 3 years (2)no cenvictions 13 IMMEDIATE OPEN- 6pm
of DUI Of DWI (3)no chars- INGS NEED a job? A
able accidents over the past 3 GED? Hope for the future? TRUCK Drivers' Stop lookyears (4)have a minimum I You may qualify if You do ing for that company offers
year chemical hauling and not have your GED or high you everything Call M T I
tanker operation expenence. school diploma, You are Freight Systems and get
If you meet or exceed these between the ages of 16 & top mileage pay, monthly
qualifications we would like 21 We we an E 0 E. This, bonus, insurance. new
to talk to you. Please call profect is funded by the equipment. retirement
I -1100-626- I 827 Mon -Fri Western Kentucky Private Paid vacations & No N
City runs Call today for
9m1s-4-,3(m ESP Ask for Industry Counci- J.T P A
Bill. This is a career opportun- Cal J.T.PA. Out Of School more information! M T I
ity wide above average pay 7 5 3 - 11 3 7
, Freight Systems, Kennesaw, GA 1-800-526-4865
and excellent benefits EOE. 8a.m.-11:30a.m.

MIscslansous
CASH tor mobile home axles and tires We will remove 527-2061
WE buy Junk batteries
$2 25 per unit Marshall Co
Battery 527-7122

ANTIQUE barber chair
753-6105
APPLE IIC computer, monitor, Imagewriter printer,
lots of software for all ages,
$1000 753-5703

Appliances

Good Condition
Furniture
For Sale.

753-9469
3 PIECE Clayton Marcus
LB suite with 2 coordinating
recliners and coffee and
end table 435-4479
GE 23cu refrigerator, almond with icemaker, 2-4ft.
oak bookcases, antique
vanity with mirror_ Moving
must sell! 759-9663.

FRIENDLY Home Parties
has openings for dealers
No cast investment No ser
vice charge Highest commission and hostess
awards Over 800 items
Call 1-800-227-1510

KABOTA tractor blade
753-2435

PSAL OR PART TRW TRA01.00
DOT COI TAICATION

200
Sports
Equipment

SEASONED firewood Be
prepared and order now
$25 a rick throudiSeptem
ber delivered $20, pickup
Call 492-8254

ALLIANCE

II

1-800-3341203

BUYING. aluminum cans.
battery. scrap metal, copper and junk cars KGA
Recycling, 753-4741

*FREE! FREE! FREE!Ne,....
color TV, microwave Of deer
rifle with your purchase of a
new mobile home from Bargain Home Caner, Hwy 641
South (Camden Hwy) Pans,
TN 1-800-635-9507.
NICE 2br, central heal
small quiet court $110/mo
1 to 2 persons 753-8216
290

TRUMPET Silver Olds,
used Excellent condition,
cleaning tools included,
$250 753-4117
USED Clarinet(B Flat) Selma( Signet 100. professional mouth pace Call
753-5995, after 5pm

liable
Harass For Salo

Jackson, Tenn.
901-668-3122

3110
Pets
& Supplies

EOE M/F

Employment Opportunity
The City of Murray has a vacancy in the Murray
Fire Department for entry level firefighter. Applications/job deschptions are available in the City
Clerk's Office, 207 South 5th Street, and will be
accepted until Tuesday,September 18, 1990,4:00
p.m. Individuals who have made application
with the department in the past six months
need not reapply. The City of Murray is an Equal
Opportunity Employer operating under an Affirmative Action Plan. Starting salary $13,017/20 year
CERS Hazardous Duty Retirement/Health Insurance Benefits.
Jo Crass
City Clerk/Personnel Officer

Now Available to Residents of
Calloway County

GUARANTEED ISSUE
(no health questions)

GROUP MAJOR MEDICAL &
LIFE INSURANCE
a 1 -40 lives are eligible if:
1. You are a farmer, or
2. You operated an Agri-related business,or,
3. You receive your power from West KY.
R.E.C.C.(almost all county residents are
eligible).
Underwitten by Blue Cross/Shield ofCentral New York & Metropolitan Life. Admi-

nistered by
i7i
Available locally from:
1000 POOL tables. highes
quality Best prices in USA
Buy direct save to 50%
Call today Free color catalog, ask for Mr Richardson
1-800-228-0777

Heating
And Cooling

270

Groups

•Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections Call 753-9433
after Sprn

TIME share units and
campground memberships Cheap' Worldwide
selections Vacation Network U.S and Canada
1-800-736-8250/305- 7716296. Free rental information 305-771-6331

16' wides, double wides, plus
big selection of used homes.
Come see us - we want your
business and we're ready to
dealt Bargain Home Center,
Hwy 641 South (Camden
Paris,
TN
Hwy)
1-800-635-9507.

SECURITY OFFICER

Farm
Equipment

LEBANON, TN

I

759-1828
753-2446

'BUSINESS
is
slow,weather's too hot, we're
overstocked, and winter's just
around the corner! All this
adds up to a super deal for you
on the mobile home of your
choice! We've got something
for everyone. New 14' wides,

GAS heaters, vented, thermostat control heat
50 00Obtu, $389 99
1971 CHAPPREL 12x65, 65000btu $429 99 Wallen
2br, 2 full baths, $4300 Hardware downtown Pans
Must be moved! 759-4773 Open all day Saturdays
after 6pm
.310
GLS 808 satellite dish, 1987 CLAYTON mobile
Want
1983. Complete system home, 2br, 2 bath, tv,
To Rent
microwave, coffee maker,
$850 901-247-5567
can opener, AM/FM cas- YOUNG couple want to
LARGE,large, large, selec- sette stereo. 759-1488
rent house in county
tion of larger size storage
753-2456
buildings in stockrready for BARGAIN Home Center's
immediate delivery. For BIG September extravaganza
sale or rent-to-own, some going on right now thru 9/30.
restrictions Aaee Portable Save SBig BuckS on the home
Buildings, Mayfield: Ky. of your choice. Come by and
let us show you how. Bargain 1BR apartment near down
247-7831.
Home Center, Hwy 641 town 753-4109
LOG Homes Over 40 stan- South,(Camden Hwy) Paris,
NEW luxury duplex, 2br, all
dard models Free bro- TN 1-800-635-9507.
new appliances, including
chure Honest Abe Log
Homes, Route One, Box 'INVENTORY REDUC- microwave, woodburning
84CK, Moss, Tennessee TION SALE! These homes fireplace, garage with
must go! From now thru 9/30, electric door opener.
38575 (800)-231-3695
we dare you to find a better $475/mo. Other unit owner
MAPLE frame bunkbeds, deal anywhere. Our already occupied 753-8668
$150; Fisher Price baby low prices slashed even
monitor, $30; new boxes lower! Bargain Home Center, RENTERS! Homes from
15x12 or 15x24-50 for &10; Hwy 641 South (Camden $1 00 (U-Repair) Gov't giveaways, bank repos, forecomputer/study desk, Hwy)
Paris,
TN
closures, tax delinquent
$150, 4 Goodyear radial 1-800-635-9507.
properties
truck tires, $50 759-1567
1983 CLAYTON mobile 1-918-622-5652, Ext.
POST-frame buildings. home Large front kitchen R1073, including Sat and
30'x40'x9' erected $5,195, with all appliances, wood Sun.
plus freight. Other sizes
cathedral ceilings through- SHARP 2br
duplex with
available. Blitz Builders
out front, 2 large bedrooms, central heat/air, Westwood
1-800-428-4009 KY-OH,
Asking
air.
central
bath,
1
Discounted rent, $340
1-800-792-3498 IN,
payoff, need to sell quickly.
753-8734
1-800-628-1324 TN,
Phone Georgetown
REF RIGEATOR dolly, $75; 502-863-0179 after 6pm.
8 folding chairs, $40.
280
759-4085.
Mobile
TAYLOR Waterstoves2BR, all electric, house in
Homes For Rent
Outside wood fired hot waPanorama Shores. Kitchen
ter furnaces. Heats your 2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished with stove, refrigerator, and
entire home and domestic or unfurnished. Some new dishwasher; great room
hot water from a wood fire furniture, natural gas- with wood-burning fireoutside your home. electric, air conditioned
place insert; 1 bathroom;
1-800-545-2293.
Shady Oaks, 753-5209.
screened in porch; and
Large deck. Washer/dryer
hookup available. $250 per
month with $250 security
deposit and 1 year lease
required. 753-6313, after
Position available, Murray, Ky. No
5pm, or 842-8664.
experience required. Will train. UIF— VERY clean 2br house, recently remodeled, partly
iforms furnished. Group medical
furnished. Gas heat, ac,
insurance available.
w/d hookup. 408 N 5th.
$265/mo plus deposit.
Apply 58 Murray Guard Drive
362-7060.

ige

ATTENTION Hunters
HERSHEY Snack Route'
Army surplus sale
Gross $33,000 per year
Ponchos, cammo pants
Requires $10,000 to start
and shirts, field )ackets,
1-800-288-3469
tents, much more. Friday
WOLFF Tanning beds and Saturday, 6th &
Commercial home units Chestnut
from $199 00 Lamps
lotions -accessories
210
Monthly payments low as
$18 00 Call today free
Firewood
color
catalog
A FIREWOOD for sale
1-800-228-6292
437-4667
110
FIREWOOD for sale Also
tree service 436-2562,
Instruction
436-2758

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAiLER

Ideal for plant beds,
gardens and yards.
Rich, sandy, loam
soil.

GATLINBURG Summit.
Breathtaking views of Smokey mountains. Fireplace,
balcony, kitchen. Indoor
REFRIGERATOR, al- pool, Jacuzzis. Honeymond, good condition, moon, other specials! Free
brochure. 1-800-242-4853,
$150 759-1567
(205) 988-5139.
LIKE new standard size
cook stove 498-8740

QUEEN size sofa bed,
matching loveseat, excellent condition; gold swivel
chair • brown chair; oak end
and coffee table, roll top
desk; small wicker chair;
bedroom suIte; 2 blue/
green side chairs; like new
sofa Call 753-3903 between 5-8pm.

,

TOP
SOIL

Public
Sala

&labia
t..11ciress For Rent

1111211

DEALERSHIP Log HomesNational log home manufacturing company has all
of America's finest lines_
starting at $9872. Great
earning potential + commissions, will not interfere
with present employment
Call Mr. Johnson toll free
1-800-321-5647 The Original Old-Timer Log Homes
and Supply Inc 1901
Logue Road, Mt Jul,et. TN
37122.

or

Miscellaneous

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
has a full line of coins, silver
dollars, proof sets and
hobby supplies at Home
Run Hobby Shop, 603 S
4th St (Murray) and at OxYoke Antique Store
(Hazel) Our newest outlet
is at the Book Rack in Paris,
Tennessee on E Wood
Street (901-642-5188) We
aiso have a full selection of
coin's at the Treasure
House (Murray), Mercantile
(Aurora), and Old Tobacco
Towne (Mayfield) We appraise estates and buy
coins 753-4161

410

280

AVOCADO 30in cook
DOLL Collection Antique,
stove, good condition,
Alexanders, F&B many
$135; full size wicker headmore Steiff Bears Also do XEROX 1020 copy maboard, $40, F P baby morepairs Lay away for chine, good condition,
nitor, $25, like new size 6
$400 753-5227, Mon-Fri
Christmas 901-593-5361
slim girls jean, $12,like new
size 6 slim girls white jean, FABRICTABRIC*FABRIC YR-60 Yazoo Right Angle
$7 759-1,293, after 5pm. BARGAINS to numerous to Drive mower 18 horse Wisconsin Engine 100% reconCOSCO hi-chair, Welch mention See you at Coun- ditioned $3,800.00. Call
try
Remnants Hwy 68-641
stroller Excellent condiDraffenville, Ky (next to Frankfort between 8-5
tion. 436-2165.
Bonanza, Marshall Co,) (502) 227-2760 after 5 30
call (502) 227-8015.
10am-5prn Mon-Sat

AMERICAN Dream Local LIKE new, 6 baby
beds,
fruit juice route can earn (includes mattress &
plastic
you outstanding yearly re- cover), $100 each, 2 hiturns Service Holiday Inns, chairs, $45 each.
Best Western, Comfort 753-5227, Mon-Fri
Inns or other company
owned accounts Part or full LIKE new taupe color overstuffed sofa and loveseat,
time No selling involved
Requires $19,500 cash in- $400, country blue Irving
vestment
Call room suite and matching
loveseat, $500 Will sell se1-800-782-1550. anytime
parately 753-0814
COMPLETE business inventory, several thousand LIVING room suite, like
books, newest videos, new, $175 Call 498-8127
greeting cards, craft and
NEAL'S new and used furgift items, custom book niture.
appliances and cars
shelves, counter, tables, Just
opened at 103 B St
electronic typewriter, bal- Benton,
Ky 527-0403
loons, Tandy 1000, color
monitor, printer and soft- OIL Painting Must sacrifice
ware Seller provides ship- for less than insured value.
ping and delivery within Including Hargrove, Armsreasonable location Cash vong, H Edwards. Cooper,
Various sizes
$26,000 901-247-3380 or etc
527-8907
901-247-3957 pm

INSTRUCTION

2•10

Group Trust.

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsville Federal
Savings Building
7th at Main. Murray, Kentucky

AKC COCKER Spanie
pups, $100 each, AKC
Schnauzer pups, $100
each, ears trimmed Wes
901-352-2416, days
901-986-3693
AKC Lab puppies for sale 1
yellow male, 2 black males,
5 black females Good
bloodlines
Call
901-247-3220 (Puryear,
TN)
AKC
Pekingese,
'4 Pekingese $50,
'A Sheepdog, 'A Airdale
$25 each Soon AKC Shizu, Peek-a-poos,
474-8057
AKC Pug puppies, fawn
and all black 527-8907
AKC puppies, various
breeds
$75
up
615-746-5355
BEAGLE
435-4264

puppies

COCK-a-beis $20 a piece
Call 901-247-5156 after
5 30prn
DOG Obediance training
No force Problem solving
Fast, effective, easy
436-2858
PEEK-A-P00 pups
436-2438 after 5pm

Cali

POODLE puppies AKC,
white/apricot. Paradise
Kennels 753-4106.
ROTTWEILER pups, AKC
titillates Good with kids.
New Concord, Ky
436-2514.
WHATS so different about
Vie Happy Jack 3-X flea
collar? It works! Now avaiiable for Cats! At Southern
States and better feed
stor•s.
Call
1-800-326-5225 for
Catitiogue

Var.(

MOVING Sale Antique dining set, twin or bunk beds
matching chest, living room
tables Roto tiller, weed ea
ter 753-9943

1808 SI
Rain
7 til
Sat.
CraftsmE
saw,cen
unit, b
sweaters
Call in at
like - 75

3 Party
Yard Sale
Rain or Shine
Fri. & Sat.
8:00-5:00
Hazel • turn right off 641
S. on West State Line Rd.
let house on right.
Love seat recliner sewing ma
chine in cabinet, couriry home
decorators jewelry
beks
scarves. shoes. linen toys toy
chest books baskets dishes &
much more

BOB HALE
Sales &
Roberts Re
or 489-2261

GARAGE
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
6:30-5:00
21/2 miles out on
121 So. Turn left
on Overbey Rd.
2nd trailer on left.

Fa

HUNTING
Approx. 16(
near Ken
Springville,
flood easen
deer, rabbit
bon scatter(
hills of past(
There are 2
round creek
accessible
this farm. Ex
sites availat
dual Of that
Within easy
T V A /Sp
Sandy dud
toms. S
$88,000 00
REALTY 90
Approx 34
hunting in it
Henry Coun
roll Co line
from McKei
Owner-Broli
Price $15,1
BASS
901-642-96 1
Approx. 80 ;
the duck hut
Kentucky I
leases the b
for grain pr
floods the a
The farm it
rolling cattle
scattered sh
rolling pasta
Prime Build'
$150,000.00
REALTY 90
Apcxox. 163
gravel road u
at old home
ing small lak
open pastui
year round
this property
retirement a
and small gi
the farm ford'
wildlife Pric
CALL BAS
901-642-961
Approx. 90
Hunting proc
Wildlife on K
Large numt
feed thru the
wildlife Roily
road frontage
building site
Kentucky
$180,000.00
REALTNO'

Table & chairs, clothes,
household supplies, coffee and end tables, tires
lots of good items

3 Party
Garage Sale
Fri. & Sat
Sept 14 & 15
7 a.m. to 5 p.m.
707 Sycamore

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
Sept. 14th & 15th
703 Chestnut
7:00-? both days
Complete Household
Moving Sale
Ne• ,terns put oka sad, day Antiques proisrecci seamless sup
pies wit commiroai maai
ovia, aod•Aio oak's bedsPeads. *apes, tabled*, fon skates. AO query lades dotting •
sults S &asses r 1-8 sue,*rens
bedrcorn kinky. car sumo, blocraw vacvurn 915. *Afloat ap.
plenum CB lads TV lots deed
4,44.1J,S

GARAGE
SALE
Saturday, Sept. 15
8 a.m.-11 a.m.
2219
Quail Creek Dr.
Murray
Chairs,
exercise
bench,
linoleum
pieces, toddler boys
clothing,
curtains,
misc. clothing.

— Garage
Sale
801 N. 19th St.
Thur. 13th &
Fri. 14th
Large men & women
clothes,
children
clothes - small and 6
to 8 size, weed eater,
riding lawn mower,
lots of misc.

Frida
New 1
This is I
hold ite
ware,ai
single
dian,
Campez
der,too'
ing thif

Yard
Sale
505 So. 16th St.
Fri. & Sat
8-?

For fu

Large size women's
clothes, misc.

K4

Garage
Sale
1527 &
1529
Oxford Drive
8 a.m.-?
Fri. & Sat.

SA1

Material, toys, clothing, misc.

LOCAT
Farm I

Carport
Sale

OFFICE E
typewriters,
readertrint
SOUN
A
projector, t

Fri., Sept. 14th
1000 S. 16th St.
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sleeper sofa, crib, hi chair, cradle, clothing,
decorabve
items,
toys, other misc.

MIScELL)
(trucks, 4 fi
carpet and
APPLI ANC
FOR Mi

4

•

••••-••&-

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

CLASSIFIEDS
&10

dfig

Public
Sale

Yard Sale
1808 Sherrie Lane
Rain or Shine
7 till 2 p.m.
Sat. 9-15-90
Craftsman 10 table
saw,central heat & air
unit, blue jeans,
sweaters, lots of misc.
Call in advance if you
like • 753-6178.

430
Real
Estate
BOB HALEY Real Estate
Sales & Appraisals
Roberts Realty, 753-1651,
or 489-2266

•••••••
=VW"

=I•M•
MVO"

in••••11
amov,

15

(S
S.
•

IMIEMP

3BR house on 12 acres,
new gas furnace, window
air, detached garage Hwy
94 between Lynnville and
Tri City. 382-2382 or
382-2330.

REDUCED 1984 Chevrolet
Monte Carlo SS Call
753-5019, 753-6671

KENTUCKY Lake property
for sale. Mobile home with
large den over basement,
including 24'x20' garage,
air conditioning, furnished,
with 9 lots near Murray, Ky.
Price $10,600 (appraised
price $13,400) Call
618-797-0721.

BY Owner 2br, central
heat/air, low utilities, full
basement 753-1449 or
753-0118

SNAP

.170
Motorcycles
1982 HONDA Aspencade
very good condition
437-4838

THE three farms listed below are adioining, close to
Kentucky Lake with ample
blacktop road frontage off
major Highway 79 east to
Kentucky Lake. Total number of acres available is
approx 582 acres representing one of the largest
holdings near Kentucky
Lake offered for sale. This
area is a real growth area.
CALL BASS REALTY toll
free
number
14300-642-9612.
*Approx 254 acres level to
gently rolling, open cropland scattered woods for
excellent building site
Price $1,500.00 per acre.
'Approx. 260 acres level to
gently rolling open pasture
with large new metal building 40'x44' and 40'x40'.
Price -$283,500 00
•Approx 68 acres pasture,
barn,fenced, cross-fenced,
pond, excellent building
site. Price $59,500.00 Bass
Realty 104 Tyson Ave.,
Paris, TN 1-800-642-9612.

HUNTING Club Property Approx 160 acres located
near Kentucky Lake,
Springville, TN. joins T.V.A.
flood easement. Excellent
deer, rabbit, quail population scattered over rolling
hills of pasture and woods
There are 2 ponds, a year
round creek and year round
accessible gravel drive on
this farm. Excellent building
sites available for an individual or that hunting lodge
Within easy drive of the
T V.A /Springville/Big
Sandy duck hunting bottoms . Sale price
$88,000.00 CALL BASS
REALTY 901-642-9612.
Approx 34 acres - deer
hunting in isolated area of
Henry County on the Carroll Co line about 7 miles
from McKenzie. Possible
Owner-Broker financing.
Price $15,000.00 CALL
BASS
REALTY
901-642-9612.
Approx. 80 acres Borders
the duck hunting bottom of
Kentucky Lake T V.A.
460
leases the backwater area
Homes
for grain production then
For Sale
floods the area for ducks.
The farm itself is a good 2BR, 1 bath, 2 car attached
rolling cattle operation with garage, vinyl siding, new
scattered shady trees and roof, central heal/air, 1 acre
rolling pasture This has a lot, Hwy 121N. 753-3139
Prime Building Site Price
$150,000.00 CALL BASS 3BR,1 bath, brick house on
2 lots, located in Hazel
REALTY 901-642-9612.
Approx. 163 acres county Priced at $29,000.
gravel road into farm, ends 759-9655 after 5pm.
at old home site overlook- 3BR, 2 bath, LR,
kitchen,
ing small lake. Woods with garage, good
condition,
open pastureland and a very low utilities,
close to
year round creek makes downtown. 753-1566
this property an excellent
retirement acreage Deer 3BR brick with carport, nice
and small game populate neighborhood in town
the farm for those that enjoy Central heat/air 753-5054
wildlife. Price $8800000
CALL BASS REALTY 3 BR. house, 172 bath,
Northside of Hazel Method901-642-9612.
Approx. 90 acres Goose ist Church. 492-8727 after
Hunting property joins Tn 4pm.
Wildlife on Kentucky Lake •AT BARGAIN
HOME
Large number of geese CENTER, you don't
have to
feed thru the winter on the sacrifice anything
for a low
wildlife. Rolling with county price - Get it
all!! Quality,
road frontage and excellent energy efficiency,
eye appeal
building sites overlooking and service
plus a low price!
Kentucky Lake Price Hwy 641 South
(Camden
$180,000.00 CALL BASS Hwy)
Paris,
TN
REALTi\901-642-9612.
1-800-635-9507.

1990 SUZUKI 80 excellent
condition, $1500
753-1392

1975 CHRYSLER New
Yorker. Good condition Priced to sell. 753-8002,
leave message
1976 OLDS Delta 88, 4
door, $600 OBO, 1966
Olds 98, 4 door, hardtop.
$350 OBO 492-8322 for
more information

sm
CARS • TRUCKS
VANS
Finonc,ng On The Spot

YES
Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars
Price 8 Payment Displayed
On Each Vehicle

CARS
'88 Chevy Cavalier

64937

'88 Pontiac 5000

$49137

'88 Dodge Aries

$4987

'87 Chevy Eurosport

$4987

'87 Ford Taurus V6

$4987

'87 Chevy Celebrity

$4987

'87 Chevy Cavalier Wgn $4987
'86 Ply. Horizon
'85 Pont Bonneville

$4487

'85 Olds Delta 88
'84 Pontiac Fiero

$2987

'84 Dodge Aries Wgn $2987
'78 Ford Fairmont........... $787
'73 Pont Grand Prix

$787

TRUCKS
'87 Chevy S-10

$4987

'86 Ford Ranger V6

$4987

'84 Ford Van _

$3987

'81 Ford Van .......

Charley's Auction

'17 Chevy Slepside Van$2487
Have You Been Turned
Down Elsewhere

Friday, Sept. 14th, 6:30 p.m.

=NW

New building behind barber
shop in Hazel, Ky.
This is a consignment sale of household items includingfurniture,glassware,appliances,nice wood stove,22
single shot Winchester. old accordian, must see to appreciate, 1978
Camper Special pickup,Lincoln welder,tools and many more items arriving this week.

For further information contact:

Doug Taylor

11•1=1

Credit Problems V OK
No Credit V OK
Divorce V OK
We s.li dependable,

1-800-432-9346
ICENTICIET CAIINIT ION 41iVO IIESOLICES

(4facelp
OYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY
CARS
'90 Toyota Corolla
'9.487
10 Toyota Cartry
12,787
'19 Accord LI
'14,987
89 ile0Jr1 Topaz GS.... 7117
19 Toyota Ca mry
14187
19 Dodge Daytona '1487
19 Acura
'19,989
89 CrtSSid8
11,981
89 Ford Escort
'6,987
88 Toyota Camry DX '9,987
18 Pont. Bonne, LE 10187
18 Olds Cutlass Calais _7187
18 Nissan Pulsar NO 1,987
87 Toyota Cam DX 7,987
17 Honda Accord LXI 1,487
87 Mazda RX7
'9,987
17 Criry LE Wgn 10,487
86 Olds Cutlass COI ....1,987
16 Toyota Cress4a 11,487
16 Tercel 4WD Wgn '5187
16 Honda Accord DX 7,987
16 Buick Century LTD '4,987
16 Toyota Supra
10,417
13 Toyota Corolla
'4,687
'15 Cressida Viagcn '7,987
15 Toyota Camry LE '6,487
15 lierc. Grrd
„'3,987
'85 Olds Delta 88
'6,487
85 Buick Elec, Park Ave '6,987
14 Chev, CalialOf Type 10 1,487
'83 kid Park Ave
'4,487
13 Olds Delta 88
'3,697
'82 Toyota Ceica GT 7117
13 Linc. Contental '4,987
13 Ford Faimont
.7,487
11 Pont. Grand Lellrs 7,617
80 Olds Cutlass Supreme '4987
79 Toyota Cara Wgn i187
71 Plymouth Horizon '1,217
77 Cutlass Su erne '2487

WE Guarantee!
Thai's night' It you are not
happy with the operation of

your used car or truck you
bought from us, return it to
us within 3 days or 200
miles (whichever comes
first) and we'll repair it or
well refund your money

It's as simple as that!
We'll Repair It
Or
We'll Refund
Your Mon-.11

Othar Locations:
Mayfield Paducah
We accept Visa & MX

See Salesman Kelvin York
Brash. Sales Mgr.

Sycamore
Murray
759-4999

1113

(901) 247-3784
or
(901) 247-5518

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
SATURDAY, SEPT. 15, 1990, 9:00 A.M.
Murray State University
Surplus Property
LOCATION: West Kentucky Exposition Center - West End College
Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky (Murray State University campus)
"'Sale insult - Rain or shine"
Partial Listing
OFFICE EQUIPMENT: metal cabinets, copiers, cassette recorder, calculators,
typewriters, classroom furniture, student desks, classroom chairs, microfiche
reader/printer, check writing machine;
SOUND AND VIDEO EQUIPMENT: projector screens, televideo, film strip
projector, television, reel-to-reel tape machine, albums;
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS: buses, tires, batteries, auxiliary gas tanks, vehicles
(trucks,4 for parts only), cherry picker, bowling pins and lane conditioner, drapes,
carpet and carpet remnants;
APPLIANCES: refrigerators, commercial broilermaster toast oven.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL ELVIS GREEN (502) 762-4435
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

V•hicle• tovia• 53,5:11 Do VA OueNN

TRUCKS
19 Toyota Egab 10487
88 Toyota 4Rrner.....15,187
88 Chevy Scottsdale 7,917
81 Plymovtli Vcriager _11,487
88 Toyota 400
10,487
81 Toyota fq
'6187
88 Chevy Step Ste 11,987
11 Chevy Silverko '9,487
17 Cher/ R10 Pill '8,987
16Nissan4x4
i,981
'86 Ford Bronco It
'7,487
'84 Chevy Silverado '6„987
13 GliC SI,
'2117
Open til 7 p.m.
Aubrey Hatcher
Mark Elkins
Gill Calvert
Tom Thurman
Chad Cochran, Sales MGR.

TOYOTA
1,...rfay, AT

753 4.1t,

530

Used
Cars

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

affordable cars to poodle
who want to establish or
no-establish their credit.
Low Monthly Payrtfarfts'

Kenneth Charles

vvii•

530

FOR your real estate listings, sales, or auctions,
contact one of the oldest
offices in Murray Wilson
Real Estate 302 S 12th
753-3263

ASO

Farms
For Sale

acin
Used
Cars

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices.
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext.
711L
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Homes
For Sale

NESTLED in the trees is
this immaculate in ground
home with central heat/air,
overlooking wooded hillside Property includes 13
acres with barn and fenced
area for horses Only
$59500 Contact Kopperud Realty 753-1222

13, 1990

1976 LINCOLN Contmen
tal, sharp, $2500, 1985 Re
nault Alliance automatic
a/c, $2700 753-8738
1979 CADILLAC FLeetwood Limo, mint condition
28 inches of stretch, new
501 commercial service
motor, new 400 turbo transmission, wet bar Will sacrifice at $870000 or best
otter, need to sell immediately Call Frankfort (502)
227-8015 after 6pm.
1979 THUNDERBIRD
$450 436-2237
1984 HONDA CRX, good
condition, a/c, AM/FM cassette, tinted windows,
$3000 Call 759-4654 before 6pm
1984 INDY Fey° loaded,
$3500 Call 753-0792 between 9-5pm only.
1984 PONTIAC 6000, 4
door, good condition
753-4603 after 5pm
1984 TOYOTA Supra, ps/
pb, 5 speed, sunroof, all
extras, 45,000 miles,
$5900 759-4624
1985 HONDA Shadow,
8500 miles, excellent condition, $1500 753-7976
1986 CALAIS, red, excellent gas mileage, 1 owner
car Beautiful condition.
753-0541.
1986 CAVALIER Z24 red
with gray interior, 57,000
miles, $5200 759-1459,
753-6122, ask for Randy.
1986 TRANS Am loaded,
t-tops 753-6865 after
5 30pm
1988 DODGE Anes K LE 4
door, dark gray, accented
with light silver top, ps/pb,
air, luggage rack, wire
caps, 28mpg, $3850
753-5216
1988 FORD Escort GL.
Auto, ps/pb, air, 4 door,
good gas mileage, 1 owner.
Call 753-5447 after 5pm
1989 CAMARO, pw/pl, custom interior, ground effects,
AM/FM cassette stereo,
louvers 753-4201 before
3pm, 753-2735 after 3pm
1989 FORD Escort, excellent condition, $7000
Owner must see
759-1488
1989 SILVERADO 4x4
SWB, stepicle truck Call
after 4pm 437-4616
d9S

Vans
1987 DODGE Caravan V6,
SE, tinted glass, running
boards, power, air, 93xxx
miles, $6500. 753-6118 or
nights 436-5810.
1987 FORD incline van
with 4 captain seats,
loaded, with cruise control,
35xxx miles, 1 owner,
like new 498-8740.
500
Used
Trucks
1965 GMC V6, boom truck,
rough but cheap, $750
753-6116 or 753-6118
1976 FORD 4x4, lift kit,
large tires, chrome wheels,
$2500. 753-1392.
1976 FORD pickup with
camper shell, 81xxx miles,
air condition, ps, new tires,
$1850 436-2822.
1978 JEEP CJ5 Call after
4pm, 437-4616
1985 GMC Sierra Classic,
loaded 753-9479 before
5pm, 759-1509 after 5pm

Services
Offered

* Danny *
Robinson

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

Paper HangingPainting
753-0616
A-1 STUMP Removal and
Spraying Lawns, trees,
and shrubs, unwanted ants
and insects Call A-1 for
professional service Glen
Joiner 753-0906
ABLE Construction Co
Building Contractors Residential and commercial renovation, trim/framing carpentry, also basements
436-5598

INBOARD/outboard repair
service Service calls winterizing, OMC Mercruiser.
Mercury, etc Call anytime
436-2768

CAMP

BLOCK & brick & concrete
finishing Driveways, porches, new foundations and
chimney and repair work
753-5476
BOGARD Paving - parking
lots, driveways sealing,
striping. 20 years experience For free estimate call
753-9552.
BUILDING Contractor Home improvements, pole
barns, portable buildings,
decks, gazebos Customer
satisfaction guaranteed
Free estimates L E
hams 489-2663
BUILDER New homes,
framing, additions, garages, barns, patios, decks,
greenhouses, remodeling,
site preparation, hourly/
contract Tripp Williams,
753-0563
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models. Call Gary at
759-4754.
DAVIDSON Roofing Co All
types of roofing 30 years
experience All work guaranteed in writing Free estimates Specializing in
shingle work 753 5812

DO any type odd jobs tree
work, trim shrubbery, cut
and clean fence rows, seal
1990 SILVERADO, loaded, blacktop driveways, light
4xxx miles 489-2351 atter, hauling and other types of
work Free estimates Call
5pm
Robert Prescott, 753-2054
EXTRA sharp 1986 black
LICENSED
for electric
S10 pickup SWB, 4 cylinder. 4 speed, air, 55xxx gas, refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimiles, $5500 759-1854
mates 753-7203
510
Campers

1985 32ft SPARTAN park
model $6500 or trade
759-4414
8tt CAB-Over slide-in camper,, sleeps 4 Ice box,
stove, sinks, furnace, porta-potty. Very good condition. 759-4464
520
Bodo
it Won
FIBERGLASS fishing boa
and trailer, 65hp Evinrude
$850 753-4024 after 5pm

Roy Hill
Backhoe Service

,f,1111k
o• IF+
tvoAto

ic

Junior Thorn,
Operator
30 Years Expo-len,
Specialiting in Septic
Tanks. Sewers. Foundations. Hauling. etc.

(502) 759-4664

GUTTERING By Sears
PONTOON boat slips for Sears residential and corn
rent Also, pontoon boats mercial continuous gutters
for rent For more informa- installed for your spec.ifica,
tion call, Cypress Bay Re- bons Call Sears 753-2310
sort 901-232-8221
for free estimate

OLD quilts wanted Top
dollar paid Any condition
send photo Shelly Zegan
12 Z River Hill Road, Louis
villa
KY 4 0 20 7
502-897-3819
WANT to hire tractor to disk
and plant 1 acre in pasture
759-1969

CUSTOM KITCHEN CalINI1S
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of

ts

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
*Drop by & see our Showroom
.

O.C.,1PRA+
".:).594.1

II

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

KITCHEN CABINET REAPPLIANCE REPAIRS MODELING with wood
Factory trained by 3 major grain formica, all colors
manufacturers Most parts Free estimates Wulff's Rein stock, on my truck All covery, Murray 436-5560
work and parts warranted
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
Ask for Andy at The ApFor all your carpet and upphenol Works, 753-2455
holstery cleaning For a
APPLIANCE SERVICE free estimate call
Kenmore, Westinghouse. 753-5827. Satisfied
Whirlpool 30 years experi- references
ence. Used Appliances
Bobby Hopper, 436-5848 A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GALBACKHOE Service - ROY LIMORE ELECTRIC ComHILL Junior Thorn, opera- mercial and residential,
fast
tor 30 years experience courteous
and efficient serSeptic system, drive-ways vice
759-1835
hauling, foundations, etc
L&R
Plumbing 24hr
759-4664
emergency service Water
and sewer lines Specializing in mobile homes
753-8101 8-5pm, after
hours 753-0768

BACKHOE,trencher, excavating and hauling Kenney
Travis, 759-1039

WILL do plumbing All guar
anteed 435-4169

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free es
timates 759-1683

ALPHA Builders Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303

Septic
Tank
Cleaning
753-9224

Wanted

HANDYMAN - Painting,
plumbing electrical, carpentry, etc 24 hour
emergency service All
work fully guaranteed Very
reasonable rates
436-2749

AC Repair - We specialize
in window units Free esti
mate 436-2904

ANY remodeling, building
painting & roofing Free es
bmates B & B Construction 436-5263

570
Service!.
Oilfired

WILL landscape Bushhog
ging Free estimate
G W CONSTRUCTION, 436-5430
Gerald Walters roofing,
WILL mow lawns and other
painting, vinyl siding all
yard work Will do light
kinds of remodeling Phone
hauling 436 2528
489 2267

HAVE your chimney
cleaned Also remodeling/
additions Have references 492-8561

1986 JEEP Comanche 1
owner, 4 wheel drive, topper 753-4024 after 5pm

1973 MIDAS 24ft , new car
pet, tees and electric refrigerator Electric a/c, gas
heat water heater, awning
437-4845 after 5pm

S.10

Services
Offered

cOt.O
LA

ir•-".
,
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RARE FIND IN SW CALLOW AY COUNTY
This neat, 3 bedroom, 2 bath home is situated on 10+
acres near Southwest Elementary. Add good outbuildings and excellent frontage on Hwy. 783 to
increase value.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-r222

SPICELAND ELECTRIC
Commercial
Residential
Complete Electric Service
492-8385
Steve Spiceland
Day or Night
Owner

PLUMBING - 24hr
emergency service Water
and sewer lines, free estimates, reasonable rates
Money back guarantee
753-4200
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
R B MITCHELL PAVING
Driveways, parking lots a
specialty Over 30 years
experience 753-1537,
753-1221
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307
ROGER Hudson rock haul
mg, gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545.
753-6763
SHEETROCK finishing and
textured ceilings Larry
Chrisman,,492-0345
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including.
60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation.
Day or nite, 753-5484.

014"

A PLACE WITH SPACE!
4 BR, 2 bath energy efficient 2 yr. old home with
central gas heat. & air, deck. garage & more'
Priced right - in the $60's.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

W.A.T.C.H. AUCTION
Friday, September 14, 5 p.m.
702 Main
Lots of new merchandise and gift cc rtif
cafes donated from area merchants as
well as quality items supplied throughout
the community. Aft proceen-befieif-The
Work Activity Training Center for the
Handicapped.
-- Refreshments Available

Auctioneer - Darrell Beane

TRANSPORTATION to
Nashville or Paducah Airport, doctor's visits or mall
753-0541
TREE trimming, brush removal, handyman Call
anytime 436-2768
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street.
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri.; 753 0530

753-1222

41i
CHECh IT
• xtreme y nice,4 br.,2 a., 185
sq. ft. living area; cent, gas heat, cent, elect, air.
close to hospital, shopping centers, all levels of
educational facilities. Ideal for retirees or anyone
wanting a good solid home. Much more, priced at
$62,900. MLS-2635

Roberts Realty
414 S. 12th

753-1651

ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, September 15, 1990--10 a.m.
At the late Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Canter home, approx. 1/2 mile east of Lynnville, Ky. on Hwy. 94
between Tr -City and Lynnville, Ky.
Nice color TV stereo - nice couch and chair - recliner - table lamps - lamp
table - high back rocker - maple bed and chest with bedside table - good
bookcase bedroom suit - super nice large post bedroom suit - fine oak base
tredal sewing machine - quilt box - straight chair - quilts and electric
blankets - vacuum cleaner - odd chairs- nice maple table and 6 chairs - nice
Sears portable dishwasher - like new Maytag auto. washer and dryer microwave oven - stove and refrigerator - large chest freezer - small kitchen
appliances - flatwcar - pots and pans - old glass and china - pottie chair and
walker - fan - lawn chairs - many other items not listed.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.
Auctioneer's Note: This is a fine,clean auction of good, used merchandise.

For more information and your auction needs,

phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in K1 & TN #1281
Darrell Beane & Terry Paschall - "%tretioneers
"My Service Doesn't Coo, It Pays"
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Ass

-ma:12T
Quee
n Sofa Sleepers
Quilted Innerspring Mattr
ess

SATURDAY SEPT. 15TH
CLOSE-OUT
Mattress
_Set
Full
Queen

BIG MAN
RECLINER
OUR BEST SELLER!

$132
$172

Cash 6 Carry Only At These lat

()SIMMONS
White Brass

Daybed
Complete with Mattress

(•
SOFT SIDE WATERBEDS

$96
Discontinued
Youth Groups

REDUCED AT
CLOSE-OUT
PRICES!

Add Innerspring
Sleeper for
Only MO

Decorator
Accessories

$788

A

Se+
White

5 Piece
Cherry Bedroom Suite

3 Pieci
Contempc

Bed

Race CarBed

Headboard,

50

Footboard,
Dresser, Mirror ,
and Chest

Solid Oak

Dinettes

6 Piece
Bedroom Suite
- CLOSE-OUT -

Sectional

•H•adboard
•Footboord
•Dresser

Oak and Glass
with 4 Chairs

with 2 Full Recliners

•MetTOr

•Ch*st
.Nightstand

Reclining Sofa

A n9

Matching Loveseat
Sale Priced!
Yam
Four Reclining Mechanisms

CLOSED FRIDAY
to mark down
entire inventory.
SATURDAY SALE
HOURS:
10 a.m.-8 p.m.

Large Solid Wood
Complete

4 Piece Waterbed Suite

$598

Master Bedroom Suite

758

5 Piece Group
Includes:
$
Headboard
Dresser
Mirror
Ch.st
Nightstand

WOODWFTEkS
GALLERIES

Chestnut Hills
Murray

Ch

Swivel
Wing Bc

FREE
SAI\
Visa - I

4

_

1.•

det

A114
Pieces

4 Piece Black Lacquer Suite
Includes:

At These Low Prices

Headboard, Triple Dresser,
Mirror and 5-Drawer Chest
•

LIVING
ROOM

.41*

a=1,11.1
,
1L
.smosw,
..

f
.44

EDS

$629
red!

vett

-ess

9

insual-i-I -_I-

3 Piece Plush
Contemporary Suite

TABLES
5 Piece Master Bedroom Suite

Add Innerspring$552
Sleeper for
Only 8110

Headboard, Dresser,
Mirror, Chest &
Nightstand

$464

All

fr
!_.

Seal
Bedding
0

444--

•I

,*
"Apt,

Recl
iners
As Low As

-

up to_

50% Off
Your
Choice

13
9
Swivel

Rocker or
Wing Back Chair

2

Bedroom sae-

$698

Headboard,
Dresser, Mirror
and Chest

Large
Oak
Half Hex
Lighted
Curios

DISCONTINUED
LIVING ROOM
SUITES
PRICED
TO SEW!!

$275
‘‘.

1•411T,11117".."
••
•
-.01M11 n•

&

FREE FINANCING
90 DAYS
SAME AS CASH
Visa - MasterCard - Discover

113.143S `AVUS

V

'THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

$599

•

1:79Ket.."

-1./.;!„
711111*;,

14.7

$399
Contemporary Black
Leather-Look Sofa
Matchina Pieces Also Sale Priced!
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